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H. A. FOSTKK & CO.
Chu Poutlaud daily F ausslB published »t85.00
por year in advance.
run MAianSTATA Punas u published every Thun*
d»y morning,at 82.00 per annum, ia udvuuoe; 82.1*
U paid within six months: and 82.60, if payment be

delayed beyond six months.
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81.60 per square dally first week; 75 oents per week
after; three insertions or lets, 81.00; continuing every other duy after first week, 60 oents.
Half square, three Insertions or loss, 75 oents; one
week, 81.00; 60 cents per week after.
Under head of Assusbkbutb, 82.00 porequaro por
week; one iasertlor, 81,60.
I
dgdUiAL Nonuae, 82.00 per square first week,
81,00 per square after; three insertions or less, 81.60;
half a square, throe insertions, 81.00; one woek,
81.60.
Advertisements inserted in the MLaixb Statu
Pauee (which b«° a large olroulatioa in every part of
tnod.Aio; ,or 8100 per square for firat insertion, and
60 cents pc; squaio tor each subsequent uiseruun.
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Konoxe,
reading columns, 20 oents
per line for one insertion. No a barge less than fifty
sent, for eaoh insertion.
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should be direotefi to the "Editor of thr, Press,*'and
those of a business character to the PuMteher).
Pinras O! every description sxeouted
in
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COMMUNICATIONS.
State

Agenoy

at

Oity

Point-

Fort Sedgwick, Jan. 29,1865.
From articles which appear in the papers
and from letters of enqu iry 1 have sometimes
received, I am led to infer that oar friends at
home are often at a loss to determine which of
the two general Societies now operating In
the field is most deserving of their patronage;
I mean the Sanitary and Christian Commissions. Both these societies have done and
are doing a vast amount of
good in alleviating
the condition ofthe sick and disabled soldiers,
and nearly the only rivalry between them at
trout is, which shall
accomplish the most. In
a certain degree they are
cooperative, laboring to the same end, bat in the distribution of
reading matter, the Christian Commission is

purely sectarian, which feature is otijectionable to some, and perhaps justly, for I believe that reading of a more general character is better adapted to the wants of the great
mass of the.soldiers.
Each society commends
itself to the warmest support of the benevolent public.
But it is not necessary for our friends in
Maine, and particularly those who have relatives or friends whom they wish to aid, to operate through the medium of either of the
above societies iu order to accomplish their
object. For ail practical purposes the Maine
State Agency at City Point is the safest and
best medium through which contributions
from Maine to this army can be furnished, and
from the able manner in which it is conducted it is deserving of the highest consideration,
and our people should not suffer its operations
to be impaired or retarded fir lack of means.
C. C. Hayes attends to the forwarding of
and delivering of packages consigned to particular persons, and Mrs; Mayhew has charge
of articles designed for general distribution.
Mr. Hayes goes to Washington almost weekly
—and sees that all goods are promptly torwarded ; visits the army at Intervals and looks
up the Maine soldiers in the field hospitals and
attends to their needs, and is indefatigable in
bis efforts to extend the benefit ofthe Agency
to all entitled to them.
Mrs. Mayhew is equally efficient in her department. The agency is situated adjacent
to the hospitals at City Point. She is engaged
heart aud soul in her benevolent and self-sacrificing labor and possesses rare qualities tor
the arduous position.
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Maine has done nobly in the war both in
men and means, but this agency
does not receive the support to which it is
every w*y entitled. Certain localities have
done

much;

in

others, nothing

has been done.
I believe that ail who from condition or choice
remain at home, should contribute something
to alleviate the

hardships of the soldiers, who
are nobly sacrificing the comforts of the home
circle for their sakes. If they would, though
the offering of each may be small, the aggregate will be much. Hardly anything comes
amiss. Shirts, drawers, mittens, socks, quilts,
comfort-bags with their contents of needles,
pins, thread and buttons—all are needful and
Bought for.
Those who have nothing else to give can
contribute money. Money will purchase many
things for the sick, such as canned meats and
fruits, condensed milk, farina, corn starch,
etc., which cannot well be supplied in kind
from Maine.
1* ickages should be addressed to the
cy, care of George It. Davis Portland.

Agen-

If the generous and benevolent people of
Maine Will send their contributions through
this channel, they can rest assured that they
will bo Impartially and judiciously distributed,
aid that officers, which is too often the case,
will not be permitted to appropriate the lion’s
Index.
stare.

Davis sits unmoved at the head of his pel
whici
oligarchy, sustained by a powerful army to dis
have been powerless
up to this lime we
lodge. There has not been a more grotesqui
spectacle since this long war begun than thai
ar
of an old politician planning to relieve the
and by an adroil
my of all further service,
back tc
stroke to lead Richmond captive
Washington. Like the Bourborns, of whom
ani
it Is a tradition that tbey learned nothing
to the in
fornot nothing, Mr. Blair, still true
that hi
■tincta of a not unfruitful life, imagines
conflict by a trick, and make ai
can settle the
civil and
artful speech effectual against the
who have
military power of the rebel leaders,
“‘
thought of yielding at this time that
son

more

to the
they have of going

Spy.

moon.—(Worcester

m'lU OF TUB

dividends,

Fifteen

Thousand Dollars,

CAPE ELIZABETH

TOWN

SCRIP,
OFFERED
FOR

Apply

PERRY,

E. N.

At the

JanMtf

SALE.

to

Town

Treasurer,

Sheriff’s Office, City Building,

TO furniture dealers :

Tucker’s Patent
AND

Spring-Bed

OOTS.

FOLDING
—

Aim

Bottoms 1

—

ALL KIMDS OF IROMBEDSTEADS
cheaper or better in the market. The beet
materials and the moit sailiful workmen characterize Tucker’s Establishment
Address Hiram Tucker, 1x7 and 119 Court st„
Boston
novlMtf

NONE

THE

OF

LADIES

Dg» TUB

BOSTON

—

ARCTUSINE,
-had*

CANADA

mon-

BEARS’

GREASE

Tor the growth and luxuriance ol Hie hair.
Beware ofimltations—observe the name and sig-

nature.
»»le

_yor

by the Druggists.

janlldlm

Dissolution.
heretofore existing under the
?*m» Of Bradley, Moulton A Rogers,
of Mr-Moa,ton' °”

Copartnership

Notice.

For

724,698 54
55

Portland, Me.

1,008,801 60

Commercial and Maplo sts.
jau21dtf
J. M. BROWN.

oorner

2.372 63

Wanted to Purchase^
BRICK HOUSE, situated In the Western part of
the city. Possession to be had May 1st 1:65.

AAddress Box No.

105,624 91
136

70, P.rt’and P. O., stating locality, prioe ho., for three weeks.
deolSdwtf

16

-$3,668,755

66

FOUND.

ON

Portland, Jan’y Id, 1855.
_

BaADLnv,
Coolidob,

Alpbxub g. Bcobbs.

jantdlm

the sunny side of Exchange street, about midwav between New
City Hall and Post Offiee,

goodpUoeto bay

a

An

P. MORRELL t CO., have a good assortment at fell
prtoee, 113 Kxohangestreet.
deoltdtf
SITUA1 ION as Book-kaepor in a wholesale
a. establishment, or as a Copyist.
Best of reference given.
Address “H. F. D.” Press Office,
tl
A

1865.

88,658,765 65

above,

LOST.
the evening of the 15th between Deering Hall
and lianlorth street, a large Uold Cross ohased.
The finder will meet with a liberal reward by leavLO WELL k sENTER'S,
ing It at

ON

novl7dtfExchange street.

Follows:

at

49,600 00

HOTELS.
R E O PENE DI

S. G.

88,668,756 65

been refurnished,
open for the reoepuon of
company and permanent?boarders.
attention
will
be
Every
given to the oomfort ol

st a

amply provided.
Hallowell, Feb. 1 1864.

Center

48

GET

of References:
Son, Hbrsxy, Fletcher A Co.

kinds of work of any

Co, Ag’ts.

Soldiers in Southern
Prisons.
friends in the

AN

ITS

We

directions below.

Re-opened with New Furniture ft Fixtures,
WINSLOW A

JUST RECEIVED!!
NICE lot of New Buckwheat, Grahah
A
Flour, Oatmeal, Hop Yeast Cakes, and
for sale
CLIFFORD,
3

novSOtf

THAYER, Proprietors.

pnblie
respectfully informed
that this 8paelous, convenient and well
known House, situated at
are

«The

MORRILL’S CORNER,
Portland, has been re-furnished

and i»
and Pleasureopen for tbe reception of
Parties. Every attention will be given to the oomfort of guests.
g^Tne Cart-from Portland every half hour.
WIHSLOW ft THAYEB.
Westbrook, Oet. 10— dtf
rom

any Boxes
the

Lee every B x or Barrel be properly strapped, the
of the Person, Rank, Regiment, Company and
Prison, and the oontents marked on eaoh, plain.
“Perishable Frod should not resent.'*
Send to my care st Portland, and it will be forwarded a, oaoe to the Agect of the Saritary Commission at the nearestpoint where the men are confined.
GEO. R. i> AYId, State Agent,
Portland.
jan 21 dlOd

&

house,

Company

Prisons of the

nam3

by
DANFORTH

as thb

Copartnership Notice.

Lime street.

havs this day formed

WEthe style of
W.

Copartnership

notice.
undesigned have this day formed a copartunder
the
name
and
nership
style of FLING A
WHITTKAIORE, and have taken the store formerly
Hen
N
■.
91
by
y
Fling,
Commercial streot,
occupied
where they intend doing a Commission and Wholesale business is Teas, Tobacco, W. I. Goods, Groceries and Provisions.
HENRY FLING.
STEPHEN WH1TTEMORE.
8,1864.
Portland, July
dtf

THE

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm rame 0! Davis A Cioye* Brothers, is this
day dissolved by mutual oonscut.
A. Davis,
F H Cloves,

THE

G. H. Cloves.

1GRRILL & CO.,

P.

3^0. 52 Union St.,
formerly ooonpied by Mr. 0. C. Tackard,
we

are

Mr. W. P. Msbbill, baring been in a retail Shoo
on Middle street for several years, and recently had a store on 8:. Lawrence Street, would moet
respeotfnlly invite all his old friends and natrons,
and many new ones to call and see him.
62 Union
W. P. Mkbeill,
street.
store

jari!9dlw»M,

NOTICE.

New Weed

VI/ ITH all the recent improvements, possesses
Tt points of excellence and acknowledged merit
which place it f*»r in advance 01 any other Machine
now in use.
While many other good Machines have
beon offered to the public, we have Ion? felt the1 ne-

cessity

of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of family Sowing, as well as Heavy
Tailoring and Leather Work; and to meet th*s demand a large amount of labor and oaoital has been
expended in perfecting the Weed, which we unhesi-

ltikly claim to be the best Sewirg Machine in the
world and tee Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for they have been tritd and improved by eleven years of practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part i« made of the host
material, nicely adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines cun be seen at the
ta

Weed

JOHN PORTEOU3,

Agaut.

Sewing Machine

C. W. ROBINSON, Agent.

For

m

San

Francisco.

The Clipper Barque “Oakaamd,” 700
tons, T Batche'der, Commander, having most of her cargo envsged, will
have quick dispatch
^or lni*bt apply to the Captain on tto^rd, cr
SAMUEL MERRITT,

Bath, J an 17,1866.

Ib the moat peiieot Hair Renewer in

Everybody

Sagadahock Howe.
j an24d 4w*
•

should

Regenerator

use.

pensation,
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publishers of any
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and
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Board.
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approved pattern..
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KP* Second band

exchange for

and

Radges,

Xaliauf Ware.
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bought,
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ECONOMTJS WEALTH.

subscriber respectfully
in general that he will
THE

informs bis friend

Repair Gentlemens’Garments
OX

BVEBV

DKMJUIPTIOB,

AT SHORT NOTICE

XO

ANj? FAIftfRlGES

So that Honey cent be Saved in
b; 8TDRY-

Ash,

ineeeWdr

Timet.

mm?
A.,*7-dtfjHATQH&Fliosil

Lorherry,

Together with the beet quality of

Cumberland

and

Furnaces

Locust Mountain.
Diamond and

126

on the
Stove and Furnace
Biuinca,
In aUiti branohe*. 8TOVBS~ of «U
kind*. of the

and Wood!

White and Red

septttsdtl

Street, where he intend! to carry

SLEIGHS,

I John's,
I

u

■

Hugh. M. Phinnev,
W0,h^hi”hf0T
£'* 7!®D<** «"* *>™w
T
,ttu*f t>® ka® taken the .Shore Ao.iae Mmckanat

AND

Goal !

*•

Produce* Dealers,
No. 16 Lime Street.

Superior Coal far Blacksmiths.
Also, Hard and S«ti Wood,
A

II:

.Delivered to order In any part of the city.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer A Whitney arc respectfully invited to give m * oall.
RANDALL, MoA LUSTER A CO.
Portland. Jane IS. IBM.—dly

|Hgj$$

Dee

PORTLAND, MR
fur,,roduc‘o1 •»

1-Sm.d

Cieorge Darling,

COMMISSION

MERCHANT,

D miff T1ST,
Cu$rm Street; «rw» of Tnrph Stmt

Pork Packer A Provision Dealer,
And Cuner of Extra Family Hams,

1

Railroad

; Campus Martins,

.1*. 256
Odt

llotelRnildinge,

PORTLAND, MAIN*.
7—dtdi’lOl ;. 1;
11_

DANlbATH

Detroit, Mich.

&

cujtobdT
-iliucm

_..6t;. wpoaaaMto

HATCH, CT1TTOKD A QO.

B

—''brtleu'ar attention paid to the purchase
oftlegs Plonr, Tallow, Grain, to., Ac .fbrihe Eat:ern market, and would
respetiully refer to, as refer-

Prodnrt

ences,

;

I

1

IJjhi s,

WO.

Skates I Skates I

X-

I

*«*»

>«

H.

J

•'

walk, but f«t a pair e
Pxim t
Finn

J.

knd you raa’f

rapW'iWB
Ladle, a. -ell
»»weU aa geuilemeu. weir

otheroelebreted Makers.

^rap». I
Skate
I
THE LABOSSI ASSORTMENT
|
as
LOW
»*
be
to
PRICER,
of SKATES, and

storage

4tt

iWon’t SWear !
/t*7ien
ynu.llp 6ii >he lo
»id®

Pat. Ankle Support Skates,

And

__

“'‘•“i.nkWiT,

J
IP ; t
mD iiii u; .siiu

lljlbl

43

examine before'purchasing.
Nov. 1—evdtf CHAS. DAT, Jr„ U4 Middle St.

P)es«o cell and

|

Bxebanr.it.

»1U|,11!.'I!.;.,I'.-I

ijaioard.

found in the city
I

LARD,
*c.

:

LADIES’

WILLIAM’S A MORSE SKATES,

EGGS,

Line: STKBET,
VOSriLAND, HE.

Skates, Gents. Skates. Boys’ Skates,
Norwich flipper Skates, Blondin Skates,

Douglas’s

'.*•

;

Boaub, Ht ip* 1wim,

3
■

paxLiaB t,

CHEESE.

BUTTER,

merchant!,

Cotn/ulssStH

iiioVi.

First National Bank of Detroit.
F l rear on k Co
Hankers, Detroit,
Moore, Foote fc Co.. Merchants, Detroit.
L. F. Knlg »t, Esq M. l>»tM R R. Co., Detroit
k Beebe, Com. Merohts
Chloago. 111.
Qec28d3m
Bangor Courier oopy.

Ice House to Let.

THE

185

AD orders In theoity

CARRIAGES,

IS

janlSt

Sc,

I

-t

R^T^IL

WHOLESALE and

BURAK

Sunoesaor to J. IT. Libby,
Manufacturer of

AN EXCELLENT MEDICINE. It cures Coughs,
Colds aad Whooping Cough, and ail diseases oi
the Throat and Lungs, and it work# like a charm i»
quie.ing children when teething. Try it. Prepared
E. E, HAY WARD, Hadley Mass.
by
W. Phillips ft Co„ Agents.
jaM6deod5w

Ick Boas* on Center street, which bm
b*en used 30 ye*r4 for the
oi fee by Mr,
will be lot as iti„ or a n >w
Wob'tisou
David
mild
ing will be bu'lt to suit the occupant. Tht* i» a von
desirable locality tor a Stable keeper, or that qj hi
most anv other wusme-s, and a long lease wfN b*
given, ir desired. Pie so apoly to
EDWARD NUTTER, 92 Mid die st.

bmi

Carriage Manufactory. j aiKd._■
j 126 Exchange Street,
P. EC. HandLall,

EXCLUSIVELY BY

DB. JONATHAN MO OB 8
Essence oi Liie,

,■

Traveling Bags
Hanuthot

SjESfr

aprlSdtt

Vests,

VALISJSS,

AJ,D

hB1 All goods entrusted etthe owner's risk.

Organs

MA80S1 & HAMLIN

POKTLAND, 1L
li!‘‘
tylidtt

J

TRUNKS,

__marchlOdtf

journals

Are the best in ftruments of their olass in the world
Nearly all the moat prominent artists in the country
have given written testimony to this effect, and these
instruments are in oonstant use in the concerts oi
the most distinguished artists—as (iottsohalk and
others—as well its in the ,y jras in the principal cities, whenever euoh instruments are required. Prioe
885 to 8600 each. These instruments may be fbnnd
at the Music Rooms of the subscriber, where they
will bo sold at the manufacturers’ prices.
H. S. EDWARDS,
No.3491 Stewart’s Block, Congress St.

UwU’.

P.

__

notice.

!

The Cabinet

grot. 1 axd 1 free Street Stock
(Ore H. J. Libby » Co.J »9

'1

represented.
Ooflbe roasted and ground for the trade at short

I

lady,
three jrontiemen
AGENTLBMAS
be accommodated with board with pleas
rooms, at 21 Free street.

▲NO FURNISHING GOODS,

Okamhert

Cream Tartar,
Bern Cofee and Spies Mills, 13 and U Union street,
Portland, Ms.
Coffee and Bpioee put np ror the trade, with any
aadrees, in U1 variety of packages, and warranted
as

in Mains, in Boston, in Mew York or else where who
wonldliko to enjoy tbe ready ^orreeponaenoe of an
experieased writer and journalist at the Capital oi
this State. He flatters himself that his acquaintance
with theloeal t. an.actions and tbe publio measures
and tbe public menoftheStatoajd Ciuu.ry. as well
aa bis long experience iu typographical and editorial labois, give him an advantage in this respect
which few others possess
He knows how to write
‘‘copy1' lor tbe printer that will require no revision
after it passes out of bis hands. He is also a good
and expeditious proof” reader, and is willing to !
engage with any paolisher who may desire his services at home or abroad, in that capsci'y.
I
WILLIAM A. DREW
Augusta, Jan’y 2, 1866.
Ian6dtf

Leave Yoor Demands for Collect or
At B D. VERRILL’S
law and collection office,

ant

BEADT-MADE CL0THIN9

SPICES,
| COFFEE,
Salaeratus A

|

do.,

■snutteturers oxd Whoiesolo Dealerstu

MSTA BL18HMMBT.

O-RA

|Ooal

a

ABIKL H. SMITH. 171 Fore St.

and

*J. T. Lewis <Sz>

t

Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

Peruvian Hair Rsobn*
Imitations ! Cali loryPeruviand receive no other.

News-paper Correspondence.
ex-editor of this city, hereTHEby undersigned,
tenders his eerrices, for
reasonable comto the

Furnishing Goods,

117 Middle St., Portland,

J

moaner, and au
executed. A

oount[> faithfiiily

TDjC

All ef which will bo Bold low for Cash, at the old
stand of Lewis (t Smith.

No.

DmeiBulldium, 8 ho Da

set up in the best
fSi* *r™“l£ed axd
°r

This Bank is prepared to reoeive subscriptions to
iiMkr having parehaeed th« 8took of
tho new 7 3-10 loan in ana s of 860 and upwards,
Coal and Wood, and token the stand recently
Ueeere. Sawyer t Whitney, head ol
oc*»P*«y
interest
from
date
of
to
paying
subscription
August j Maty t
I
Wharf, are now prepared to supply their
16th, the date of the nsw loan.
| ibrmtr patrons and the public generally, with s
The notes are eonvertable at the end of three
flue aueortment of
years into specie paying 6per oent. 6-20 bunds.
WELL PICKED AND SCREENED
lino-eighth per cent, will be allowed on all amounts
Old Company Lehigh,
of 8B00 and over.
B. C. bOMEKUY,
PoAland ug. 1,1804.
Sugar Leal Lehigh,
dtf
Cashier.
Hazelton Lehigh,

Ready-Made Overcoats,

Sept 20—dtf

d*“riP“on of Water Fixture. i0r
j -Cl
RVSKY
liB* Houses, Hotels, Psbllo

novtdtf

Doeskins,

Pants,

OBI BIBAt

•

Government 7 3-10 Loan.

We would inform our liriemds and the public that
intend to keep the best the market after da, and
cau sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
fit at alt tlmhB. We would also call attention to onr
nice Custom

And

POKTLAND, KK.

Jones & Ray wholesale agents, 170 Washington at,
Boston; Also Weeks A Potter. Carter, Ru-t St Co
No. 20 Prsble Street, Portland, —vir*
He.
and otliera. At wholesale by Sheppard Sc Co. Portland. At retail L. C. Wilson 14 Market Square, 1
!
The latest styles of carriage* and sleighs eonstantShort & Watkrhousb, cor Congress f Middle st..
! ly on hand, and made to order.
Crossman & Co., and J. R Lunt,and dealers generThe new and elegant-‘M n tor” sleighs are bow
aHy.
nov 34—dim*
ob exhibition, and those
wishing to purchase are invited to oall and examino.
O a u a 1
B a xl Isl
Repairing done with neatness and dispatoh.

we

Undercoats,

Copper Comp’y.

09

Pumps and Water Closets,
IM EXCHANOE STREET,

Wa,®» Cold aa^. Shower l>_lhs, Wash
Bowls, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,

aa««d6nt

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spikes, Bails, fe.,

use

Beware of

brator.
an Ha r

Work.

Nice Custom

■AUI

Voice

Knives, Forks,

undersigned, agents of

PERUVIAN HAIR REGENERATOR

Fore Street.

Oassimeres &

u

_

i

SMITH’S,
German

kinds of Ware, snob

Vart-

Aots upon the secretions of the aearf akin of the
soalp,giving life to the roots ol the hair and preventing it irons falling off.

Boys

as

PLUMBER!

WARE,

0BAHP8 COFFEE A SPICE HILLS.

PERMIAN HAIR REGENERATOR

H [ N G !

Also a flne stock of Cloths, snnh
American Moscow and Castor

Beavers,

All

gDltit

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Plater,

XABUBAOTUaW OB

ipoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, k«„ plated ia the
manner.
Also, Repairing and Bs-Jtnisktng Old Silver

Will surely remove Sonar, Dabdedxv, and one
all humors of the soalp.

Fall and Winter Clothing!

ML.

Delivered in Portland or Boston,
■nth. April W. IMP

938 Congress St., Opp. Court Home,
Portion*, Me.

Will Barely restore gray hair to fta original color
l
where a thorough trial ie gives it.

SPLENDID ASSOR" MBNT OP

No. 171

>•

REGENERATOR!

FALL AND WINTER

-A..

Bath, We.

Sleighs,

short notloe and delivered at an, port
required.
htoGILVKBY, BYAN A DAVIS.
Sept fi.—otf

an

and

JAMES T. PATTEN A CO.

0»

j

New Bedford

PERP1AN HAIR REGENERATOR

Oanvatt,

—BOB IAU BT—

wo do

HAIR

Capt Chab. H. Dobohty,Fro. Mar. let Distriot,
Portland.
Capt. H. Mobeill, Pro Mar. 2d Dist., Anhurn.
Capt. A. P.tDAVie, Pro. Mar 3d Dist., Augusta.
Capt. E. Low, Pro. M.r. 4th fist.. Bangor.
Capt. Wm.H.Fooler,Pro. Mar 6th Diet. Bellas!.
R M. LIITLER,
Major V. R. C A A. P. M. General.
Dee.
Me.,
13, 1864.—deol6dAwtf
Augusta,

Men

Nootoh

WOdoKevyFlno

SILVER

Gar-

_eeptSdtf

Sate Koome, 110 and 1M Sndtrnry St., Boston, Biass.
Jnneltf

ABC

MU-

manner.

Boys

and

ments.

200 K» do AU*£^aS^3ot? [

PE R U VIA N

Dth—Organization In whieh service was rendered
fne application may be accompanied by teetimonifrom commanders. W hen applications are favorably considered, the necessary instructions will be
sent bo the applicant by mail or
telegraph. All inquiries for in ormation to be addressed to the Adjutant General, Head-quarters 1st Corps.
Veterans wilt be furniehed with free transportation to Washington, by applying to either of the fol-

For

ltnryand Navy Uniforms,

at

a

ST.,

.-daanfaotnro. to order and In the boet

KlfflBALL,

Silver

17—d4m

Draper,

98 EXCHANGE

Portland, Mr.

and

Reeves,

Preble street, (Naar Treble House.)
PORTLAND, MB.

Gray Hair Restored to its Original Color,

jd—The rank on oniry into service;
Sd—Date ana cause of discharge;
4th—Rank at time of discharge;

A

laaeldtf

M. PEARSON.

CO.,

Ho. 16 Union Strove

Tailor Ac

i

BOUNTIES.

i

E. HEKSKY, Agent,
jnnM dU

Greatest Wonder of the Age. Yellow Metal
Copper Sheathing,

prsotioabfe.

Co.,

h o. 187 1-2 Middle Street, Portland.
oc«4

STOKER St

Roofing

FOB FLAT HOOFS.

LEMONT,"

Carriages

Daily

COMPOSITION,

aravol

I

They will be formed into Companies end Regiments as foet as they arrive;
persoal preferences being regarded when
This Corps will be provided with the best arms in
the possession of toe Government, and the men will
be allowed to retain them at the expiration of service. All applications foreoDunUsiommasc bo addressed to th Adjutant General of the Army, and
must state,
1st— the d ate of original entry into service;

Sales Room, 137 1.3 Riddle Si.,
Where Machine Findings of nil kinds ere constantly
M&ohJnes of all kinds repaired in the best
on hand.
manner by experienced workinf n.
Instructions given on all kinds of Machines. All
kinds of Maohlnes taken in exchange for the Weed.
*
Also Maobines to let by the week or month.

them

CO.,

inPDRVED

WATER-PROOF

AND

Alexander D.

XAVUVAOTtTBX*

SUPERIORITY.

Using

FIRE

order-Jnnal6dti

PERSON

end

WO^jD,

SOFT

WARREN’S

PORTLAND.

K.

P.

t

boetof

S. ROUNDS A SON.

_

•^Carriages and Slaigha on hand and mads to

C.

t

Granite Bloat.

Preble Street,

are

THE SOLDIERS’ REST.

CLO

wtn screened nsd

febiadly

Carriage manufacturer,

SATISFY

--

give satisfaction,

FELT

_»

Machine,

XL,

delivered to nay part of toe city.
Orwoi CoRRW«;:aL St., head of franklin Wharf.

Produce,

f*W?Gi£r’a,|
S.

--—--

:.

HARD AND

THE prepared to tarnish suitstheof above Company,

May be found at

Sewing Machine,

use.

General State Agents.

Transportation

THE

A Card.

ALL

L. Mmaat.

in

58 and 60 Middle St, Portland Ha,

To Washington, where ail enlistments are consummated, can fee obtained of »ny irrovoat Marshal, if
the appplioant if a proper subject for enlistment.—
On arriving at Washington, veterans will be cared

Shoe .Trade.

beet
warranted to

vereof

adian

1J7 Commercial Street,
Charles Blake, )

know they are the thing to long sought for.

«. L.

Hundred Dollars!

LOCAL

will continue the

Retail

The uudeis'gned, owing to iJihealtb, h&vin* this
day sold his interest in the above to Joseph Johnson, tbe business will becondu ded under the name
and style of Johnson & Cioye? Rrotbers,whoare authorized to settle all bills of the late Him.
A. Davis.
jan24d2w

Freight/rosi the United States for Canada,
will be det lined at Isla d Pond, unless it is accompanies with Invoices of value for the United

where

And He
Western and C

D

»jr*5«w»r*tf8sri*a
very
qnaBty,
lekea,

Brokers,

BLAKE,

MANMAIT1ING DEPARTMENT!

lowing officers

copartnership under

and have taken the store

Sid for the National Freedmen.
A R RANGE ME NT has been made by which all
iA. contributions for the National Freedmen’a Relief Association will be forwarded promptly, with
out expense, to New York. Commodities should be
securely packed, and directed to C. C. Lkigh, Noe.
1 & 3 Meroer street, New York, Care of George R.
Davis. Borland, Maine.
Contributions in Money to Eben Steele, Esq., Port,and. Me.
WM. GEO. HAWKINS.
Sec’y of Ex. Comm, of N. F. R. Association.
January 2d, 1886.
Jan3d3m

a

now

—

mastered in, and

X:.'.l j:.t

res

FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS,

nsf oub

farther bounty oi
*lw for one year’s enlistment, #200 for two years,
and S800for th ee years; one-third being paid down
and the remainder in instalmeuts. They will be credited to the Districts where they or theur lamilies are
domiciled, and wiU therefore reo jive the
as

«U5A1

S4^SS .*?£"‘»t*rest tm

Also for alo

JSIliS t

„

**•

cheap for cash

LIVERPOOL, HNO.

EXAMINATION

■A.TSTY

for at

McClellan

by following

can so

Free

OF

,ii.

Not II—d6m*

Simplicity & Perfection Combined

Three Years!

Special Bounty1

Free

MILLBB, Proprietor,

rnnur xxowx

John Lynch A Co.

having
PERSONS
South, should they wi»h to forward
do

A

■

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
And General Coaraisaien
Agents,
No. X Tower Huildiiw*.
North,

It Is pronounced by the moit profound experts to
be

E VER V VETERAN WILL RECEIVE

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

Portland Board

The undersigned having been appointed Agent
and Attorney lor this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Insutable Property at current
rates.
|y Portland Office, 166 Pore Street.

G. D.

or

bflA

dtt

Ship

'fi

*»»

utj

»a«e tHlliau.i<

.a lltJo u

WMOllAM) COAL
•'*••

(Late Sonyey, Cooper \ Co.)

Whioh has proved itself to be the best suited to all

—von—

Abaoou

Meals Cooked to Order at all hours.
lnuoh every day at 11 o’elook.
^
declddtf

yean,

ENLIST in this CORPS!

St., 0pp. Lancaster Hall, Three

European Plan.

$1,204,188 40.

WU. E. WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Seeratary.

of Articles of Necessity

All able-bodied men who have served two
and have been honorably discharged, may

_***"'***'*• *-IJn.-n'...i3(n,

)X9 JliOdfi iJliil CfJ

>

WILLIAM F. SONGEY & CO.,

THE EMPIRE!

com-

Gen. Hancock.

—

I

I

being organized at Washington under

^

usfMih^bm^

Board at United States Hotel.

GLOTHING

of

auaac’fiAiiT
Mld^t

-«

OFFICE HO. a CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE.

Comm°

.TT-

:

0 *** W*>“

'ii.

Doni

L11TL: li

.''11

at, ilk-tilk.-A
dr; s, -■•a, eermald.

SURGEON & PHYSICIAN*

CALL AND EXAMINE

For hale
over

.millilA ’.'.!" '.

;

S. C. HUNK INS,

c

THE BEST!

FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock's, Federal Street, or of ASA HANSON,
bead of BerUn Wharf.
oot6 dtf

moh36 eodtf

; This House is now open to tbe Pnblio,
having been leased by the subscriber for a
'term ofyears, and has been thoroughly ren_lovated. and sp.endidly tarnished, regardess of expense.
Bourns to let by the day or week.
It will be kept on the

York, Oflat 113 Broadway.

JOHN W. HUNGER &
JUB6 3, 1864.—dtf.

popular hotel

;

A

of

Stock and TCois oi tho Paint Shop
Tab
Dot's Carriage Manufactory, No 88 Federal st.
THE
Feb 4—d8t*

SlBlti

onhmd

••;!.; •>

-i

•■

V-J

J 9d« li

..

WMhiuei

*

dxoUanqflii

-..

100,000IT0AE
3IMOKTON
RNIOHI'
Fortlaml, Jumo 13,1854.

*A

'!-;••»•«

wnhifitr

WorM«SteOBtid-i«f«Tt!riri)«i<t^tbS«(ate,'=" ti-)90
(Ojgjpnl
uj>ii uni ,,,itf l|W-La.

or*

T3EESAILS> •»

o,

PORTLAND, ME.

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

jau27dlm

ABOUT

Grottou House V

INTERNATIONAL.

ASSETS

i to-

are

27 Exobange St., Port'and.

Company

b"x.

and all the usual oonvenienoes of a

JOHN E. DOW ft SON,

States Customs.

eight aores of Pine Wood on the stump
at Grave* Hill, Westbrook, wUl be sold at a

Ne,.X44^Mia«i« fet*«ot,

**"'

Wood for Sale.

One, Two

I

+&,

Jdneldti.

10311V
°-jk<3El«ITBt'-u:
•'-

_

WILL

in suites, over Stores Nos. !
1M
Street, opposite the InterHouse. Apply c n the premdses to
duA. L. BROWN.

ueet e7^ri

Jisxv

.^foedlesahdTffmasifagJ Cway

Exohango Street, PdiiftiAd; lie,

.-(JefcXM

Scotch Canvass.

REUBEN MERRILL.

163 and

68

-W0OIW«AJN, ''WHiM'tfeuMq

“Bdir.-iR--Raf

I

ns4»MM#FM«SW^Wfea usU

bntl'i gaiiodLjtisu aui

w.1.

BOLT8 of “David Corsar & Son's” Leitb.
&yJVJ a sail-cloth of superior quality, just reoeived direct iron# Liverpool, and for sale by
MoGlLVERY, RYAN & DAVI8,
Sept 34th~dtf
101 Commercial St.

near

Maj.

4

''

uc«iu

,

OF

iS.® OH^staffieor
FTo
Exchange

now

,*a..

1

Wit,iu

and

received

by
DANKORTH A CLIFFORD,
Ho. 5 Lime St.

SALE!

JLet.

mand

-«.&

/...j -ju:—m,.
t«>Iduow
landing from Mb,

Apples.
Q AO tor sale JJboiee Apppled, just
AlUU

Fal month Depot, formstory Store,
A erly occupied
by R. Merrill A Co. Euqulre of Thjis
the subscriber.

guests.

ModicalExaminers.

Insurance

DENNIS, Proprietor.

ty The publio are specially informed that the
spacious, convenient and well-known Hallowsll
Houbo, in the centre of HallowelJ, two miles from
Augusta, and four miles from Togas Spring, has
and is

M. Basta, Cashier.

our

for Sale.
ohtnge his plaoe

rosidenos will sell his Shop. Fnmfiure,
oiuok, Ac I he * took is new anu complete in all its
departments. Thi stand Is c ne oi the best in Portland, being suited to Family and Country Trade.—
Apply at 146 Congress a treat.
cot34

If

:V;" **M*a4v

fg

BU3IILW Rye new
UaiUU Amanda Powers, and fer aalo by
WALDRON t THUrv,
dec28d4w*
No 435 Union Wbarf.

Nov

HEW FtJBHITU.EE & FIXTURES!

Wm-H-Beers, Aetuary

Aid to

and one-half miles from Portland, and tha
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a vataring place and summer boarders. For
particulars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
kpf dtf101 Commercial Street, Portland.

bargain.
Enquire

.)

-: t'Lii

Bye.

FOB SALE.
CUFF COTTAGE, containing over 30
rooms, large stable and sheds- situated two

daelCd8aa*

No.

a

UtfmmorcTil

Sewing Machine?

TWO

1

)i.-~

11!

-J

Premium Paged Aoeovot Book*.>'
*»»«»*J*®* fiBWttSWa^.slq 7^

BRIED APPLES.
B St»‘ttroiw'DtlorlAftfie,. -for Ate bv
TWirCritf^fc.RBOB A.Qttaifl-I.l#)'
jan28dlw
StlSui

1 nn
AW

Horse Cars, will be let on reatouable terms;
posse«Ion given Jan 3d. Inquire on the premiss..
dec29dtf

street

FOB

V E1

1

oJ fci <■) &moo oj

»q tdU la

ARE YOU IJV WAJYT OF A

THEaf

nrttr-

r||r

Bu#VSKll«s*, Swtl«tir,

oiiJ ol aoiJ

uj'V'fBigMy.FJ1***

Lim‘>ib

oorner

THE FIRST CORPS!

HALLOWELL HOUSE

naoe&tn

CONVENIENT Dwelling House, furnished
A with
the
genteel furniture! situated
of

to

i

ASSSGWi *> cg„

And

285 76

ie»ojr !teikyv^ Stelassee, i«at

laioby 3iij vilv?

A Furnished House to JLet.
Vaughan and Braoket streets and near the Congnss

in advuirp

W’j^sciiaa;,«

l:lMg.te.‘!

Treenails.

FOB SALE.

rPHfc subscriber offers for sale his Farm oa the
X road between Sacmrappa and Gorham. It contains 64 aores of land, well divided into
tillage and
grass land. There is on fcae farm, a one story house,
carriage house, and barn &7 faet Dy 60, with a good
** un&UT H.
It haa a good orchard, with aoont
300 young f;nit trees.
JOHN At. ALi.EN,
jan25eod8m
Saooarappa.

■
-■

AUatta^Ai-C •»uno

J:,,J ■*»

1

Hid&nftBkv hdme Si nti Meremi ’tSfijUi 4lola^

_ftb26

undersigned wishing

'!
MJ0

J-t/4 landed from brig OasABian, Jroin.Carde'e J
iMfr : sillj '(lijaiii
eiiii
<ea

ouil-

UaoHw"B, BE

|

T tt&

HHD».; New

ABQU

Apothecary Shop

t&tffif •S'afear

.n-jr.'jniA-w

HI

...
^mr
A
:i£l9 A fll Silver.street.

r

.yJ«na*i4w

ootfltf

ABE block of land, of about 78,000 acre#
ot wood land, on the south aide of the river St
Lawrence, in Canada East. It is interoeeded by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mdl sites.
Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
pine and spruoe in large quantities, and maple,
birch, beech, tamarao and bass wot d to any amount.
Enquire of
H. T. MACH1N. Portland.
Portland, Feb 1884.
eodtf

'-■

■

&w Crop. Clayed Molasses. SEfete?«W2

i:

For Sale.

on

ill

r:

Tana.New.Kaatcrn. Dried App.’e«i

»

y

-—

The subscriber offers his Farm for
sale situa ea aoir Dunn's Depot in
North Yarmouth formerly known
as the •Mo se Farm."
Lise wise
.— h'sa.ocksnd Farming tools.
_The
Farm eontains about Hu notes of
good land, good
buildings &o. Those wishing to puicha«o are invited to oail and examine for themse.ves.
E. T. Dillixuham.
East North Yarmouth, Jan ad, 1866.
jan4.odtf

a

BY

67,241 45

ns JLtvn

Qrh* Asti?%.:a

Wanted.
Gentleman, Wife and Daughter, 8 years
old, a good suit of rooms with board. Rooms
furnished or unfurnished, for wb-oh liberal compensation will bepaid. Address G. J., box 2204.
Portland, Oot. 26th.
oot27tf

U8TBB8
MORRIS FRANKLIN, ISAAC C. KENDALL,
JOHN L FOGERS,
JOHN M. NIXON,
JOHN MAIRs
DAVID DOWS,
DnNlKL S MILLER,
RUSSELL DART,
WILLIAM BARTON,
WM. H APPLETON,
WM C. DUSENBERr, ROBERTB.COLLINS,
JOHN E WILLIAMS,
DUDLEY B FULLER,
HENRYK BOGftET,
WM. A. BOOTH,
THOMAS SMULL.
Morris Franklin, Pres.
Isaac C- Kendall, Vice Pres.

New

Overcoat.

JanU eoddpwlf

Fans. For (tale.

tun

63,246 83

u

Briea .Apple*.

Good building* ana net a bed
upon it. Said farm u eftuatcd in
Yarmouth, about one aud half miles fiomtheU t! jd
R. it. Depot.
Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Tannouth Vil-

~

iii.ii f

....

■'.««< »u

'/

of aa.te mud

Yarmonth, J.n, 17,1:66.

'i-i

»»ww»

MERCHANDISE.

•®S5HB

rou

WANTED!

TR

Of

Jan24d2w*

cents per lb. for all Pamphlets
pay
JWILL
delivered at the office ot the Portland Sugar Co.,

178,718 07

ing po'icies, (valuation
at 4 per oentinterest)
2,482,955 32
Divid nds declared prior
to 1851, uncalled for,
18,431 61
Reserved for:
Dividends, 1850 to 18G0,
inolu.lve.now tobepaid
196,271 17
*
Do. 1861 and 1862, now
to be paid,
148,837 24
Do. 1863 (present value
at 4 per cent int)
84,641 61
Do. 18<<4 do. do. do.
139,217 78
Do. 1865 do. do. do.
812,647 09
Special reserved (surplus
218 678 67
not divided)

Fire

Bounty,

appplioation

NOTieE.
aobuht

Highest Bounty Paid

The

IE?-Agents liberally dealt with. By Recruits makin person they will receive more
ing
oasbin hand.
Call on Capt. Jugis French or Capt T. B. Gordon, at the Albion House, No 117 Federal street,

149,950 04
236,870 09

uren,
Amount reserved for reinsurance on all exist-

*

Armyl

War will be Settled in Three Months.

Balance Sheet ol the Company, January

feb4d8w

the

i11!!')!■

«•**•

■■■

aores

Spring
JanSMlw*

Now is tbe time to Get a Big
as it is likely the

William H Burs Actuary.
Daring the year 4,905 new policies were issued,
insuring $13,147,558

T.

*am»VP**,"M9
&9dttg^?Vl^B
Terms of payment
-3ni
lad

street.

wanted lor a new Regimens of Sharp-Shoo ere.—
Men wanted for the frontier service
Volunteers
wanted. Substitutes wanted. Sailors canted. Firemen and Co .1-IuaverB wanted.
Colored men wanted io the Army and Navy.

next premium.
By order of the Board.

for minor

it 38

By Capts. PEE NOH 8k GORDON utitie Albion
Home, No 117 Federal street, Portland, Me.
Men waned lot tbe Army and Navy. 60 men

Trustees hare declared a Scrip Dividend of
Fifty Peb Cent, upon a l participating Lite Policies, in force, whloh were issued twelve months prior to January 1,1865. They have directed the
payment of the Fifth and final instalment of Twenty
per cent, on dividends of 1860 to 1860 inclusive, and
the redemption in full of tho e dedared in 1861 and
1862.
Certificates will be redeemed in cash, on and after
the first Monday in March next, en presentat on at
the Romo office.
Policies subject to Notes will be
credited with the Dividends on the settlement of

STOVES, STOVES!

Scrip.

suitably rewarded by loaving

The

Joan B. Brown A
H. J. Libbt A Co.

Town

CAPE—Probably on Soring street, between Oak «nd High street. Tbe under will be
A FUR

„m ....,„

jiiiM1"'

'w

4^a«,0«totolgpUdi^it' .AboutlWwd^woocb ihlftlfoftm

■

WATSTEB \

201,870 CO

Amount of other property belonging to tee Co.

lrffea

L

Situation Wanted.

86,254 94

Jan 1,
1866,
Premiums on policies in
hands of agents, and in
course of transmission,

.*>,

»(•*»■»

■

’J

rfeince.- containing
man who has had long experience in the
■mHtadi. Eapt. ThaxterBYGrocery
and Provision bntiness. Be will
of8 od land, 15ot:wuicTi i*
M£I§«%2X 80
wo°4-

V/l EN who wish to make Ijrcm #6 to 925 per day,
ITX in a legitimate business, by an investment of
from # 0 to 9500, are iavited to call at Inventors Exchange and examine some of the mosttmportant new
inventions ot the age, several of which have never
before boon introduced in the New England Sia*«s.
A rare opportunity is here offirea to enterprising
men with s »»11 or large capital to make money,
if
yon wish a choice call early,as the best chances will
E. CHAPMAN, Jr.,
soon be taken up.
229 Congress st.
jan23dlw

62,601 50

Rents acorued to

posit

ol^

Wanted Immediately.

1,829,290 63

1,1865,

Disposed of
Reserved for losses, doe
sub equent to Jan. 1,
1865,
It i.erved ror reported
losses, awaiting prools,
*0,
Reserved for speoial de-

nn

rrrri

Portland Bridge, containing 70. Awta Band, BuHd*

___

14.401 28—

acciued to Jan.

as

f,-./ft'j

20,233 73

Quarterly and semi-annual premiums, due
subsequent to Jan 1,

Assets,

'uf-v

,1

159,267 38

Honda and mortgages,
Premium notes on existing policies, bearing inter et,

tracted dimensions, and the handle required a
moderate application of force to work it. Un-

COME AND SEE
The celebrated large oven P. P. Stewart Cook and
Parlor Stovee.
The N ew Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gas Burner.
And various other patterns of Cook- and Parlor
Stovee, for City and Country use.
>
Deo 1—d3m

09

bank, 194,549 70

1,

IIu.-l;

Lost.

48,261 40

(Marketval$96,400)

wayworn pilgrim plied the handle and went
on his way, blessiug the liberal proprietor for
his kind consideration of the passing stranger.
But the owner of the villa was deeply acquainted with human nature. He knew in a
sultry climate that the liquid would be more
valued from the scarcity, and from the difficulty of acquiring it. He therefore, to enhance the value of the gift, wisely arranged
the pump so that its spout was of rather con-

Middle Street.

46

167,722 17

Loans on demand, secured by U. ti. and other
stocks,
(Market val $809,803)
R?al Estate,

Interest

nilvj

gage in any honorable employment that is remunerative. Address S, Frees Office.
ian27dlw*

of

invested >n United States
stooks, oost,
(Market val $1894,806 )
Invested in New York
city bank stocks, cost,
(Market val $58,225)
Invested In other stocks,
oost,

1865,

f.l

;.-y>rr.t

Fam ftr Sale.

u.

en-

annuities,

hand and in

yluc

-ill

a
tlru—__i,

it'irrt ii.'i:*

a

ASSETS:

it some rude seats for the weary traveller,
roof of climbing plants pro-

171 and 173

*3,683,537 92

$3,658,755
on

:_J.J

■■*=—•

"Mi'n

;.;•

9,494 53

expenses,

Cash

wfih experience in bualuess. a situation. as
kkeeper in aWhclssalu house: can Mag gWod
from present employer,'.;,
williag to
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>b° writes a good’ ptnlh hand,
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$315,26} 00

and surrendered and
canoelied poiioies,
Paid salaries, printing,
and office expenses,
Paid commissions and
agency' xpenses,
Paid for advertising and
Physicians’ lees,
Paid taxes. Internal Revenue stamps and Law
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252,617 72-1,729,811 17

tributions,
Paid lor redemption
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Made east. >a
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LADIES (ibid Watch, small alae. abased gold
Face and Baok, a portlon of the guard «H*ki
two charms supposed to be attached to toe ssme.
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No. 40 Danfortb Street, or No. 118 Commercial
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DISBURSE'* ERTS.

by a slight

C. H. STUART & CO.’S,

;

on

Paid losses by death,
Paid on account of deposit for minors, sundry
aooounta uutettl d Dec.
31,1833, and war con-

i.".

Ranted;

-L

$4,388,849

tected the whole from the mid day sun. In
this delightful shade the tired and thirsty
travellers on that well-beaten road ever and
anon reposed and refreshed themselves, and
did not fall to put into requisition the seraice
of the pump so opportunely presented to them.
From morning till night many a dusty and

Let \

b." "1 rr- raa.-.':i

-T.-/J

cluding premium
gold, Ac.,

t.
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:WOT‘S.LQST»FOTN1).!
i’OHSAJUSOO^SET.
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YORK

▲mount of Premiums,
Annuilid dowmeuta,
ties and Policy Fees received during 1864,
$1,477,193
Amount of Interest received and aocrued, in-

pump at work with but Itttle expense to
himself. The garden wall of his villa adjoined the great high road leading from one of
the Northern Italy (Turin,) from which it was
distant but a few miles. Possessing in his
garden a line spring of water, he erected on
the outside of the wall a pump for publio use,
and chained to it a small iron ladle, fie placed

to

irril

..

•.

Antunt of Asset, January 1,1161,

An Eocnomioal Ftunp.
An amusing illustration of ingenuity
appears in Mr. Babbage’s story of au Italian
gentleman, who devised a plan for keeping
bis

or

eT

JAN CARY 1, 1886.

country.—Congregationalist.
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cesh doum cellarWhen her master entered the rebel service
she was sent to Gen. K. E. Lee as kitchen maid,
thus having an excellent opportunity to “take
notes.” She had often seen the most distinguished confederate generals at Lee’s beadquarters, and prepared their food for them.
She says every one of them, Lee, Johnston,
Smith, Beauregard, Jones, Longstreet and
Ewell were profane men, while “Stonewall
Jackson was the only one who prayed.” She
has heard the latter rebuke the former for
their profanity, assuring them that without
prayer their cause could never succeed. She
came within our lines, and solely
by her own
exertions she has learned to read and
write;
her language being very correct and
quite free
from the negro accent.
Government pays her six dollars a month
for her sorvices. Several gentlemen from the
Borth In need of her services have offered her
three times that amount, but her reply is uniformly the same, “Government has given me
my freedom and she shall have my services
while they are needed. Every drop of this
blood which I wash from the bandages of these
brave boys is a part of the price of my
liberty,
and the sight of it is reward enough for me.
She Is one of the happiest Christians I ever
met, and when asked if she prayed for the
Union cause, with characteristic promptness
she replied, “Yes, I do pray for it, but there is
something else needed for it besides prayers.
The government needs work as well as prayer,” following the remark by vigorously rubbing away at the washboard.
God bless Mrs. Mary Williams, and reward
her for her self-denying labor In behalf of onr

IS

Mduniv
MOMMY

OBTIiAMM,

LIFE INSURANCE CO.

thanks God, however, that she has no children
to share the fate of thousands in
bondage.You are Impressed at once by her superior
intelligence and beauty. From childhood she
has been a house slave;
employed as a cook
lor her master, whose name is
Spotsworth, a
man of considerable wealth and
enterprise,
owning when the rebellion broke out the
“Marshall House,” in which the lamented
Ellsworth lost his life; a part of the famous
slave pen in Alexandria; twelve farms in the
country, and a large number of staves. He
has been a Quartermaster in tbe rebel army,
bnt of late has taken the oath of allegiance.—
Mrs. Williams has no confidence in his integrity, and says, respecting this act, that it only means that he is Union up »tair» and se-

common

--

BSPORf

ANNUAL

■

sbe has bent over that tub at work for the
Government. She is about thirty years of
age; has a husband somewhere among the
rebels, although he is a Union maD. She

—

The Conflict.—While old Mr. Blair is
travelling between Washington and Richmond
nursing the delusion that he carries the issues
of the con diet in his own foolish hands, Jeffer
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TWENTIETH

der these circumstances, the pump raised far
Agency a few days more water
than could pass througn its spout;
since and was surprised and delighted at the
and, to prevent its being wasted, the surplus
promptness aud ability with which its affairs was conveyed, by an invisible channel, to a
arc managed.
The ante-room was crowded large reservoir judiciously placed for waterwith applicants ail the time. One needed a ing the proprietor’s own houses, stable, and
garden—into which about five pints were
shirt, another a pair of socks or drawers, an- poured lor every one passing out ofthespout
other a quilt, another a little farina or corn- for the benefit of the weary traveller. Evea
starch—another wishes for tea or sugar. Oc- this latter was not entirely neglected, for the
waste pipe conveyed the part which ran over
casionally a surgeon from the front came in from the
ladle to some delicious strawberry
for a supply to take to the sick in the field
beds at a lower level.
Numbers
of
convalescents
hospitals.
pale
Rimakxablf, Explosion or an Oil
came in from the hospitals and after receiving a bowl of hot coffee or some other luxury Will.—As a Mr. Jacob Crowe, of Fayette
was engaged on Monwith efow words of motherly encouragement, county, Pennsylvania,
day in boring for oil on his farm, the auretired looking, and doubtless feeling, many gur struck on a deposit, which began at once
to rush upward with irresistible force, flowper cent better than when they came in. Mrs.
over the ground and
saturating everything
MayUew waited on all with promptness, had a ing
in the vicinity. A stream of hydrogen gas ackind word for each, and besides kept up a
companied the oil, making a loud noise and
rambling conversation with those Of us who filling the atmosphere. Finally, coming in
did not come for aid, bat only dropped in to contact with a stove ip a shau'/.H little distance off, a terrible explosion ensued, but for■: /,
see1
V .'Ij. !,
tunately no one was injured. The flames
Wo hear but little said about this Agency; It darted
into the air sixty feet high, threatening
is neither assuming nor pretentious ;and yet in general destruction. It er on gave in, howevits own quiet way I believe it is of more real
er, and the men succeeded in extinguishing it
benefit to the Maine soldiers than alt the oth- before any damage was done.

fits.

■
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SURASC
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I spent an hour at the

societies together. Bat its means of doing
good are oftener limited for want of remittances from Maine, on which it solely relies.—
Mrs. Mayhcw informed me that from several
entire counties in Maine she had never received any thing, and yet soldiers from every portion of the State shared equally in its bene-

LU11

1

votion to the country In this time of trial, than
those furnished in the lives Of ‘contrabands’.
Not long Bincd it was my privilege tf» iabor
in the hospitals of Alexandria, Virginia, as a
delegate of the U. S. Christian Commission.
In connection with each hospital is a large
lanndry, in which colored women are employed
washing and ironing for the sick and wounded.
In King Street Hospital may be found one of
these establishments, under the management
of a freed woman by the name of Mary Williams. Seven large wash-tubs stand in a row,
her own the central one, with three colored
women on either side of her.
For more than
two years, without being absent a single day,

and
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Patriotism at the Wash-Tub.
It is seldom we Bad illustrations oftjruerde-
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The Laboring Glasses.
the WorkProt **wceU recewffy addressed
and
P JRTLAjrlt, MJUMM,
Eagland,
Uoioa
at
Brighton,
ing-Men's
of the exwapie of our
o£tb«
Ipp^rtance
spoke
---Cl- \-As
Country in elevating the laboring classes.
Monday Morning, Feb. 6, 1865.
we are in a fair way to make slavery impofsi-

E DAILY PRESS.

The circulation of the Daily Free* i* larger
State,or &
than any other Daily paper in Die
■'
i'oilhte dot of any other in
*8.00 per year in

The “Third

aieanoe._^

Bail”—Practical

Difficulties-

The “TuirJ Rail” question Is practically
settled In the decision arrived at by the Legislative Railroad Committee, and we publish
written
the following remarks, therefore,
influsome days since, not so much for any
this
ence they are expected to exert upon
have
clamorwho
those
to

CTr rMn»titgtlqil;ttaadareis

of this

an

Professor of Political Economy acquires
the laborer
«ddlTlop«i interest. He contrasts
would be,
condition
what
his
with
of England
lA JWt Xt-lll
jf h« fp'igratea to ./MWrica.
which some peotightened by the bugbears

our Conntry.
ple havespoken ot about
he does not believe in the tyranny
—Be

nays
of the United States Government, but believes
America is essentially the home oi the workHere he can obtain abundance of

ingman.
cheap land, meet* with high remuneration of
labor, and is not compelled to past a life of
toil for wages which arc scarcely sufficient to
satisfy
question,as
him with the bare noeeaearies of life,
that
provide
Boston
to
here
ed lor a third rail from
and when his strength is exhausted and his
have
that
they
lost
nothing,
have
really
they
that a third
vigor spent, all he-has to come to is to be bufTPSen pursotng an tgntsr futuus,
if feted about by relieving officers and to come as
rail on that route is totally impracticable
a suppliant mendicant to claim parish relief.
not practically impossible.
The Professor bears down heavily on Engthe
Boston
Board
of
It Is very easy for
for their sneers at the people
Trade to write about a third rail from this lish newspapers
States,
especially since the peoUnited
(fee
the
pf
Grand
city to that—practically extending
are la such a sad condition.
Trunk to the “Hub”—and it ia equally easy ple of Eagland
He says:
for Mr. John A. Poor, from his new railroad
We have seen in a neighboring island an exheadquarters in Boston, to talk about extendodus of the laboring population. Sometimes
ing the “broad gauge from Halifax to New we hear it said that tne Irish are an indolent,
York,” and It is not a difficult thing for a por- unthrifty,and improvident people, Good God!
tion of our people to get their fears excited I think that is a fearful sentiment for any one
I Cast a daughter into the street, and
lest Portland should be “switched off” by to utter
if she becomes an outcast of society, repudiate
these
after
things her I If you did this I think you would be dosome Poor management; but
have occurred; after the Ulk has all been ining the same ungenerous thing that we do if
reckless—a
dulged iu and the fears have been excited, we call the Irish improvident aud centuries
of
who have been ruined by
there are a few practical questions that stand people
misgovemment. Who are those people? What
out unanswered.
is the miserable Tipperary laborer?—a being
1. —Who is to pay the expense of laying a
more miserable than any which has ever exthird rail? It will require no small amount isted in a civilized country, a being who is
into wretchedness. What is be when
of money in times like these, to lay a hundred starved
transferred to a country where he can work
and
who
and twelve miles, even of single rail,
under different economic conditions? What
Is to foot the bill ? Will the Grand Trunk do
does he then become ? He becomes tbe pioneer of civilization in the Far West; he beIt ? Tae G. T. lias as largo a load on its broad
comes the man who has raised up mighty cities
shoulders as It can comfortably carry, and no
in a short period; he becomes tbe man of econfear need bo entertained that it will take on a
omy—thrifty and provident. And these men
ot
such
doubtful
responsibility
feasibilitj. who were denounced as born to be indolent
Will the Eistern Railroad corporation do it? and improvident, they are people who. In a
We are told by those who ought to know, that few years, have sent hundreds of thousands of
pounds home to their miserable friends and
this corporation looks with dislavor upon the
relations whom they have left behind, entreatit
from
do
ing them and providing them with the means
project. But suppose they could
Boston to Portsmouth, who will continue the to come out and enjoy the fulness of prosperiunder which they are thriving.
(Load
31 rail over the P. 8. & P. road, of which ty
cheers.)
the Eistern Riilroad Company has only a
There has been a mighty exodus ef Ireland;
lease? Would the P.8. & P. road be likely
there has been nothing like it since tbe exoto favor a project which would create a stroDg
dus we read of in Holy Writ- So great has
motive tor the Boston & Maine road to seek
for some other route

by

which to reach Port-

land, In order to avoid the increased danger
from a complex gauge?
2. —Suppose a 3d rail to be laid, how are
The Boston Board of Trade
show their Ignorance of the practical difficulties in the way of such an arrangement, by
suggesting that mixed trains may be run—
trains made up In part of narrow and In part
of wi>.e gauge cars. The Eastern road would
trains to be run ?

hardly

be

expected to supply Itself with a
double set of rolliug stock, to flt two different
gauges; nor is it presumed they would allow
the Grand Trunk to run trains over their road.

Trains

of

mixed

cars, therefore, would
seem to be an Inevitable result of a mixed

gauge, and yet the running of such trains,
consistently with reasonable safety, is practically impossible. The banters of the wide
and narrow cars, standing as they would with
one side upon the same rail, would strike by
No man could go between the
oars to shackle them with any safety. They
coaid not be coupled with a single link, but
Would require a chain, which would leave al-

-each other.

much slack between the cars,
and then, especially In passing curves, the
draft would be diagonally to the rail, and thus

together

1

too

tend to pull the cars from the track. These
are real and not simply ideal difficulties—difficulties which have been talked over by railroad men, and they have been suggested to us
by a gentleman who has more practical knowledge of railroading, probably, than the whole
Boston Board of Trade put together,
3 —Suppose it be decided to lay down a 3d
rail, outside of the narrow gauge rails, has it
occurred to those who seem to look upon it
as a vary trifling undertaking, that an entire
setot new ties would be required; that ordinary narrow gauge sleepers are not long
enough to admit a rail nine inches nearer the
end than the narrow gauge rail is laid ? Does
it occur to such persons that every platform,
every depot, aud every bridge on the line is
liable to require changing in order to admit a
rail nine inches outside of the present rails.
Have they considered that every switch would
require changing and duplicating, thus introducing additional confusion and danger?
These difficulties can all be met, bat they only
show that such a change as the Bus ton Board
of Trade talk about, may involve a very much

larger outlay than perhaps they contemplate,
working as thay evidently do from a theoretical an i not from a practical base.
4—Finally, has it not been demonstrated
over and over again, that it is impracticable,
To any great extent to run the rolling stock of
one corporation over the track of ahotber?
Does any Kennebec & Portland passenger cars
cun to Bus ton, or any Boston can run to the
Kionebec, except on special occasions?
Would a third rail give the slightest possible

advantage

»

the present arrangement, to
passengers going through to Boston ? By no
means, for the passengers from the Kennebec
change cars just as much as do those brought
id by the Grand Trunk road. It Is, then, for
purposes of freight, only that the “friends” of
Mr. John A. Poor, in “the lower provinces,
urge the extension of the broad gauge from
Portland to New York.” Bosh! Who believes that freight, to any extent, Is to be sent
from Portland to New York, or vice verse, by
rail, much less from Halifax to Boston 1 The
idea is too preposterous to require a moment’s
serioas consideration.
The truth is, in our judgement, the Massachusetts people, when asked to aid the scheme
of Mr. Poor, were very anxious to Hod some
excuse lor politely bowing him out of the
State Bouso door, and so they seized upon
over

been the emigration that in the United Kingdom population is absolutely stationary. He
thinks years ago emigration was a good thing
for Eagland, for it took away a surplus population that has furnished the old country with
cheap food, but now emigration has assumed

different aspect.
He would now put a stop to such an exodus, for it does not take the Indolent and improvident, but the energetic and intelligent.—
And he fears it will take the flower and the
elite of the working classes in England. This
is the danger he foresees, and would guard
against it. And if the English working men
are not made more comfortable aDd their ed-

a

ucation improved, emigration will be greatly
stimulated with a force that nothing can resist. They toil on in the Old Country and
have no

opportunity

for

physical comfort

intellectual improvement,
tbe Professor exclaims:

in

or

eloquent strains

ibis fact, too. What can be
moie beautiful than this world?
What can
be more beautiful than the splendor which naearth
of
ours
? Yet
ture has showered on this
how many there are who pass away who have
never had the opportunity of seeing those
beauties ? How many lens ofthousands there
are who pass away and have never seen the
glorious beauties of the sea! How many there
are who have never seen the rising or the setting sun gliding a mountain pass? How
many there are who know not the joyous opening of spring; who know not the summer
bloom in the forest; who know not the ripening beauty of autumn 1

Again, look

at

True every word oflt. and as soon as our
is over and no foot-print of the slave shall
be seen on our soil, thousands upon thousands
will flock to this country and supply the place
of those who have falleu iu battle. They will
eat the food they raise, see ‘‘the sun gild a
mountain pass, witness the glorious beauties
of the sea,” and stretch their eyes across onr
rich prarles where oceans of grain will greet
their sight.
Not only will the Great West receive and
support them in peace and comfort, but the
South will be dotted all over with beautiful
farms, taking the place In many ins tances, of
overgrown and worn-out

plantations, and

fur-

nishing happy homes for myriads of families.
Our brave soldiers too, who have fought the
battles of freedom and lived to see the chains
broken and torn from the limbs of every slave,
will mingle with the better class of the emigrants and make a paradise of the South.—
What an opening onr country will soon present to all who are willing to work I There
are no material riches in this world except
those that come from productive industry.—
The working classes mike tbe wealth of a nation.

than in constructing roads into the “lower
provinces,” with which we now have very
com’brtabie communications, eight or nine
months ia the year, by water;—a mode of communication susceptible of vast improvement,
and made to pour its products into our very
lap.
Forty miles of road from the terminus
of the York* Cumberland, up the valley of
the 3aco, through
Cornish, and so on "to Fryburg and Ooruway, would tap a region of
country that would do mors for the trade of
Portland than all the
country that can be
opjnedby a hundred miles of road from. Bangor tojtlis State line. We say this od our
own

personal responsibilty, and ask
endorse it.
jy Major-General Wool, in

a

friend

teriDg.

no one to

a recent

letter to

eaye-.—reb« Uion appears to be totTo give the
finishing blow, the national

friends upon

Flitchem
While

Creek,

& Holdbm:

boring for
we

“lie” to-day on Swampem

struck a mine of Galconda dia-

monds of the p ureat water.
low m«of three cents a piece for
the brilliants,” there are
enough to pay off the
"We of the National debt, to
say nothing
about ile,
and leave
1250,000 000 for dividends.

Shares

can

be

had for

few days for the
but it is expected
,h£mmPrice
^ $6 each,
will soon advance
they
to two
million dollars
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New Steamer.—The New England
Screw

Steamship Company have made a contract
with J. W. Dyer, Esq., for building a new

steamer of about 700 tons, for their line from
this port to New York. She is to be

adapted

to the route, and

specially

is to be finished in

to take her plhce In the line next
autumn. The engine is also to be built here.
season

and State governments should
Concert.—The concert to be given by Mrs.
pot forth ail their
energies to prooure recruits, to fill the ranks of Parsons of Brooklyn, N. Y., assisted by Mr
the only trustworthy
pem*,**^ vis: Gens, i Pease of New York on the piano and artists
Grant, Sherman, Thomas, Sheridan, Admiral from this city, will take
place at City Hall on
Farragut and others, equally brave and gal- Thursday
23d instant. The pro*
evening
lant.”
gramme will be published in a few days.

BY TELEGRAPH

by no such considerations as those set forth, for they had
never been called together, and had had no
opportunity to express an opinion, or to interchange views so as to know what opinion pre"
vailed amoug them, though the speaker had
uo doubt a majority of them would be found
willing to carry out a liberal policy, and to
obey any instructions voted by the citizens.
So much for the “defence” of the City
Council; so much tor “reflecting upon the
Mayor.” The remarks had no such intent,
but they were designed to correct a misapprehension that might grow out of the explanations of Mr. Drummond, UDjust.to the City
had been

stayed

In its actlou

Council, which had never been in any way
consulted upon the matter.
To the balance of the Argus' report of our
remarks we take no exceptions. We did say,
and we repeat it, that property should be taxed

for all necessary war expenses. If bounties are required to fill quotas, then those
bounties should be raised by taxation. The

who volunteers or is drafted to face the
guns of rebel fortifications, to inhale the malaria of southern swamps, to expose himself
to the hardships of camp and march and battledeld,—perhaps to those hells known as
Southern prisons,—incurs an amount of danger for which no amount of money is adequate
commutation. He is entitled to a nation’s
thanks, and those who are exempt from such
liabilities can do no less than make liberal sacrifices of money to meet the exigencies of the

man

case.

We have no sympathy for any feeling that
looks unmoved upon t^e poor man forced
from his wife and

dependent children, on

ground that “he owes service”

the

to the Govern-

mem.
slaves nave Deen recognized as owing
service to southern taskmasters, but. thank
God, that barbarism is about played out. It
is time the kindred idea was exploded, that
any class of men alone owes service to the
Government. The man of wealth may be

dismembered, deprived of a hand, a foot, his
speech or his sight, and yet possess every comfort that money can procure. The poor man
deprived of a hand, a foot, or otherwise maim-

ed,

has smalt prospect be'ore him but an almsfamily. Is it nothing

house for himself and

that he takes the risk of

being

thus made a

wreck upon the stream of life ?
We insist upon it, that for taking this risk
he creates a strong claim upon public sympathy—a claim which eveu a liberal bounty can
but partially discharge.
mere

helpless

Soldiers in Southern Prisons.
The following articles are allowed by the
Confederates to be sent in private boxes to our
soldiers in southern prisons. All boxes should
be properly marked and strapped and sent to
my care at Portland.

Geo. R. Davis, State Agent
Press throughout the State p'ease copy.
The friends of the United States prisoners of
confined in the South, are permitted to
forward to them, by flag of truce boat or other
authorized channel, the following articles:
Coats,
Scuff,
war

Pams,
Vests.

Crusued

Unuerolothes,

Family soap,

Books,
Ha s.

Baiter,
Lard,

Caps,

Smoked

Shoes,

Handkerchiefs,
Suspenders,
Looking gl sses,

Towels,

Brushes,

beef,

Beet tongoe.
Bo ogna sausage,
Corn meal,
N utmegs,

Pepper.
Mas

Combi,

brooms.
Buttons,
Taps,
Clothes

Tuisad,

Sewing cotton,
Pins and

sugar,

Syrup-,

needles,

Scissors,
Pocket knives.

Paper,
Envelopes,

Steel p 'ns,
Lead pencils,
Penknives,
Postage stamps,
fobacoo,

urd,
Table silt.
Salt fish,

Craokers,
Cheess,

Dickies,
Staees,

Veg< tables,

Dried iruits,

Lemons,

Nuts,
Applee,
Matches,

powder.
Croakery,
Yeast

Class* a. e,

'J inware,
Meats and fish in eans.
Cigars,
Pipes,
All articles for prisoners of war will be forwarded to Colonel John E. Mulford, Agent for
Exchange of Prisoners of war, at Fortress

Monroe, Virginia.
By order of the Secretary of War:
E. D. Townsend,
Assistant Adjutant General.

Complimentary.—The Bangor Time*, a
paper which we have more than once referred
to as the most

neatly go ip daily that comeB
office, always racy and full of life—a
paper that has rapped our knuckles no matter
how many times, bat which always strikes in
front and never spatters an antagonist with
dirt,—thus speaks. We think none the less of
Its compliment because It qualifies Its personal
to our

county, N. H.
gy Mias Helen Weston begins a theatrical engagement m Philadelphia this weeS?
85f*2liss Anna. E. Dickinson lectures in Bos-

The Press is steadily growing in favor, and
its weekly edition is now the largest ot any
political paper in the State. We are pleased to
note this evidence of prosperity, lor the Press
is conducted with marked ability. Its leading editor is a positive man, and sometimes
has a way of saying things not altogether
agreeable to those who may feel themselves
hit, but we are far from being sure this is not
the proper course for a journalist, after all.—
People admire independence, and a little combativeness but adds spice to a paper. The
item column iu the Press is invaluable. We
trust it may be kept up.

Mortality

also the inventor of a hand grenade.
gy Catherine Sweeney, wife of Jeremiah
Sweeney, residing at No. 12 Fabin street, Boswas

ton,

almost instantly killed on
down stairs.

was

falling

jyThe alien bill

was

read

a

Thursday by

third time and

passed the lower honse of the Canadian ParliaIt
ment on Thursday night—yeas 107, nays 7.
has especial reference to Southern refugees.
jyThe Paris Democrat says Messrs. George
H. and Charles

Cummings in a recent fishing exWinthrop, oaught about
pickerel.

cursion to the ponds in
two hundred pounds of

gyThe New York Journal

of Commerce has
discovered that a new material for paper is mentioned by Admiral Porter. In his despatch from
Fort Fisher, he says:
reduced to a pulp.”

gy Busts

“By

of Distriot

sunset the fort was

of Mr. William O. Fox, from the studio of Karl
Akers, are now on exhibition at Lowell & Banter’s, and are well Worth seeing.
gyThe organ is being put up in the new Universalist Church, and the floors are being car.
peted. The dedication is expected to take plaoe,
we are informed, about the middle of the present
month.

jyThe New York Commercial, after deducting the probable amount of cotton that has
gone out of the Confederacy, since the commencement of the war, or been destroyed within
it, thinks there cannot be lees than three millions
bales left at the present time.
gy A proposition has been made in the New
York Legislature to put the state capital on
wheels, and to appoint a commission to looate
it at euoh oity as shall offer the strongest inducements and prove the most available site outside
the city of

Albany.

Hrune of the bells which rang out a joytul
peal in Fitchburg in honor of the amendment to
the Constitution, was formerly in the tower of a
It was taken down to be
cast into rebel cannon, but the capture of New

church in Louisiana.

Orleans by Farragut altered its destination, and
it found its way to its present position.
Hr While the salute in honor of the amend-

being fired in Albany, N. Y., a lady in deep mourning oamealong
and begged the privilege of discharging one of
the guns. It was granted, and she pulled the
string without flinching and walked quietly
ment

to the Constitution was

by the name of Blot, editor
Paris “Almanach Gastronomique,” and

will be three

for

courses, one

plain oooking,

a

second for advanced scholars, and finally a course
for “high oooking.’’ The price of tuition is
ten dollars for twenty lessons.

(y From 10,000 to 15,000 troops from Thomas's relieved Tennessee army passed over the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad, for employment in
Grant’s army, or in operations South. The
contest is now pretty much restricted to the
territory between and including Riohmond and
Charleston, whither vast reinforcements are

hastening.
jyAn intelligent friend writing

from the

oouutry says that he learns from the Postmaster
of his town that the Democrats are generally
stopping the Argut and taking the Advertiter
The same he says is true of
in plac ef it
nearly all the towns in his region. They prefer
a strong to a weak paper, and look upon the

Argut

not

as

only weak but unprincipled—ready
prevailing breeze.

to trim to eatoh the

jy The quota of Bath under the last oalt is
132 of which number she has credit for a surplus
of 84. The restof Sagadahoc county stands as
“Arrowsic 6, credit

1; Bowdoinham
30, credit 23; Bowdoin 18, no oredit; George
town 22,no credit; Perkins 1, no credit; Phipsburg 35, oredit 26,- Richmond 59, credit 2; Topsham 29, credit 25; West Bath 5, oredit 4; Woolfollows:

wich 17, oredit 23.

jyThe Bangor Whig says that Hen. J. W.
Bradbury of Augusta,and Hon. F. 0. J. Smith of
Westbrook, appeared before the legislative Railroad Committee in favor of the broad gauge
movement from this oity to Boston. It seems
Hon. Samuel E.

Spring,

“one-sided and weak”

the Whig represents his argument to have
be, had more influence than this brace of lawas

notwithstanding they were supported by
Mayor Dale and Qee. Stetson, Esq., of Bangor, jj
gy When so perfect a paper as the Portsmouth Journal usually is exhibits typographiyers,

cal blunders,

feel that we have small reason
to be mortified at the occasional blunders of that
kind in our own columns. The Journal speaks
we

of the arrival at Savannah of “three vessels
laden with prisoner*,” and the gratitude occasioned thereby among the people; and it also

speaks

of the

repeal
disgraceful
legislature of Mexieo.”
of their

black

laws by the “new

Read
the first instance and “Illinois”
in the last, and the meaning is plain.

of

number ol deaths in

Portland.—The whole
the city during the month

January, 1865, was 65 of these died of
Poison, 1; Drowned, 1; Dropsy, 8; Congestion of lungs, 1; Consumption, 11; Lung
fever, 3; Paralysis, 1; Brain lever, 2; Throat
distemper, 1; Tumor, 1; Dropsy on brain, 1;
Billious fever, 1; Teething, 1; Diarrhea, 2;
Infiamation of brain, 1; Apoplexy, 2; Ola
age, 3; Disease of heart, 1; Typhoid fever, 1;
Typhus lever, 1; Diptheria, 1; Croup, 1; Inflamation of bowels, 1; Casualty, 1; Pneumonia, 1; Erysipelas, 1; Stillborn, 7; Unknown, 3.
Ages under 5 years, 12; between 5 and 10,
5; between 10 and 20, 6; between 20 and 30,
6; between 30 and 40,1: between 40 and 50,
2; between 60 and 60,4; between 60 and 70,
8; between 70 and 80,5; between 80 and 90,5.
Still born, 7.
Sexes—Males, 30: Females, 18; Still born,7.
Whole number, 55.
Louis Bunck,
k
Superintendent of Burials.
Fine Arts.—We notice

an

excellent paint-

TH*-

The Rebellion Hopeless-Rebel Generals giving

-*T~'P.
The Paducah

correspondent

the Deino-

ot

Geo. Qiialmere, in a speech at Corthe tally part of Jaminryj- aecnsed
Gen. Hood of selling him out and
expressed

crjJ
inch lit

spisioo

tho

*tbst Uih

remainder of bis
It is also stated
|>roptrty.
that the rebel Gen Morrow sent a
message to'
» personal friend in the Union
army, stating
that be bad lost all lalth in the rebel leaders
and wished to surrender himself to the federal commander. He Is now waiting near Corinth to asceriain what terms can be
granted
to an officer of bis
rank, voluntarily returning
to bis allegiance.
Gen. Roddy is also said to
have applied for pardon.

The Indian Hostilities In Nebraska.
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 3.
A dispatch from Omaha
2d, says; A large
number of Indians have been hovering around
Julesburg for several days, but the garrison is
too small to attack them.
They attacked the
fort, and burned the telegraph office and stage
..

company’s warehouse, containing a large amountof corn, bay and provisions. The station, consisting of several buildings, was reduced to ashes.

known.

From Neu> Orleans—large Cotton Arrival.

Cairo, HL, Feb. 3.
The steamer Henry Ames brings New Orleans dates ot the 28'h ult. Admiral Lee and
staff has arrived at New Orleans. Colton less
active, sales 150 bales: good ordinary 73 1-4

c.; strict

middling 80 1 2c.; receipts for week
2727 bales; exports 3590; stock in port 6474
bales. Sugar 22 8 8 a 22 1 24, Molasses |1 05
a 1 20.
Cotton freights to New York 3c.
Tue Ohio River is tree of ice and rising slow
iy.
Yesterday 1705 bales of cotton arrived here
mostly for Cincinnati.

From Fortress

Monroe—Important Dispatchfrom Gen. Sherman.
Fortress Monroe, Feb. 2.
The steamer Governor Chase, Horn Fort
Fisher, has arrived here with the mails. She
The

no news.
steamer

George Leary, from Hilton
Head, brings Major Thompson, bearer of important dispatches from Gen. Sherman, whose
forces where still advancing victoriously into
the heart of South Carolina, with every prospect of striking a damaging blow at the rebel
forces rapidly concentrating la the vicinity of
Charleston.

Capture of

Bang of Mosby’s Guerillas.
New York, Feb. 4.
The Tribune’s Baltimore dispatch says the
train from Harper’s Ferry last nigbt, brought
up as far as the Relay House 110 rebels belonging to Mosby’s gang, who were taken
while making a raid on our lines. They were
All of them are in a
taken to Washington.
wretched condition, and nearly a dozen terribly frost bitten. They are sick of the war,
and glad to get out of it even as prisoners.
a

Meports of

Deserters

front Mobile.

New York, Feb. 1.

By the arrival of the Empire City, from N.
Orleans 25th, we learn that rebel deserters
from Mobile state that it was generally believed the city would be evacuated without waiting for the advance of Gen. Granger, whose
force numbers 25,000 men.
Och. Thomas’ Army.

New Yoke, Feb. 4.
The Herald’s Eistport, Ala., correspondence
of the 25th ult., says Gen. Thomas’ army is
finely located and impatient for a recommenc-

ot hostilities. A large number of rebel
deserters are coming in daily. Gen. Thomas
is obliged to feed a large number of inhabimeut

Representatives,

iy Wbat in the world is the matter with the
Argus ? Its editor seems constantly haunted
with apparitions of “ex-parsons,” probably because of his own past experience as the godfather of Rechabitism, and his eloquent labors
lecturer in the oause of

Temperanoe. Since
his miserable failure to vindicate his loyalty before a jury of his fellow-oitizens, he seems to
as

a

ing by our talented townsman Brown, in the have
abandoned himself to the possession of all
window of Mr. Cushman, Deering Block. It
sorts of evil spirits, and cuts up as many antios
was painted for
Cspt. Ignatius Stevens of Gor- as a person under the influence of delirium treham, aud represents the early home of the mens. We don’t wonder that he
has become
father, and the new school house he has erect- kantankerous, for scarcely a day
passes that
ed as a gift to the
their
with
roinhabitants,
more or less persons do not call and subscribe
mantic
surroundings, at Hull’s Cove, Mt.De- for the Press, saying they have been old patrons
•ert island. The
mountains, the water, the of the Argus, but hereafter its vilencss and
ihore, and their accessories, are portrayed doubtful patriotism will bar their doors against
^ its entranoe.
with Brown’s usual vigor,
beauty and effect.

qualities of common tar removed, and the
the oompoand be within the means of all.

^rloe ot
At lest,

too v coarse of difficult ohonrioai experiments
he foaadlhat by adding to these five other lugredientg, each one vatuable by itself, he notouty obtained the de-lred results, out greatly increasea .he

liter a

ouratlve power ofthe oompoand. This having been
thoroughly tested by practico, is now offered to the
general publio ae asafe, pleasant and infallible rem-

edy

Trice 80 Cents per Botttle.
For sale by W.F. Phillips, Portland, and alldrag
gists.
Chalks Downer, General Ageat,
nov4d3mn
44 Cedar at.,hew York.

13^11 you areln want of any kind o f PRINTING
*•
all at the Dailv Press Office.

Loiters Remaining Unclaimed

Or»k*».
RMWYOM-Ar sj.-diaroud Loohiel,
Lace/Bab»on, East port; J W
5r?«h°2: ,0l“J«U»
Calala.
»h’i!?ow'
c»»ttauooga. Trott, Calata; brig
«—»I»aai «a>» B«lll«», »w.
Forran?
wra>wom£tnow*«t«rJ—

cw3d^LN1T:

PowhaftaiL ^otte1*'

*]£££* * £&'

Sggj^fflKiy^y-y. Br‘7„ MeCrea, Mata-

Sld 2d. ibipa l»aac Webb, John Huuvan* bri.s H
H McUilvery. Hortkern Ugh.. 8
Albatroei; Mbs Ocean Belle, E c Howard E A Eb
Hot. and othert.
BOSTON-Ar 3d, brig Miranda, Soon, Cow Bav
7
CB; xli T. iu, Long, Portland.
Below 3d, bilg Fannie Bu;ler, Bartlett, Salt Cay
for Portland.
Cld 3d, atop Gem of the Ocean. Prichard, for Mel
bourne acha Mary 8 Luat, Brown, Fortreaa Monroe;
Sarah, Driako. Joneaport
Ar i-h, acba 1 H Horton, Pieroe, Patoxet River;
Oaear, Ma lard, Eaatport
O d 4th, aoh* Zina. Bradbnry, Machiaa; Capitol,
Roberta, Portland.
GLOUCESTER-Ar lat, aoh Centre Point, Gooding, Newfoundland.
Ar 3d. aoh 8 S Lewi*. Condon, Bel fa* t.
ROCKLAND—Ar 2.1 loat, aoh KlUoott, Dunoan,
Bnekaport for Porto Rico.
Sld 8th ult, aoh* O Brian, (new) Sleeper, for New
Tore: 29fh, E C Brown, Burna. Boston.
Sld 80th. acha Ada Am"*, MarMon, Portland; llat,
Bay State, Torrey. New York.
Sld 2d, aohe Auguata, Gotchell, Baltimore; Frolio,
Kennedy, Boston.

TZ‘„ u*,*0“

FORKle.V PORTS.
At Surinam lat alt,
brig Baron de Caatine, Jobn•on. for Boaton about
3oth.
4U*
brt* ch«“P«*k"' White, tor
New
At Jaemel 29!h alt, seh Abble
Bradford, Freeman,
from New York
At Jeremie I7th ult, eoh Eaet Wind,
Smith, from
and for Boston.
Cld ut Halifax 30th ult, ich Susan,
•* tor PortLong,
land.

YoriTr*r“

Boston Block List,
8alb at this Brokkbs’ Boars, Feb. 4
28.000 American Gold.200
20,u00.do...s 7 2081
10.000 .do.209
3.200 .do.208}
21.0 JO U 8 Coupon Sixes (1881) .109}
600 .do.110
1 700 United States Coupons.2ti8
1 000 United Sta es Currency 7 8-lOths. 99
200 United States Debt Certificates (Feb)
99
....

1.000 .do(SIaroh). 99}
(AUg). 98.
47.000 .do(Nov). 97
18.000 United States 6-20’s.108
3,300 .d-.ll*f
SOO...do (small)....109
8.000 .do.1 81
3 Eastern Railroad.1001
6.000 Best :n A New York Air Line R R Sixes 57)
11 Portland. Saco A Portsm’th R R.........104
9 Western Railroad.
144
42.000 .do

lienshaw.^

[By J L
40 Boston and Maine Railroad,.1231
11 Vermont and Canada Railroad.102}
3.000 Rutland 2d Mortgage Bonds.28}
2 000 Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.64,
100 Vermont and Massassaebusetts R R. 40
MARRIED.
_

In Wiscasset, Chas M Bailey, of Woolwich, and
Mias Harriet £ Robinson.
In South Parsouslield, Jan 25, Ssra’i Garland and
M> 8 Amy B Libby.
In Hollis, Jan 25, Chas D Scamman, of Saco, and
Mibb Sarah F Smith, of Dayton.
In Bath, Feb 2, John S Deering and Mrs Abbie P
Marr
In Rockland. Jan 28, Albert D La wry and Miss
Sarah R Blood

In Thomaston, Feb 1. I 8 il©serve and Miss Mary

A Lermou
both of Warren.
In Bangor. Jan 29, G W Jellison, of Oldtown, and
Miss Julia G Paokaid, of Baa*or.
In Dixmont, Jan 28, John F Gray and Miss An*
byne A Tinkham, of Albion.
In Phillips. Jan 8, Capt Wm True, of Avon, and
Mi.t.8 Elioenai S Kempton, of P.
In Chesterville, Jan 26, Albion Gordon, of G, and
Miss Frances E Gordon, of Fayette.

DIED.

fPer steamer Africa, at Boston.]
Ar at Liverpool 19th ult. Neptune. Peabody. New
York; 30th. St David. (•) Wylie, Portland; Excel•ior. Pendleton, New York; 21st. America, Morse,
8t John NB; Ellen Austin. Freoch New York.
C d 19th, Annie 8is*\ Shields. Point de Gaile; 20th
Gipaey Queen, Austin, San Francisoo; Garibaldi,
Montevideo.
Hoyt,
811 19 h. Pleiades. Winslow, Bio Jsneiro vis Cardiff; 8vlvia. MeCulloch, New York; Stampede, Jewett. Cardenas.
Adv 21st. St David, (?) for Portland 26th; Portlsw,
Curtis, for Sau Franoisco.
Ar at London 2oth, Fred Warren, Phinney, Rotterdam.
Bid ftn

Newport.

Gloucester 19th u!t, Tanaro, Kelley, for

Sld ftn Cardiff 19th vlt. Com Dupont. Clifford, for
Cnba.

Sld ftn Auckland NZ Oct 30, Mary Warren, Homewood, Guam.
Sld fm Bangkok Oct 37, Sterling, Bourne, Ningpo.
Ar at Rangoon Dec 4. W A Fsrnsworth, Thorndike. PenaDg.(andsailed 12th for Maulmain.)
Ar at Calcutta Dec 7. Benares. Noyes. Bombay;
8th. Uuooln, Leeman, Sunderland; 10th, Eliza,Nick-

erson,

Liverpool.

8ld Dec9. NicholasCurwen, Sharp, for Bombay;
13th. Aberdeen, Cole. Manritlns; Akbar, Chase, for
Hull E.
Sld fm Bombay Dec 19, Longwood, Peterson, for

Liverpool.

In port Dee 28, E’len Stuart.Lyons, for Liverpool;
Garnet Bradford, and Zenobia. Hayes, unc
Sld ftn Messina 13th ult, Winona, Fickeit, for New
York.

Sid ftn Genoa 16th nit, Helen Sands, Otis, for.
London.
Sld fm Barcelona 11'h nit, ALon, Wood, Messina.
Ar at Malaga 13th alt, William Wilson, Plumer,
Gibraltar
Ar at Cadiz 14th nit. Solid. Bullerdlck. New York.
Ar at Bremerhaven 17th ult, Pauline, Dariett, New
York.
Sld ftn Antwerp 19th ult, Clyde, Pinkney, for New
York.
Ar at Bueno# Ayree Nov 29, Kit Carson, Crowell,
New York; Dec 9, Csarina, Treat, Frankfort; Jas M

Churchill,

In this city, Alzina, daughter of S H and MAS
Waldron, aged 13 years.
Q^Funeral this (Monday) afternoon, at 8 o’cik,
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In thi city, Feb 4. Emma E. eldest daughter of
Wm ti Stewart, aged 15 years 6 months.
|S7~Funeral this (Monday) afternoon, at 8 o’cik.
at No 6 Bramhall street.
In this city, Feb 4, Mrs Hannah, relict of the lite
Jos W Collins, ol Cumberland, aged 77 years and
10 months.
In Hudson, Jan 9, Mrs Sarah, wife of David Pierce,
aged 91 years.
in Fairtleld, Jaa 7, Mrs Mary S, wife of Elmer P
Tuttle, aged 22 years.
In Bangor. Jan 31, Albert F, son of Albert and C A
Smith, aged 18 years.
in Bangor, Feb 2, Mrs Sarah L Lake, formerly of
Portsmouth, aged 56 years.
In Ellsworth, Jan 20, Mrs Louisa H, wife of Chas
Hayes, aged 56 years 7 months.
in Bluehill. Jan 15, Mrs Knnice, wife cf John J
Herr ck, aged 40 years
In Bluehill, Jan 21, Miss Ann Cand&ge. aged 19.
In Peuob cot, Jan 19. Mr Aboer Gray, aged 84 yn.
In 8edgwisk, Deo 25, of erysipelas Mr Nathan
Allen, aged 62 years.

_

Seavey,

Bangor.

—

21st, Atlanta. Barnes, Cardiff; 22d, Roswel Sprague,
Crosby. Newport E; 8wallow, Bennett, Malaga for
San Francisco.
SJd Dec 16. Mary
Cambria. Simp-on,
At Surinam Dec

Legislature Oi Itluiue.

Augusta, Feb., 3,1865.
SENATE.

Read and assigned—Resolve in favor of Joseph Kennedy; resolve in favor of James
Walker; an act to incorporate the Somerset
Royal Arch Chapter; resolve in favor of Haz ;n Ketch; an act to set off a
part ot the
of Starks and annex, the same to the
town of Mercer; an act to incorporate the
Baring Woolen Mtuufacturing Co.; an act to
incorporate the Maine Express Co.; an act to
incorporate the officers and members of the
Eastern Frontier Lodge.
Passed to be engrossed—An act to repeal
an act regulating the storage, safe keeping and
transportation of gun-powder in the city of
Bangor; an act additional to an act to incorporate the city of Bangor.
The Senate joined Messrs. Sanborn of Kennebec, Manson and Talbot to the committee
appointed by the House to investigate supposed
frauds in relation to the selling of credits of
men already in the service.
town

HOUSE.

Mr. Webb of Portland, from the Judiciary
committee reported bill an act providing for
the taxation of the
property and stock of National Banks and Banking Associations in the
State of Maine (new draft); also an act to
amend chapter 44 of the Revised Statute* relative to Hawkers and Peddlars. To be printed.

The resolve to facilitate the sale of timber
and lumber granted by the last Legislature for
educational purposes, was taken up.
The resolve extends the time during which
the timber and lumber may be cut indefinite-

ly:
Mr. Cram ot Brunswick, opposed the resolve on the ground that such action would be
in conflict with the grant of the Legislature to
the European aud North American Railway,
giving both parties the same thiDg.
Mr. Granger of Calais, opposed this view,
maintaining that the failure of the Massachusetts Legislature last year to comply with the
conditions ot the act granting the lands of the
State in aid of this line, had absolved the State
from its part of the contract, and the lands had
reverted to the State and must be re-granted
or the Company has no claim upon them.
Mr. Webb of Portland, proposed to amend
the resolve by extending the time for cutting
the timber for ten years, provided the E. & N.
A. R. Co., should fail to comply with the conditions of the bill granting 8tate land.
Mr. Granger of Calais, proposed to amend
tbe amendment by striking out the latter portion and inserting “subject to tbe rights, if any
of tbe E.&N. A. R. Co.”
This amendment was strenuously op osed
by Messrs. Foster of Bangor, Crosby of Dex-

ter, and others.
The whole subject was Anally recommitted
to the committee on Education for a new draft.
The bill legalizing bounties was taken up
and considered.
Several new amendments were offered, hut
no

action

was

taken upon any of them.

In the steamer Hibernian, for Liverpool—A J Beban. Alex Murray, J B O'Doherty. David Shaw, wife
and children and btt'se, Miee Mary Doby, Chat A
Dupresue, Jas Morgan, J E Beherd, ft Downey and
wife, and seven others.

Russell, Weeks, Maulmain; 20th,

Akyab.

28. barque Surinam. Tucker, f>r
Boston; brig Alex Nickels, Rosebrook, tor Turks
Island.
SPOKEN.
Jan U, lat 38. Ion 70 86, sch Minnehaha, from Baltimore tor Cuba, (with loss ot all her sails and house
stove in )

COLGATE’S

W O TICKS

HONEY SOAP.

celebrated Toilet Soap, in snoh universal
demand, is mtde from the ehcioest materials,
is mild and emollient in its na-are, fragrant,;
sc-nte l and extremely beneficial in ite act npon
the skin.
For Sale by all Druggists and Fasiey
T .113

janSlilyr.

Goods Dealers.

Edward. IP.

Haines,

For several years past with N. J. Giluah, has removed to No. 187 j Middle street, seoond etory, (over
W C. Beokett’a store) where he will be heppy to receive th, patronage ot his former customers, and

tbe public generally.

All work entrusted t a bis

sonal attention.
January a. 1866—d6w

oare

will receive his per-

Monday Evening,

MATANZAS. Brig Rio Grande —100 hhds sugar,
113 hhds molasses, 109 trcjdo.71 bbls.do, to Isaac
Emery; 1 bbl molasses, J 8 Winslow.
EXPORTS.
Per stearner Hibernian, for Liverpool—96 pkgs tobacco. 460 rolls leather, 30 bbls flue seed, 2644 bbls
flour. 69 pkgs lard, 88 boxes mutten. 182 bbls potash,
716 pkgs butter, 894 boxes meats, 12 pkgs sundries,
and *26.000 in speoie.

FOB

BOOTS

ForealeatMr.
Middlest, Portland, Me.
J. W.

AND

FROM

Preserver,

deoUdfwZm

PORTLAND

Photographic Gallery
ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
80 Middle St.,
Portland, Me.
Copying done in the best manner.
dec29tf

“DRY UP FOR THE CATARRH."
“Sympa by

with th .se in affliction makes ita
duty
after snflbrlng for thirty years from that
loathsome disease, Uatabuh in the Head, and
gig.
9n up all hope oi a ouro, I heard of Dr.
Wadswobtu’s ■ Oar Up,” ani procured a bottle of the
t
medicine, from which I found immediate telief.
1 have need in the last tbreo months, three bottles
ol it, and am now comparatively well, and doing
my nsnal work, and I cheerfully recommend it to
all afflicted in like manner.
Dated KaDviUe, Sept 10,1864.
Abigail Baboook.”
ff U. BAY, Draggist, Special Agent, Portland.
to

s

ate that

jaaUdfwSw

Peep

O’Day,

Ur, Savoumtn Deelish.
Whioh will be br.aght out at great expense, with
sew
Scenery, Propertiee, Appropriate Costumes,

full eas
Babxbt O’Tooli.
Ha. Jobx Muasir.
Dion ooen at 7—oommence at 8 o’otoofc.
s dmlrslon—Parqnsue 60 eti;
Heserved Seats 7*
Sts; Uall-ry 26 ots.
Tlokets for sale at tka usual places and at the door.
Box offles open from 10 a.js. to 4 r. x.
fettdlt
n

Social

SA.ILR

FOR

Kangaroo.Liverpool.New York.. .Jan 21
Britauni*.Glasgow.New York.. .Jan 25
City of London... Liverpool.New York... Jan 26
St David....Liverpool-.Portland.Jan26
Australasian.Liverpool.New York.. .Jan 28

Etna.Liverpool.....New York.. .Feb 1

North American.. Liverpool.Portland

....

Feb

Asia.Liverpool.Boston.Feb
China.... Liverpool.New York.. Feb
Canada.Liverpool.Boston.Feb

2
4
11
18

Cuba.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 8
Columbia.New York. .Havana.Feb 8

Peruvian.Portland_Liverpool.Feb 11

America.New York..Bremen.Ftbll
.California.F*b 13

Assemblies I

COURSE of Assemblies wl 1 bs given at
A. BEECHOVEH HALL, opposte the Preble
House, on
A

'}

hursday

and

Friday Evenings,

Of each weak.
UT Music by Horan's Cotillon Band.
Good order maintained.
T cteta 60 cents each
Doors open at 7 o'clock
evening. Ladies tree
to
oommeecs
at
8
o’elock.
f.bSd lw
Daaelng

ACADEMY !

BRIDGTON

Costa Rica.New York.

—AT—

Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Feb 16
David.Portland... .Liverpool.Feb II

NORTH

8t

BRIDGTON,

Morning Star.New York. .New Orleans .Feb 18
Australasian.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 22
North American.. Portland... .Liverpool.Feb 25
Asia.Boston
Liverpool.. March 1

THE

MINIATURE ALMANAC
February 6
Sun rises..V.i..7 06 I Length of daye.10 13
Sun sots... .6.21 j High water am).... 7 80

CAVALRY’

.....

Monday,....

..

MARINE
PORT

OF

Saturday.February 4.
ABBIVKD.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York.
Steamer Montreal, Lisoomb, Boston.
Brig Rio Grande, Lawrence. Matanzas.

WANTED t

Tavlor’s Stable India street.
flo-ees must be from 16 to 16 bands tlgb, and in

good flash.

CLEARED.

Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Dutton, Livemool

—

(Br) Walts, Liverpool

—

S eamor Franconia, Sherwood, New York—Emery
A Fox.
Brig Caroline E Kelley, Morrill, 8t John Pit—Thca
Aseneio A Co.
Sch Julia, (Br) Hinds, St George NB—master.
8ch S T King. Clendeonin, Calais—S T King A
Son.
SAILED—wind SW—steamer Hibernian.
Sandar.February 5,
ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Steamer Franconia.
wind S W
SAILED

Thursday.

J W Dyer has closed a ontrsct with tbe New England Steamship Company to bnild a steamer of TOO
tons, tor tbe Portland ODd New York lino, she will
be built at bis yard in Cape Elizabeth and Is to be
finished and ready for service by the coming all.
Her Engines are to be built at tbe Portland Co's

Works.

Several fine vest Is are in process of construction
at Dmmariscotta. The Meters Stetson Brothers, B D
Metoalf A eon, E Norris A Co, and CaplSam’i Hall
have esob a ship under way.
Messrs A A E Perkins are preparing to build a ship
or about 80u tons at tnotr yard in Biddeford for tbe
McManus brothers of Brunswick.
TJ Southard is preparing to builds ship ot about
1000 tons, in his yard at Riehmond. H s Hager Is
also preparing to build u ship ot 1000 tons.
from Baltidays since for Chester Uiver to load, pal
again 3d lest, not being able to get through the
heavy toe at the mouth of the Putapscu.
There is considerable h avy floating loo yet at the
mouth of the river below Baltimore, which blocks up
the channel and prevents tbe larger otass of vesst la
from moving.

DISASTERS.
Boh Bernice, Thompson, of and from Esstport for
Boston, with a cargo of fish, struck on Grindst- no
Ledge, near Rockland, on the 2d inst, and has hi ged. She will probably be g:t off atier discharging
oargo.
Seh Nimrod, of and from Bnckeport for Boston,
went ashore near Herring Gut 2&lh ult, and will be a
total wreck
Cargo saved in a damaged oondi ion.
Sob Minnehaha, from Baltimore for Cuba, was
lat 38. ion TO 33. having lost all his
ult.
18th
spoken
sails and had one side of the house stove in,
or New Bedford has contracted
Baker,
BonJ
Ca'pt
with the underwrit rs to get off barque Albion Liaon
Nashaweia.
ashore
ooln,

liOMBSTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEAL8—Ar 22d ult, soli G» Washington. orr, Fort P ke.
Below, coining up. barques Eva H Fisk, from New
York: Emma F Herrimau, Herrimau. from Boston;
brig Moses Rogers Jones, from New York; sch

Wapella, Hayden,

from Helflwt.
Went to sea

A Perfect Cure for

Catarrh!

from

Philadelphia;

Sunbeam,

24th, barques Hanson Gregory, and
Dresden.
KlY WEST—In port 2Tth, brigs Samuel Lindsey,
Giles, for Cardenas, ready; H B Emery, Bradford,
for Matanzas 4 days.
SAVANNAH—Ar 6th, brig G F Geary, Brown,
from Hilton Head.
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CATARRH
AMD

MODS

REMEDY,

OF TRBATMRMT IS

—

Steamship Damascus, which cleared on Saturday,
isde alued by order ot the Company's sgent, and
is not expeoted to tail before the middle of the week,
or on tbe arrival of the St David, which Is expected
on

E. E. SAVAGE.

Feb e-dtd

H A Allan.

any of these letter*, the applicant
JSr-ro.btain
to.T ‘“dcertired htttri,' give the date of
imiuut, and pay one cant for advertising.
U,ejr wU1
to thODead

hickett J 8

Horses will bo purchased at

At H. L.

Sch Whitney Long, Hayes, Portsmouth.

H A A Allan.

HORSES

Limerick, Tuesday, Feb. 14th, 1865,
Gorham, Wednesday, Feb. 15th,
Portland Thursday, Feb. 16th, and Friday, 17th, till 12 M,

PORTLAND.

Steamship Damascus,

MAINE.

Term will oommence on Tuesday,
the 28th day of Fsb Instant. For farther information apply to C. K. H>lton, A. K Principal.
THOMAS H. HEAD, geo'y.
Fab. 1. 1886—fobs 2awdfcw8w
Serins

NEWS

book

SHOES.
Mabspibi.»’• Store, 174

6,1865,

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
8TRAMBR

Brig Harriet, of Porlland. which siiled

Water-Proof and Leather

Feb.

Four Acts ent.tled

♦e., and

more some

WARREN’S

Lasieea and Managers,.Bidwetl J Pike.

Will be presented tbs s rest sensation Irish drama In

—

SKiOIlt

DEERING HALL

IMPORTS.

the Poet Office at Portland,State of Maine, 9th
INday
of February, 1896

■

Ar at do Deo 10. Sparkling Sea.Segur, Montevideo.
Sld Dec 1. Montano, Uerriman, Callao; llth,Warren, Averiil. de.
At Montevideo Dec 4, ship Anna Kimball, Moore,
from Boston, disg.
Ar at Montevideo Dec 12. C A Littlefield, Nickels
Bangor; Lucy A Niokels, Ford, Cardiff
Sld Dec 7, Masonic, for Akyab; 18th, Spark the
Ooean, Treat, do.
Ar at Rio Grande Nov £0, L B Usher, McKe&zie,
Portland
Ar at Rio Janeiro Dec 10, Chris Dali. Freeman,
Cardiff; Jas R Keeler, Delano, Baker’s Island, (and
sld 14th for Liverpool); 16th, Leo, Cotton, Bangor;

NBW ADVERTISEMENTS.

PASSENGERS.

WATCH-MAKER,

ington, has unanimously passed a bill giving a
gratuity of #300 a year to each of the five surviving revolutionary pensions in addition to the
pension of $100 which they now receive. The
names of the only survivors are as follows :
Lemuel Cook, 98 years of age, now residing at
Clarendon, Orleans Co., N. Y.; Samuel Downey,
98 years of age, now living at Edenburg, Saratoga Co., N. Y.; Wm. Hutohins, 100 years of
age, residing at Penobscot, Me.; Alexander
Maroney, 94 years of age, residing at Yates,
Orleans Co., N. Y.; James Beartham, living in
Missouri, in his .01st year.

Elizaimtb,
MoLelton.

tants.

disposition."
at Wash-

wonderful virtue of honey ofthe plant Horehound,
Id amen with the Cleansing and Healing properties
of tar extracted from the Life Principle ofthe lorest
treo Abies Balsameaor Balm of (iilead
For years
he- was bai&eo in his attempts to blend these great
medicinalforoee into such a ueiosUet the original
potvorofeaoh would be pr served, the disagreeable

es

editor of the Advertiser has been to
Augusta, and in a pleasant article, in which he
speaks highly of the appearance of both houses

jy The House of

TAB!

AND

Coughs, Holds, Influenza, Hoarseness. Diflleult
Breathing, and all Affections of the Throat,
Bronchial Tuoetand Lunge, tending
to Consumption.
TUisttiTereigH remedy is compounded from the
favorite recipe of in [IldelrlonsPhyslofnn »n« Chemwho

also destroyed.

were

An entire train was captured west of Fort
Laramie within a week. One man was killed.
The telegraph being down, the particulars
of the attack on the Fort at
Julesburg are not

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

PHILADELPHIA—.br 2d, banpto Ann
Iort**"’ ytglda M COtnery.

A considerable amount of tele

graph supplies

iyThe

for intelligence and manly bearing, he
says,
“Nor do we believe there is discoverable any of
the bitter political acrimony which at times heretofore have rendered the social relation of the
members otherwise than agreeable. The dominant feel they are strong enough to be safely
magnanimous and tolerant, and ihe minority
are men of good sense enough to
appreciate this

HORKHOUND

BALTIMORE—Cld tot, Mb Lookout, Luo, Pott
»?*▼*» P»,u«ot river.
In Romptao Kaadt lit tort, brig Uafcjorn, tram
lurinanr—

-Contederacy had ^one
under. He told his man they could do as they
far many year-used it witbthe mo-t compleased. He should have nothing more to do. let,
success in ins extensive private practice.
with them, but should quitand try to save the plete
Uo he- long been profundiy impressed with the

Frenchman

of the
author of a scientific cook book, is about to establish a oooking academy in New York. There

I<M

HALE'S

away.

gy A

tr Car rim of the Dailg Trttl
to toll papers on their routet.

HONEY

brings

Attorney Talbot and

“provisions” in

allusion:

--TO

grrhe rebellion may bfwhHo be on its last
leg. One Foote has left it.
UT SuoirUr fear feet deep on-ftfevel in'Coos J

of Mr. Wm. F. Ketchum, inventorof the mower
He
and reaper, whioh is known by his name.

The City Council, however,

of

Notice.
Oil Citv, Feb. 3,1865.

J

■

from his view.

Interesting Occasion at Yarmouth.—

dve

rn

bany has already sigred it.
jyThe Buffalo Courier announces the death

“Weariness
tnore upon t*ie flint, when restive sloth
Finds the down pillow hard

Evening Edition.—Many of our citizens
have repeatedly urged that an evening edition
of the Press should be Issued,—say at lour or

■

sire to promote the public good, although
some of them might feel constrained to differ

Can

On Friday evening, Feb. 3d, Dr. Ang. H. Buabank of Yarmouth, was unexpectedly visited
by a large number of his friends of the First
Parish and presented with an elegant Silver
Tea Service. The Doctor has for many
years had the entire management and leadership of the excellent singing of the First
Church, his valuable services having been freely given without pecuniary compensation,and
this gift was intended as a testimonial of appreciation and satisfaction with his efforts.
The presentation speech was appropriately
made by Capt. Geo. S. Loriug, and most feelingly responded to by Dr. Burbank. The occasion was a most happy one. The old First
Parish is in a very prosperous condition.

'r,

in favor of liberal action.
We hope there wa3no intention on the part
it the reporter for the Argus to misrepresent ton this evening.
iy A strong effort is being made, supported
the remarks to which he refers, but how he
Gen Dix. to have ths fl«n»dian passportrePutrid triad vertenriy commit so gross tra erroi- by
striction removed.
he
We hope
seems almost unaccountable.
fyThe street car fares in Pbiladelphia have
did not go to that meeting with a spirit bent
been raised from five to seven cents.- The people
of
at
the
on getting up indignation
expense
complain of it as extortion.
the May er and "City Council, thereby to turn
jyThe Philadelphia Evening Bulletin was
the
March
at
his party grindstone
approaching
sold at auotion a few days sinoe for $89,000. It
meeting, and thus blind htmseit to Tacts so is a very profitable paper.
plain that be who ran might have read them.
gyThe rank of President Lincoln’s son RobThe truth is, Mr. Gilman attempted no de- ert, on Gen. Grant’s
staff, is to be that of Capfence of the CityCoanett; ho east no reflectain, but he is to draw no pay.
tion upon the Mayor; he made no statement
jyThe painter Cornelius, now in his eightyas to what a majority of the City Council had
He
third year, is lying hopelessly ill in Berlin.
*
been or were iu favor of doing. What he did re called the greatest German artist.
say in this regard was simply this: That Mr.
gy A conscript on being told that it was sweet
Drummond must have misunderstood in rela- to die for his country, tried to excuse himself
on the ground
that he never did like sweet
tion to the reasons why the City Council had
things.
taken no action; that those reasons had unBTU cost $800,000 to sweep the streets of
questionably been deemed sufficient by the New York last year. A responsible company
Mayor to justify his action; that the Mayor proposes to do the work thoroughly for $300,had no doubt been influenced by what he 000.
honestly believed to be for the best interest ot
HTA petition to the President for the remothe city, and that doubtless the City Conncil val of Provost-Marshal-General Fry has been
would all accord to him the most worthy de- drawn up in New York. Every senator in Alwere

war

o’clock,—containing the news of the day,
our alleged “unfriendly” statute.
If no such
local items, proceedings of the courts, and desstatute had stood in the way some other expatches. We have for some time had the
cuse would have been made
available, and if
question under advisement, and propose to act
the statute was
the
aid
all
granted by as we think the
repealed
attending circumstances will
Massachusetts to a railroad in eastern Maine,
warrant. We do not see why Portland may
be
put iu a mosquito's eye and not make
might
not support such an enterprise, provided the
the insect wink. The
Bostonions know very
paper 1b made worthy of support. We shall
well that no railroad from
Bangor to the carefully weigh the matter in its various bearProvinces can bring grist, to their mill or to
ings, and stand ready to yield to The popular
New York. We doubt if such a road
would
demand by an evening edition that may, we
sensibl y aiToct the trade of Portland.
Ban gor
trust, find a welcome in thousands of families
would derive a signal benefit from it, and
there
in our city. Meantime we hope to hear from
the great bulk of the freighting
business our
the matter.

wonld switch oflT and take the easier and
cheaper conveyance by water; and in our
opinion, the energy and capital of Portland
can be expended to infinitely better
purpose,
espaclaliy if the object Is to build up the city,

Gross Misrepresentation.,
ih tfie report of the town meeting of Friiay, in the Argus, we find this sentence:
Mr Oilman, of the Common Council, spoke
u defense of the City
Council, and reflecting
ipon the course of the Mayor. He stated
■hat » majority of that, body had be§p >fld

■nmrrYiyr-

imf

OE1GJNAL AND SELECTED.

The Acme of Perfection!
penetrates the
IT dijeaae.aud

secret ambush qf this terrible
rminates it, root and branch

ext

ro ever.

It removes a'l 1^9 wre’ohed symptoms of thir
loa hsotne malady, and aver a consumption
It cleans tha head, deodorises the breath. and affords the most grateful reli?f.
It alleviates more agony and silent suffering than

tongue

can tell.
It is noted 1 or curing the most kopeliss cases.
that every known means failed in.
It cures Hay, Rose and Periodic Catarrh, of th
most <>bstfna‘« and violent typ g.
Catarrh or noise fa the head oan resist
Nbform

qf

its penetrating power

Dr. Gooiesle has now spent a lifetime battling
with this fell disease. His triumph is complete.
Dr

liquid,

Goodale's Catarrh Rkmedv is a
inhaled from the palm of'he hand

harmless

Gonial* is known throuohout th• country,
oi the onl 7 True Theory of Catarrh
published. Where it* Orlvin— What its Savages—Mode of • reatment—and Sapid Care in all itj
Dr. R.

as theau'lior
ever

forms.
Dr. Goodale's Pamphlet on Catarrh sh« uld be
read by every one. It oan be obtained at oar nearest ag mcy, or by sending a postage stamp to eur ofoffice
A Co., Sole Agents. 76 Bleccker street.

NOgTON
New
York.
Price tl SoMbyli.H. HAY,
a5 Cents

Only

a

June2 63-dIy

Bottle.

HnbbardLPJr

HAIR;
It is blgh’y perfumed—mokes the
hair mu,
io»T, oloosy and BaoCTijoL,
dUpoeing it to remain in any ds.ired portion,
stop, .ho Hair from
falling Oat-promote. It, growth and
kee,s the
loalp clean and cool.

»o»ro* A Co., Sole Agents,
Sold by H H.

Hay

76 Bleeoker »t., N. Y.
A Co. Portland, lie.
June2 63 dlw

_______

Strayed
A

or

Stolen.

BROWN fpuniel Pnp from tbe subscriber en
Suiurday laet. Any person re .anting the same
lUKxobangestreetwlllbosuitabl/rewsrded.

LA;o No.

febfl tf

J.
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REYNOLD’S CRINOLA
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Hobson SB

Sloop

for Sale.

aaletha Sloop Suhatou. ii font re,;lst*r. <
Wet draft, was rebuilt.t Wosi Bro.ks.ille, in
1<6J, rekeeled and overhauled at Blfde oM.li, No
vemher last. Is well found In anchors, ch: id,
.-ul
riggiar, and her sails are ta good order, the s borug
ever Ire hundred ya-ds ®f can, aw in her ma ne til.
She now lies In the Pool at Biddolord.
An
Fax fkrther particulars apply to Mr. M N. Uich.
or
to
Non
Room, Portland,
Xxohange
Mr FRiNK VERRII.l
febleodSd
Biddofortl, Ms

FOR

Wanted In*mediately.
roung nun, to work in a Whoiaan's Drag
Store, to take the plaee ol two that bars •■uli-.ted. One of them must be sequainted wi h the
business, and oompete ,t to direct others.
Enquire from nine to tan In' he morning at
W. F. rHILLIPS A CO.,
Wholesale Druggie*.
TebSdtf
1VS Wadis it.
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XXXVTII CONGRESS—Second

AND riCIXITY.

SENATE.

Adverfitmmmts To-Day.
Theatre—DeerlDg Hall.
Letter List A T. Dole.
Wanted Immediately.
Jtridgt xt Academy,

Portland

;

The Meeting with the Peace Commissioners
-More Movements of Gen. Sherman’s

Army.

Washington, Feb. 4.
Much surprise was occasioned this morniug
by the early return of President Lincoln and
Secretory Seward, and It was not long before
were circulated remany conflicting reports
garding the result of their mission. The antagonistic positions of the two governments were
known on the return of Mr. Blair from Richmond. The one desiring peace on the basis
of unconditional submission to the Union, and
the other on the basis of separation, independIt was clear that the
ence and recognition.
rebels themselves did not anticipate a ready
with
their
demand, while there
compliance
was an earnest desire on the part of the President of the United States to do all that was
compatible with honor and pablic expediency
in the premises, and who evinced not a lit tie
anxiety to induce an accommodation.
It was briefly announced by telegraph that
President Lincoln and Secretary Seward had
returned after a conference with the rebel

Meeting in behalf of the Sanitary Commission.
A meeting was held at City Hall last evening, which was largely attended, in behalt of
the Sanitary Commission. Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., presided and Introduced to the
audience Rev. Dr. Marks of
Washington, who

has been connected with the commission for
three years, who gave an account of the extent and beneficent workings of the Association, which was very Interesting to the au-

dience.
Hon. Mr. Washburn followed in a few excellent remarks, and then introduced Rev.
Dr.Stebbius of Boston, who bore testimony to
the good done by the commission and urged

commissioners, which resulted in
of attitude of the rebels.

ment, because the whole truth had not been
stated with regard to the prospective and immediate results from Richmond. That telegram senWover the wires this morning is reliable, and it wss obtained from the best authority. No details have yet been made known,
nor is it probable that they will transpire, the
President and Secretary Seward being the
only parties present on our side, and the conference being entirely informal, more in the
character of general conversation to elicit the
views of all who composed it, than a grave
diplomatic discussion. Beyond thiB whatever
may be said must be mere speculation. The
conversation did not result in any agreement.
The main feature, involving questions of sep
aration of and submission of the Union having
been left undecided, of coarse those of a minor
character have no existence and so the parties
separated. As far as can be ascertained nothing was said as to future meetings, and the
issue seems to be left precisely where it was
before the conference.
There is no confirmation of the report circulating to-day that they had agreed upon a

Judicial Court.

TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.
Saturday.—No. oa.—J. J. Walker A al. v.
Lewis Libby and David X. Chase, Trustee.—
Action to recover the value of a horse, buggy>
and harness. It appeared that the property
was mortgaged by Libby to Francis A Graffam, and by him assigned to Chase, in liquidation of a certain note of Jededlah, Edwin W.,
and Francis A. Graffam, and abil of sale was
given by Libby to Chase for any claim he
might have over and above the mortgage. The
principal had been defaulted at a former term
JANUARY

and the ca*e continued as to the trustee.—
The trustee was dUcharged.

Lewis Pierce.

E. A F. Fox.

Court adjourned to 10 o’clocsc Monday morn-

ing.

general exchange of prisoners.
The Richmond Whig of the 2d says Gen.
Robert E. Lee was unanimously confirmed by
the Senate yesterday as commander-in-chief

_

Solders' Home.
The following named Soldiers were admitted
and left the Portland Soldiers’ Home lor the
week endiDg Feb. 4th:
Admitted—Henry Dowd, 6th R. I. Battery;
Edwin Noyes. Co. C, 11th Me.; Frank Putnam, Co. A, 12th Me.; Wm. Berry, Co. L, 1st
Me. Heavy Artillery.
Three left for their homes.
W. H. Plummer, Agent
Bsv. Mr. Dalton, in St. Stephen’s Church
last evening delivered a discourse on the life
and character of the late Hohorable Edward
Everett—not elaborate, studied and philoso-

phical, but off-hand, truthful
His praises of the dead

and interesting.—

were

not fulsome and

undiscriminating, but just and candid. He
spoke of Mr. Everett as a literary man, an
orator, a patriot and diplomatist, In all of which
characters he stood in a high rank. He had
done much for American scholarship at home
and abroad. In politics he had been conservative, but when he found southern rebels demanded too much, he heartily espoused the
cause of bis country, and laid aside all his
The
former prejudices and predllictions.
speaker spoke with emphasis of Mr. Everett’s moral character, and said he was a
Christian in the best sense of that term, although he was no sectarian. He was not
great like Csezar, Solon, Bonaparte, and some
others, and had no particular love for political
IUV.

The singing was excellent. The soprano is
sweet, flexible and sympathetic—the basso,
fall, deep-toned and musical. We were pleased
to hear that old anthem once more, not having heard it for many years.
Promenade Concert.—This

evening at
City Hall a Promenade Concert will be given
for the benefit of the Ladies’ Sanitary ComThe object is a good one, and no
mittee.
doubt the hall will be filled with the lovers o<
those whose hands are al~
ways open for the good of our brave soldiers
who are periling their lives on the battle-field
to save a nation’s life. Poppenburg’s Band
w1H furnish the music, and a happy time may
be reasonably expected. There will be a brilliant assembly. And who can spend a quarter
Intense as the strain has
more judiciously ?
been upon the hearts and pockets of the people,
there is no lack of generosity and kindness towards our soldiers that has yet been discovered. Let the proscenium be filled with specta
tort, while the floor of the hall is crowded with
The war is drawing to a
cotillon parties.
close, and let us at borne do our part while it
lasts.

dancing, and with

The Place to lose a Wallet.—An elderly gentleman who turns an honest penny by
selling spectacles from door to door, left his
wallet in our Custom House. Some time after
he returned and anxiously enquired for the
lost article. One was found and he was asked
how much money it contained ? “Three cents”
was his reply. “Then it’s not your’s,” said the
finder; “for this wallet contains thirteen cents
in American coin.” The spectacle man was
evidently in trouble, but he was soon relieved
from the load that was pressing so heavily upon his heart. The finder had added ten cents
to the old man’s three, and gave him the whole.
He said he should like to lose it every day in
such a

place.

Horticultural Society.—At the last
meeting of this Society, the report of the com-

Gardena, Grounds, and Graperies
was accepted, and the awards made therein
were directed to be paid as follows:
To Hon. Geo, W. Woodman, for best garden and grounds, (10.00.
To Capt. J. B. Coyle, Pierce Powers, gardener, for second best, do., do., (8.00.
To Charles H. Green, for best Flower garden,
mittee on

(5.00.
To the Misses. Jones’, Thomas Leonard,
gardener, for fine fruit garden, gratuity, (5.00.
To same for best cold grapery, (8.00.
To Hon. Geo. W. Woodman, for second best
cold grapery, (4.00.

Steamer.—Steamship
Hibernian, Capt. Dutton, sailed from this port
for Liverpool at 12.30 Saturday night. She
took out 30 passengers, a full cargo and (25,000 in specie.
The Damascus will sail next Thursday for
Liverpool, and the Peruvian next Saturday.
Sailin’

of

the

change

Private telegrams have since been received
making enquiry as to the truth of this state-

supporte d.

S. C. Strout.

no

I

of the armies of the Confederate States.
L. S. Flouring, J no. Goode, Thos. S. Bab
cock, and Jno. Baldwin of Va., and Lester of
Ga., addressed a Urge and enthusiastic audience at the hall of the House of Delegates.
They advocated a vigorous prosecution of the
war as the surest road to an honorable peace.
Charleston, S. C., Jan. 31.—All the movements of the enemy indicate Augusta and
Branchviile as their points of destination.
The 17th c< rps occupies Robertsville. This
place is about fifty miles above Savannah and
live milts from the river.
A heavy force ol infantry, cavalry and artillery are encamped near the Junction of the
Salkatatchie and old Union roads. This force
is believed to consist of the 15th and 16th
army corps.
Yesterday morning the enemy advanced in
considerable force of Infantry and artillery
from White Point and drove in our skirmish
lines three miles to King’s Creek. Our infantry afterwards advauced and drove the enemy
back to White Point, and re-establishing onr
picket liDes. Since then all has been quiet on
the Cambahee.
The enemy mai'e a demonstration on our
position defending the pontoon bridge over
the Salkehatchie, bat without success. It is
reported they burnt McPhersonville last night,
five miles northwest of Pocotaligo.
Both

Washington, Feb. 5.
Houses of Congress have agreed to

a

joint resolution that electoral voles of the
States of Virginia, North Carolina, South Car-

olina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas and Tennessee
shall not be counted next Wednesday for
President and Vice President of the United
States. This is placed on the ground that
none of them were in a condition to vote on
the 8th of November.
The Daily Chronicle now says the blind
faturity which possessed the rebel leaders at
the outset of the rebellion rules them inxeorabls still, and the sword ofjusticemust execute

the work which the folly of blinded leaders
would not accord to the arts of pacification.
Hon. Joseph Segur will, it is understood,
present his credentials to-morrow or next day
as a Senator from the State of Virginia.
This
will tend to a decision of the question by that
whether
that
is
State
entitled to recogbody

nition.
It is difficult to procure details conceaning
the recent conference between the President
and Secretary Seward and the rebel commissioners, but it is asserted that the President
throughout the conversation insisted that he

should continue the prosecution of the war on
the principle heretofore declared, namely, of
compelling obedience to the Constitution and
on the basis of Union, and admitting peace
only on these terms. With him there was to
be no deviation from this course, so the com-

missioners were left in
this material point.

no

doubt whatever

rebels themselves.
As has heretofore been stated, there was no
agreement upon any point at issue. It is con-

fidently asserted by the intimate friends of the
President, that no concession or promise was
made by him, in the least degree yielding his
position as above stated, and which he has in
public and private communications maintain-

ed. Whatever may be the spec ilations as to
peace governments in the future, it is certain
that there will be no abatement meanwhile in
our military operations, but efforts will be
made to prosecute the war with addtional
vigor, so that our success may produce an
early peace.
_

the

Army of the Foto mac—Southern
Hems,

Washington, Feb. 5.
A letter from the Army of the Potomac,
dated Friday night, says is is reported that the
rebel fleet started down river early this morning, but after proceeding ashort distance, turned back and anchored in its old position. It is
thought they were apprehensive of not getting
back so safely as they did last week, If they attempted to go as far as they did on thatoc

casion.
A good deal of firing has been heard all the
afternoon in the direction of Petersburg. One
report is that some new mortars were practising on Petersburg, while another represents
that there was an engagement of a lively
cnaracter between the two lines near the Appomatox, The firing ceased about 5 o’clock
in the alternoon.
Richmond papers of the 3d, say it is stated
on undoubted
authority, that Gen. Beauregard has arrived in Augusta and taken charge
of military operations in that department.
On Monday last a body of Yankee cavalry
were near Parkgate, three miles west of Brents-

Street, is

offering at 50 per cent
discount from former prices, and all other
Goods at the same proportion.
eodSw
now

Theatbe.—There

was

present Saturday evening
formance of the drama of

a

large audience

to witness the per“Peep O'Day.” At

the request of many citizens it will be performed this and to-morrow evenings.

The American Illustrated newspapers for
this week have been received at the book and
periodical store of A. Robinson, No. 51 Exchange street.
Foreign Bxpobtb.—The value of foreign
this port last week amounted to

exports from

(355,265.99.
Burnett’s Coooaine,—No other preparation so exactly suite the various conditions of
the human hair.

vey any person on account of color. Ordered
be printed.
A resolution was offered to prevent the sale
of note- scrip, bonds or other evidence of debt
issued by the rebels. Ordered to be printed.
Mr. Lane ot Kansas, offered a resolution.
Which was adopted, instructing the committee
on Indian Affairs to report a bill to organize a
territorial goverRmcut for the country lying
between Kansas and Texas, known as the Indiau Country.
Mr. Trumbull offered a resolution, which lies
over
until Monday, that the article ol
amendment proposed by Congress to be
added to the Constitution of the United
States respecting the extinction of slavery
having been inadvertantly presented to the
President lor his approval, it is hereby declared that such approval is unnecessary.
Mr. Sumner offered a long preamble and
resolutions, which were ordered to be printed,
declaring the rule in ascertaining the threequarters of the several States required in the
ratification of a Constitutional amendment.
The resolutions declare that the amendment
prohibiting slavery throughout the United
States will be valid to all intents and purposes
as part of the Constitution when ratified by
three-fourths ot the States de facto exercising
powers and prerogatives of the United States,
and that to all the rebel States to participate
would be illogical, dangerous in its consequences, and tend to postpone the great day
when the prohibition of slavery will be valid
to all intents and purposes as part of the Con;
stitution of the United States.
Mr. Wilson asked leave to call up the bill to
amend the enrollment act, which was objected to.
The Senate then proceeded to consider the
joint resolution declaring certain States not
entitled to representation in the Electoral

College.

HOU9B.

A resolution was offered that no peace be
made to recognize traitorous leaders in rebellion.
Mr. Stephens stated that the negotiations
had terminated, the parties having separated,
nothing admissable having been proposed.
A resolution was adopted, enquiring into
the facts of the alleged landing of Bick soldiers
at Fort Schuyler, many of whom died from
exposure.

Everything below Wilmington is quiet.—
There is no change in the position of the
enemy’s land or sea forces.

jFram Central and South America,
New Yobk, Feb. 5.
The stesmer Costa liica, from Aspinwall
Jan. 7th, has arrived, with $650,418 In specie.
Gen. Sickles, who arrived at Panama on the
22d uit., was expected to proceed in a couple
of weeks to Bogota, aud afterwards to Lima
aod els-wbere on the coast.
It is said that the general may Investigate
the management ana profits of the various
legations and consulates in that section.
The commercial t»x at Panama was still an
agitating subject, and under the advice of the
United States and French consuls, the
foreign merchants refuse to pay it.
Advices from PeruJ ipdicate that that government is likely to come to terms wi'h Spain,

and pay tolerably heavy damages. A mixed
commisson will probablv settle the troubles.
Gen. Mosqusra, ex-President of Colombia,
is a passenger by the Gosta Rica. He is on
his way to England as minister from Colombia
to the Court of St. James. He will while in
New York engage a number of engineers for
the railroad to the
of the Canca.

Pacific, through

the

Sx. Louis, Fob. 4.
Major Gwi Pope arrived last nighr. The
Northwest Department, South Missoutl, Kansas, and this military division are commanded by Gen. Pope, ami Gen. Curtis is transient to the Department of the North, with
hi* headqnarters at St. Paul, Minnesota.
Col.ison at Sea.

New Yohk, Feb. 4.
The steamer City of Port au Prince, which
sailed yesterday, returned to-day, bavin? at 4
P. M., ran into and sunk the pilot boat Favorita, all the crew of which were saved. The

valley

considerably damaged.

steamer was

ar«p Fork

Maries 1,
Haw Yob*.Feb 1
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Liverpool—puli.

at

bad accident occurred on the Marietta
and Cincinnati railroad at Leer Creek bridge,
sixty miles east of Cincinnati this morning.—
The middle pier of the bridge was carried
away during the night by the ice and high
water, leaving the bridge standing. The accommodation train, consisting of one baggage and two passenger cars reached the centre of the bridge, when it gave way, precipitating the train into the creek, a distance of fifty
feet. Ten or twelve lives were lost, and a number seriously injured. The rear car fell on one
end, and took fire, and several passengers
were burned to death.
The eastern train on the Central Ohio Railroad, ran off the track near Newark this morning, throwing the cars down an embankment.
A

No

BAY

ATTENTION!

in

Steamer a

QUOTA

Damaged

at St. Louis

lee.

Point above

Dogtooth Bend broke this morning, sinking the steamers South Western ana
David White. The former is probably a total
loss, When the gorge gave way, the river
fell five feet in a few minutes, leaving several
-teamers aground in bad positions, among
them the Monsoon and Arago, the later badly
twisted. The river is now open to St. Louis.
The steamer Liberty, from Memphis for
Evansville, has arrived with 708 bales of cotton, of this 500 hales are for Evansville, 53 for
reshipment to New York, and the remainder

For a number of weeks ihe detectives, by
the authority Of the general government, under chief detective Young,have been engaged
in ferreting out the incendiaries who lately attempted to burn the city. They traced them
to Canada, where they mixed with them and
gleaned much information of value. They also effected the arrest of a number of alleged
narticipants in the plot, including Capt. John
Yates Bell, Capt. A. C. Kennedy, and William
McDonald, who are all now in confinement.—
Kennedy admitted that he was the person who
attempted to burn Barnum’s Museum.

J’.mancipation Meeting

in

Boston.

Boston, Feb. 5.
great meeting of the people last
Ball
to
in
Music
express joy at the
evening
progress of freedom as manifested in the adopThere

was a

Motion

some

lant demonstration.

10,000

Sweet Havana

Oranges!

5000 LEMONS!
-A. lien’s F\rnit
fob3d2w

Store,

Nos. IS h 15 Exohange st.

CAVALRY

worth.

are

are

what they

and pa,

i*n8°

In

great variety, by

Save

And

J. L.

Surveyor

188

Street,.Washington,

Yarmouth

sixteen hours.
According to the Herald’s correspondence
the President stated to the rebels if they were
prepared to promise to return to the Union
that he was ready to wave all minor questions,
but that he could take into consideration no
terms involving a division of the Union. This
the rebels confessed they did not feel authorized to promise, and so the negotiations ended.
The conference was conducted in the most
cordial and frank manner by both sides. Great
anxiety is now felt to hear from Richmond.
Southern

oomtrenoe

York,

or

The

D. O.

Wednesdays

from Savannah.
New York, Feb. 5.
The Herald’s correspondence from Sherman's army says the left wing, under Slocnmb,
reached Sister’s Ferry, fifty miles above Sa

vannah, without meeting opposition.

Two

divisions of the 20th corps had considerable
difficulty in getting through the swamps. The
other troops who marched up the Georgia bank
of the river, had no such embarrassment.—
The right wing of the army is operating in a
better country for marching, and at some dis
tance from the left wing, but with uninterrupted communication.

and

NEW

benefit

Ladies and Children.
Fare lor adults 26 cts;
children 16 ts.
J Wo ROBINSON) Commander.
Parties can arrange for a ride out of town by apply! ag to the Commander.
janfdtf
of

New

It appears that sixty lives

sinking
were

of the

saved.

Patapseo,

and that

5.
lost by the

forty-three

Daichlng, after getting aground in the
Cambabee River, fought the rebels several
hours, and was then set on fire by her officers
The

and crew and burnt. All the officers and crew
A few hours previous
except three escaped.
the Daiching captured the famous blockade
runDer Coquette, with a cargo of cotton.
Prom

Savannah.

New York, Feb. 4.
By steamer Fulton we have Savannah dates
of the 31st.
The Savannah Herald says Col. Allen arrived there on the 30th, and met with a cordial reception, and the material aid donated

by

northern citizens was received with the

deepest thankfulness.
No later news from Sherman.
The Mayor of Savannah, makes an appeal
in behalf of the sufferers by the late fire.

PARK.

increased expenditure’ in fitting
the Skating Park, the managers deem it
OWING
to
to

up

neces-

charge a

fee lor the admission of ladies.
The price of Tiokets are aa lollows
Season Tickets,
62 00
20
Single Tiokets (for gentlemen)
10
Single Tiokets (for ladies)
small

N. B.—The Park is lighted up eaoh evening; and
ie open to the publ o every
uay—Sundays excepted,
when positively no skating will be allowed.
W A White Pennant will be displayed on the
Cl y Buildings whenever the Park ia in condition
for skating.
jan28d3w*

To

Grocers.

good quality and. assortment
AS
be round in Portland.
For sale at

ol Groceries

as

can

wholesale by
F. A. SMITH,
It and 21 Silver St.

Jan23d4w

LANdT

in Pennsylvania, a tract of timber
land, of about seveu thousand acres. This land
is heavily o jverei with excellent timber, in a 1ccation aflVding rare faciliti s for sa‘e and rapid trans-

FOB

Title iadi-putable.
A portion of tbe
money can re jr»i on bond and mortgage.
Address Box 719 Philadelphia Post Office, P*Feb 4—d2w

purchase

New York, Feb. 4.
The Commercial’s Washington dispatch says
the Secretary of War was informed yesterday
that Gen. Grant contemplated negotiations
with the enemy for a general exchange of
prisoners, at the rate oi 3000 per month, which
is as fast as the rebels can deliver them.
The indications are that a more vigorous
will now be

adopted.

The Cabinet was calted together to-day, nod
doubtless bad the result of the President’s
conference laid before them.
Financial.

Philadelphia, Feb. 4.
Sales of 7-30 bonds yesterday by Jay Cook,
the subscription agent, were over S3,000,000.

R R Coupons.

ray all Coupons attached
to Bonds ol the second Mortgage ol the Androscoggin R. R. Co, that veil due in 1861, with interest
to FeD 1.18 6, on presentment at his office in Portland. He also pays Coupons of said Bonds that fe.l
due before, with iut^rest to June 30,18o4.
JABf*Z C. WOODMAN,
Tr. of Trustees of 3d Mortgage ofthe A R. B. Co.
Feb 2, 866.
feb4d&w«w

THE

undersigned will

Cedar Poles Wanted.
WANT,

pcssibl?, 10,000 Cedar Poles
25 feet in 1 mg:b, njt.o^s than 6 inches at the
top end, exclusive of tbo bs-k, sound and stralvht:
to be poclod o-shaved.
Proposals invited. Address
me at Portland or Boston.
J. 8. BKD'OW,
8uD’t United States Telegraph Co.
Portland, Feb 1st 1865
fifc442w

I

ia soon a.

Caustic Soda and Bleaching' Powder,
7
A CASKS Cautlc Soda,
I V) 63 Ti
bleaching Powders,
Steamship Peruvian, and t' r Sale by

rces

Landing

Irom

v
Feb
1,1865.

policy

FOB

8w*

LEATHE A G<'oE.
68 Canal Street

Houses to Rent.
tenement No 70 Green street; one tenement
of Salem and Bracket etreeis; and one
tenement in Jordan’s Court
Enquire of the subscriber, real I state broker, 81 R-ccfnnge st.
le 4tf
JABFZC. WOODMAN, Jr.

ONE

ooruer

Lost.
Commercial street. Fridge, Feb8d, a Sleigh
ONKobe. Tbe finder will be Suitably rswsrded by
leaving ihe same at b“<flicecf
lwf,b4»
WAKREN BROWN, Comme-oiai st.
Lost.
"OFT WEEN Wood ford's Corn er av d t he city, on
D Monday evening, a Meerschaum Pipe, shape ef
Turk’s bead, partly colored, In a case lined with
purple and white. The finder will bo suitably re
ward don leaving it at HAitaie', opuosite the P.
O.
fab3d8t*
a

^

A. 8
R H

Waits,

J.

H. N. Faley.

*>«<»»•.

8. F.Bea oe,

Floor Managert.
W. PlilSTID,
A. 8. Spsnldirg,
F. B. Knight,
C. H. bash.

Ticket* «... one Dotlur.
To b» obtained qf the Committee of
Arrangementt
and at the Door.
Stusio by Chaadier’a fall Quadrille Band,
D. H. UsilliLis, Prompter.

Dancing to

Wm. 8.

Yoohg,

)

Aubarn, Jan 31,1865.

--I-UlZi__

c

mmence

at

eight

o’clock.

Boot & Shoe

THE

N.

•«'

^
Augusta, Feb 1, 1865.

feb3td

me

FOR

incidental

feme.

100

o em-

1. S. MARSHAL’S NOTICE.

creed

forfeit,

and

disposed

ot

according to

law.

Dated at Portland this thirty Ar t dny of January, 1866.
F. A. QUINBY, U. S. Dept. Marshal,
jnnSldlld.
District of Maine.

i^DR.

C.

KIMBALL,

I> ent i

S

tr,

No. 1351-2 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
n.f rerees—Fev. Dr. Carrutkera, Rev. Geo. L.

Walker. r. F,. Clark l>r. Wm. Robineon. Capt CySturdivant. S. Egginton.
Jnlt-odtf

rus

lOVLDGBS
three fl’st rats
Two
Bath Iton Foundry
or

r wa,
fetfldlw

Addrees

WASXfD.
Moulders wanted
C.

at

the

TOWN,
Bath, Maim.

No. 8
1

Clapp's Blcc!r,

On

MUSIC

Chandler’s

Jan2,eod»u3m_

Sanitary
W**#

V

1T4 MIDDLE 8TU1ET,

tit Viittd hum Utitl, Iktn ka

larij ilppoute

iSTOULD reepeotmnv annouaoeto thsoltiseus ol
TV Portland and vioinlty, that he has permaneni
y located in this oity. Daring the two years we
hare been in this oity, we hate enrto some u
the worst forma ol disease in persons who bate tried
other forms of treatment In vain, and curing p
tieute In so short a time that the question la ottos
asked, do they stay anred f To answer this question
wo will say that all that do not stay owed, we wil
doctor the aacond time 'or nothing
Dr. D. has been a practical aleotriolau ter twenty
one years, and le alee a regular graduated physicist;
Bloctrioity it perfootly adapted to chronic diseases
in th* form or nervous or sick 'headache; neuralgir
la the head, nook,or extremities; consumption,whet
in the aente stages or whero the lungs sr* not fully
involved; aente or ohronic rheumatism ae'otula, hk
Hawess. white swellings, spinal diseases car veto 1
li the spine, contracted muscles distorted drabs
pslsv or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy of spoeoh. dyspepsia. Indigts
Hon. constipation and liver oomplalni. piles—we ears
every ease that oan be presented: asthma, bronchi‘la. stHninresof the sheet, and all forms of fe—all

Full

By MLeotrlolty
The Rheumatic, the goaty, the lame ana th* Inal
■sap with Joy, and more with the agilitv aad elasticity of yonth; the heated brain is ooowd; the frost
iftten limbs rcstorod, the nncontb deformities removed faintness oonverted to vigor, weakness te

trength;

the blind made to see, the deaf to hear aas

he palsied term to move upright: the blrriiihea 0
onu are obliterated; the accidemit of mater* 1 is
ireveated: the calamities of old age obviated. a #
vh native olrcnlatlon maintained.

LAD1KI
Who have oold hands and feet ;

weak stomas to •
am* and weak baoks; nervous aad eiok hesdaou |
Ussiness and swimming In the head, with indigestion and oonstipation of the bowels; petal in the dds
and back; ieaoorrbcsa, (or white*); tailing of th*
womb with internal oenoers, tumors, polypus, aad
dl that long train of diseases will And in Electriw
iy a sure means of cure. For pain fill men stma don
too profuse menstruation. and all of those long lice
of trouble* with yoang ladles. Eleotrioitv <> a wrtaiw
speeiAo, and will, in a short time, restore the saJhrti
to the vigor of health.'

TEETH I TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. «tHl continue* to Extract Teeth by Electric
itf mittumt Pain. Persona ha- ins decaytd teeth
ur stump > they wish to have remot ed lor
resetting
he would give a polite Invitation -o call.
Superior * /retro «agnetic Machinei lor sale lot
family use with tt orrui h instreo'ions.
Dr. D. ran areommodatr a few pntlente with
board and treatment et hie house.
Offioehours reni 8 "
.it w *0 12 a. n
from 1 to 6 r. v„ and 7to 8 in the EveningOouea Uue- -trye*
novltf

The Winter

Academy

!

Term will Begin How.* LS.

-Ohoirl Is for both Mimes and Masters, with
fpHIS
1
oat
t» ace or attainments.
r-gard

Pupils may Be admitted atony
For farther particulars apply to
871

the term.

time in

Congress s-reet.

THE FMOJVT.

FOR
A ID.

REEVES,

visit the Army at the fount, and bo absent
four weo' e, ai d will take bis
fitting
a ab e
to a s wer ordt rs for outmeasures so -8 to
tit* o» cbthine, military or civil—Ago d opportunity
for those in the eerviee to o.der irvm heme.
Jan6 tt.

WILL

Sirae

BT

ttnadrllle Band.

Dissolution of

A’sembfy,.......

76
26

Copartnership.

^^partnership heretofore existing under thu
name
and

8t> le of

of the Me Arm will be

tied r>y
CHARLES B. ROGERS,

the Old Stand, No 61 Commercial

At

&

reel,
nd, Me.
f bldlm
•

Fortl

Febrnary 1,

18 6.

Proposals for Fresh Beef.
»

r ce

at

ar

Irish American Belief Aa'oo atlon will
give a accoud Count of three Assemblies at
Tbe

i

Lancaster
The

Tneeday
The

3d,

Hall.

Second of tho Course

on

Evening, January 31it, 1865,
on

Wednesday Ere’ug, Feb.

8.

Committee of Arrangementt:
Win. MoAlensy,
John Walsh,
D u. Hit y,
i. H. Hheahan |i|
Win. H. Dyer,
Jus. Mob ughlla,
John H. Daley.
J. H. McCue,
B. 0. Connor,
T. E. Whalen,
P. Conue len.
Floor
Wb. HoAleny,
John Walsh,

1

ommittee.

John »».

luic

PARTICIPATION.

By Eaymond

i

T. B. Whalen,
B. O’Connor,
Daley.

Dunwnft tuMM* Bui

SJ'IJi^^rMhinp*

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Thikots for the Coarse *2.
8
ST Dancing to commence •<

Company.
will issue

Company
Policies to be free after
the payment of «U. (right nr ten Kremiums at
THIS
I
the option of the insured, and at rales
low

other Company The isene hf Free Policies renders
It at leu equal if not superior to the participation
Companies.
!
Office No. 100 Middle Street
OHAKLES HOLDBN. Pros. t
T*.U-d*w«

Has removed bis offloo trom Clapp (Block to

0*pion< fthk A. i: 8. U
a. I
l't, 1886- I

Comrai

as anv

DEmiAe,
Miedioal Electrician

JOHN T. ROGERS A Co.,
i* thiq day dissolved hy mu‘u«l consent. The afdri

oi

as

»u. w.nr.

PortUtd, Maiu®, Feb’y
ved
I. A. R. A. ASSEMBLIES. SEALED
Proposal* il b
until Monday. kthruar^ 27. 18t6
uf

J

sion f r Maine, and
hereby appointed such agent
by authority of the
a
Commission.
Be will be ready to furnish advice to the friendt
of the Commission’s work throughout the 8‘at©All money contributed in Ma’i-e for the use of the
Commits’on should be paid to Mr. Washbu-n or to
persons designated by * 1m.
Hon. Mr. Washburn i* the sole agent recognized
by the Commission for Msinc*.
J. FOSTEU JENKINS.
General Secretary.
deo28d&wtr

KEMOVAL!

THE

ISKABL WASHBUtUS, Jb., of Portland.
H/moMame,
ha* 9oug >ntod to accept the duties

J^1Agent of the
is

Night

HAS A OKAS:

and isdfee
thorough Busi-

*■»<*.». I8«*.

Weekly paper* In the ntate oan r ceire the Daily
Pres* intscbange one yea by giving itae a eve
p.ospeotoskf man' luscrtio 1,1111 aovei<i*tm-Dt
>s, at tbeirregn ar rates, will am.nat to th* differ-

J. H. HANSON,

Foreman E Hodgkins, Ass't S. S Happapobd,
8eo C. O. Hindlk,
K. D. Pagb,
C. H Phillips,
B. a. Hall,
W. A.Tapion
at 8 v ’clock.
to
oommenoe
fcF Dancing
JanlOeodtd
Clothing cheoked free.

men

A GRAY,
Portland Me.

CCe,

PUBLISHfciKS.

Gallery Tiokets.
Forsale by the Managers and at the door.

"

Commission. !
8. Sanitary Oomnh’ian, I

ON

FOSTER A

Tickets for tbeooorse, including Ball.as 00
Single Tiokets for Ball.?. 126

ed.
For father iniormstion pices call St the
College,
or Bend for Collette
and Spee mens oi Penmanship, enclosing leH r ‘tamp Adders.

Monthly
BKYAMT, STKAlfoK

A.

novlddtm

The Hall will be Appropriately Decorated.

Bdurstion.
(Soholsrshl/s for fsll oou-se, comprisin* bo‘h theory and practoe. good in tw ntv-niue ( ollepes c ns Hating the “International
Chain/’lime uulimit-

ness

12th.

On which occasion

Congress St.
a

Tear in Advance, j

at

Address,

Portland

BALL !
Wednesday Evening, Feb 22nd,

Michigan Batter,

Institution off-rs to young
TH»8
the b-sr facilities for obtain#

of

GRAND

Washington’s Birth

Business College,

P'

pages, at gg

Hall,

Thursday Evening:, Jan.
A

Portland

1

Distkiot or Maime, ss.
J
HSU ANT to Monitions from the Hon. Ashnr
Ware, Judge of the United states District Court.
ill bin and fot the District of Maine, I hereby give
public notice that the lolloVHng a-ibe s hare oeen
filed in said Court, viz
A Libel egzinsr the Brig Charles Wuslet,
se zed by the Colleeter of th* District of i-ortland
ana Fa mouth ou the tur«u y seventh
day of January instant, at Portland in .aid District
A Libel against. Ouu Bvbubl ana Tub Demi
.lOHssof Sasta Cudz Run. seize 1 b/the Co lee or
of the District of Portland anu Falmouth on the
twenty s »ve .th day of January instant, at Portland
in said District.
A Libel against Ouu Babbki, or Sugar abd
Thbbr Babbbls ou Molasses seizeu by the Colleoto-of the Dl.tr ct of Portland and Falmouth, on
the tweniy first day of January, instant, at Portland, in said Dist ict.
Which se zuies were for breaches oi the laws ot
the United 8'ates, as is morn particularly set forih
in said Li *|.; that a reeling ard trial will he hud
thereon, at Portland, in said Dist ict, on the Second
Tuesday <1/ February next, where any crsone Interested therein may aprear, and show oavgv, ir
pny
eao be shown, wherefo e the same shon! d not be de-

course

The oourte to consist of si a assemblies en Thursday
Evening, and

SO Tubs Canada Butter.
lOO Boxes Cheese.
For hale by
F. A. SMITH,
Jan28d4w
19 and21 Silver street.

inence on
full
particulars apply to the Principal, Wm. G. .Lord, A.
M., or to
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Esq,
ffib3dtf
8ec’y of Trustees.

Ahurioa,

On

SALE.

FEW Hhds SuDf rior Muscovado Molasses .from
now landing fromhngP. K. Curtis,
Custom House Wharf.
ISAAC EMERY,
H*ad of Long Wharf.
JanlT dim

KEGS

No. 4,

their second

oommenoe

Lancaster

Bfttttr and Cheese.

Term of Gorham Seminary will
The Spring Tuesday,
neb 21st, 1866.
For

or

Dwm

A Ma'anzos,

at

GORHAM SEMINARY.

Limited Status

—

Engine Co.,

fences at

MUSCOVADO MOLASSES.

of the school, esch Student is
ffebl 3w3taw

ex ponses

ooarged one dollar.

Ocean

NEW CROP

School Committees are InrPed to nee their influence
in sustain n* this effor' to secure
special training for
cur puolio school teachers.
Young la die a and gent'emeD, desiring to avail
themselves o the lacilities hero afforded, will p’ea®e
apply, for particular fnoimatlon, to the Principal.
Mr. A. P. Kilsby. at Farming on.
For

o'clock.

on

March 1, 1865.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

icmplalata.

HALL,

Managers—1. H. Barbsrlck, J. B. Baokleft. W
B.Stinson, G.A. Hanson. C.Griffin.
jantftd

.iQRErH MEKBILLr.
Jan261'f

Mechanic Falls, Jan 23, 1866

FARMINGTON.

Wednesday,

Manufactory,

HAVING

THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,
AT

i

removed from West Minot to Mechanic Falls, shall continue to mann'aeture all the
kind-, of Pegged Boot and J?h< es, for Men's, Worn n’s and Children’s
we&a, that 1 have usually made
at the former plaoe for the
pa*t.nine years, snail endeavor to make *t lor the interest of my former cus*
tome<8 to oouHuue t' eir pa renege, iud w uld invite ail Maineshoe Dealers to op* n a 4 trade wi*h

WEBB, eeoretary.

The Sprinq Session will open

WOOD,

REMOVAL!

MEETING.

Comic, Fancy Dress
And Mask Ball I

Oa which ocoaslon the Firemen and Military are
requested to appear in unlfbrm.
Mr. Custis an,
lady ol Bos'on, will a rive in our oily Wednesday
miming, Feb 8, and wi.l be at K. L. robin on's
un<?*r Lancaster Hall, until the night ol
the Ball, where he ▼'ill supply n who may 8lih,
with Fanoy and Character Drones; all-,, Masks, at
a reason a its price. All ar~ Invited to oaf and see
the splendid assortment of dresses which will tar exoood anythingever worn ata hall
tnthiscl'y. Ladles
will please select their dresses to the afternoon.—
Gentlemen in the evening. The Hall on this oooasion will be splendidly dooorated wi h
Flsgs Buntlag, Transpar nt P iuiings eto, by Mr Hutson, t'e
artiat l’bs managers will spstre no labor or ex cease
in making thisthe finest ball ever
give inoarolty.
Mosio by Chandler's Full Quadrille Band.
Tickets admitting giutlemau and two ladies, •!.
Gents single tickets «t. Ladies single tickets (0 eta
to all parts ortbe house
Tickets tor sale at Patoe’.Mu-lo Store, rosman fc Co’s, J. J. Gibert, K. L.
Robinson's under Lancaster Hall and by the managers ac ibe door.
Doors open at 7}—Dancing to commenoe at 81

Street,
T

feb3eod2w

stockholder* of the Forbiqn Emigrant
AspocrATion of Maine, are hereby notified
that their annual meeting, of this year, wil« be held
IB Avgusta, at Utt
Augusta House, on Monday, the
sixth tl*y o» February inst., at 7 o'clock p. m.
Ib the absence of (he President.
*

tfrand

MASS.

deolOMWS am

gratia, for bis Double.

enoetn t rots; the Arst mr.rilun 10 be prior to >be
drst day ol * ebrmry
They will also 1 lieot alienlion to prospeoius in an edltenni lien
dfwtf

Hall,

Vi-e-Pret. Moses Day,
Treat C. H. Littlofie d,
H. M. 11a ey,
p. A. Li tie's d,
G. A. Henson,
H. Drinkwatsr,
C. A. Dyer.

8paulding,

8. P. Pearce,
Jai. B. Lodge,
B. B. Merrill,
H. F. McAllister,

ALDEN,

undersigned.

05„y

Evening, Feb. 8, 1889,

Pm. J. W. Plaist'd.

See'y

and MAHOGANY!

BOSTON,

year will be returned.

uny person who wdi forward tan new sabeerlhere, cask in advance, we will send an additional

PORTLAND, MX.

Friday Xvening. Feb'y 10, 1865,

59 Brattle

one

To

COM MITT KX OX ARSAHOKXKNT8.

SALK BY

BLAKE &

for

ASSOCIATION

LANCASTER

SPANISH OEDAB,

inepropoBals arutohe sealed, onoorsed, “Proporals for New Town Hall,” and addressed io the

Sale,

Payment of Androscoggin

Wednesday

BUTTEBNUT.

late Ha'l on Court street. Plans and sped ^cations
may be examined at the Elm House until the date
abore named, aud any information in reference
thereto may be obtained by
addressing the Archl
toot, Gridley J. F. Brj ant, No 4 Court street, Boston, Man.
The right to reject any or all bids received under
this notice ie reserve; by the
undersigned, if in their
judgment the interests of the town they represent
re quire it.
i

Markets, Bo,ton aad Naw Tork brokers’ Board,
Brighton and Cambridge Cattle Ma.ket*, Aa.
Enclose 88 current money bj matt, and a rtoalpt

IT.

Mechanics’

CHESTNUT,

o'clock p. k., of Monday. Feb 20>h, next, ior
supply iogall materials, and doing ail labor fjf a
Town Hail Building, to be located on the sice of the

Nawaof the Day, Latest Intelligence by Talagiaib,
Congressional and Legislat vo Proce dings, a fit. I

The largest daily east of Boston, large tight column

NINTH ANNUM. GRAND BALI,

□
WHITE

a large number of oarefhlly prepared Original Artioles, Storiee—■original and selected, Poetry,
aa exit naive Army Correspondence, tba Currant

Will give their

OHEEBY,

Proposals will be received by the underSEALED
signed at the Elk House, in Auburn, Me.,
til 4

TUITTON

TIMBER

Washington Correspondence.

war

HALLj

York, Feb.
were

Blocli,

BLACK WALNUT,

ME.

Tear In Advance.

a

It la tba largest pol tical paper la New Fagla-d,
la in Quarto form, glvaa aa
unwavering support to

THI

DIRIIwO

LUMBER.

Notice to Builders !

ANNUAL

sary

IT.A1V.

J|1VE

VALUABLE

F. F. Paokabd,
}
Habvbt Dillingham, ! Committeee.

portation.

The Lobs of Life on Board the Patapseo—
Destruction of the Hatching.

TOWN
AUBURN,

Saturdays,

SKATING

M K.O H VNI08'
HALL.
On Thu sduy Evenings,

Evering Tiokets 76 cents.
Music by Raymond* Dinond’s Full Quadrille Band.
Makaqkub—J G Authulne, F
Wormell. W H
W W Kn gh'a.
Cotlev, M T Uua
Tiok.te can e had of the Manegers. A’aembUes
to begin at
p. m
Janl4tt

H3T*Also Agents for Brown's J .tent Baby Tend-

fatrcnrge

la pabllahad every Thai aday

Marine List, Porllaad Prices Current, aare.ully prepared Reviewol tbe Market, Stook List New York

Cor. geo y.

Q1ASSEMBLY.#

Jau30d2w*

The late firm ol Clsavilisq and Osoood take
pleasure in recommending, to the continence aud
of the public, their Suocesicrs Messrs.
ulDxr and Stbvbxs.
janSldlw

Belle,

commencing this afternoon. Jan’y 7, for the

at

Par order Committee
GKO. H. bM-RDON'

AT

er.

Pobtlahd, Jan. 28,1865.

ftall

IN

Boys.

Congress Street.

CLEAVELAND and OSGOOD

Leotnrecommences

SELECT

MORTON BLOCK,

01

is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The businessortbe firm will be settled by Mr. ILKivi
land,
to whom all demands should be
paid.
Fabkeb t. Cleavslaxd,
Galb* js. Osoood.

6 o'clock.

_

rig, will leave her moorings at the Riding
School, South street, for a cruise around town,
at 2 o’clock p. m.,

by Sherman.

The Forward Movement

Portland

men-

Pray & Smith.,

THfirmCo-partnership heretofore existing under the

The Maine State Press,

the Government in its conflict with a gieot reoel.lon.

H ALL.

febltd

OPENED

un-

The Richmond papers say that General Lee
will remain in the field with the army around

He also says a most threatening dissatisfac
tion prevails in Georgia and North and South
Carolina. Gov. Brown, of Georgia, has called
an extra session of the Legislature.

For

DISSOLUTION.

A MERRY SLEIGH RIDE!

Feb. 5.

Richmond. He publishes a significant appeal
for arms, and calls for the delivery of all arms
in the hands of citizens to the anthorities.
The Atlanta correspondent of the Richmond
Despatch says it will require several months
to rebuild the railroads in Georgia destroyed

Feb 13.

Hoyt, A: M PrinciJAME3 bates,
seo'y,
8.

Tomx,

Stock of

E

Col. Frank E. Howe.
194 Broadway, ..... New York City.

Items.

New

Academy,

£o*or* °P*n ,t

—

Spring Term will
THE
particulars address E.
lan24tf

Col. Robert B. Corson,
Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, Fa.

The morning papers threw no new light on
the peace conference. The interview lasted

Children and

7

acd White Goods.
Gloves and Hosiery, iiocp bkirts and Corsets,
Worsted and Worsted Goods; Horn, Robber, Amber and Shell Combs; Soap and
Perfumery; Brusbos of various kinds
and quality; besides numerous
other new and desirable
articles.
Oar Goods are aUnew and carefully selected
Were bought lor caa1* when
gold was at its lowest
figure, and we mean to sell them as ebeap as the
same quality can be
bought elsewhere.

Tbkpli Stbibt

CHAPIN,

Evening Tioke's. 60 oente.

{^

Laces, Edgings, Hankcrchxefs,

Engineer,

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCH,

pal,

Col. Benjamin H. Hinds,
878 F

and Civil

YARMOUTH MAINE.

cheerfully
any information, either personally
or by letter, and assistance to soldiers and their
Mends;

CITY

2 00
1 an

••

Boo's and Shoe3, too numerous to

Misses,

new

Feb. 8,1866,

oontaina

FANCY GOODS!
Dress Trimmings,

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

Ao.

sick
and

•«

WUitwoelv. eonaignmonte of Ma-thatidlaa o
every description, for public or private sale. Bales
of Beal Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, Stocks and Merchandise so Bolted.
Cash advance? made, wits
orompt "alee aad return?.
m*hl2 dly

PROSPECTUS FOR 1863.

—AT—

Congress Street,

WINSLOW, A gent.

Jan28dfcw8w

mehl7d&wtf

wing 8tate Agents for the relief oi
oun'>ed Soldiers, will promptly
furnish

Bools,
Balmorals,
Rubbers,
Sandals,
•«

Morton

A

procured aft Lowtll A
L.Daria’ irotmap
Pac .ard’s, B. Lunt ft

H.

Of N»w

PRAY * SMITH’S

Whinslow's Machine Works, No. 1 Mannf. Block,
Union Street, Portland.

E.

!Shoe»

AT

CALL AND .EXAMINE.

•

»

can

JUST

Oif.

may b

Two Dollars

Rev.

EDWAED T. M BE RILL & CO.

I have the agenoy of

high; from

State Agencies.

Military

Your

—

Has removed to the
epaolous atore 11
Exabange Street, four dooro below
Morohant’s Bxohsnge.

-BY-

Thanking my ountomers for their past patronage,
I would solicit a continuance of the earns,

Treasurer. Cyrus Sturdivant, receives Money at I»
Commercial Btraet.
Seoretary, Henry H. Burgess,reoe»ve6 Letters at
80 Commercial street.
Andrew J. Chase,
Dr. W. * Johnson.
iunel8dtf

leadership of

Wedneiday Evening,

Street,

Boots A fehocs for Gents,
At
Bargains !

dle street.

.deolm

mHEfol

For

Chairman, T. B. Hayes, receives Stores at lie Mid-

SAVAGE.

Drawers,

On

Button

All kinds of
tion.

U. S. Christian Commission.

CHARLES CUSTIS $ CO.,
903 Congress Street, (Horton Block.)

Maine

M»B8e8'

OH THM

MEN’S

Under-Shirts and

Mi^see'
Ladies

Portland Army Committee

Bridgton, Tuesday, February 7th,
At Norway, Wednesday, February 8th,
At Buckfield, Thursday, February 9th,
At Lewiston, Friday,
February 10th.
lebSdtd

and

i. PATTEN,

Commission Merchant £ Auctioneer

The Twelfth Lecture of the coarse will 1 e
delivered

-ALSO—

At

Horses mut be from 16 to 16 bands
6 to 9 years old, and in good flesh.
E. E
Augusts, Feb 4, 1866,

CO.

Martin, deceased. namely I be ts en .u .h use and
lot in t’ e rear of bou-> No 88 tfnrumt nt, being tbe
same property bought by said Martin tr Patiick
Uoue) y by dead teonrded In Htgia ty ut Deade,
rol. a06 pace 8*8
lltle supposed pet feat.
WL.Ua* L. PC l N alt. Admlnla. rutor
Ot estate of Owed Martiu,
Jan. 18—dtdwdw

M. L. A. LECTURES.

be fou^d in the city.
I shall for the present sell the
following at 6
greatly
*
reduced prices*
Ladles' Cloth Congraew Mo jk-Welt Sole,
82 00
"
«•
V Balmorals
2 26
•*
*•
D. S.Ba morals
8 00

Olmsteadslmproved Patent Oiler.

nibsoriber will be at the following plaoes, at
THE
the time mentioned and purchase ail that

offered, euitahieforthe service,

&

AUCTIONKEB, IJ Exabanga

_

F. Thrasher, where, with
Ikidlities. and in connection with the old
Htand 1 shall keep as good an assortment of

As

B&iLar 4 Co, 4®btionMrs.

I

£tStt.VS& tj°s* a/*

s

Formerly ocenp’ed by C.

Boots

'1 oVodt.*nd o*> Lims
at Aoetl ■■. Hart* .Sleis .,
*•» •nd 6«aa* baao Bar-

K'Rl Estate fee «aie.
SHALL sell >t poblit satioa on ty. „nD i... r.
Beturdtv, the 88’h dav of February te>ta 11
o'slook, a. M tho »ol owing r a. salute ot Oseu

*«‘mf

Edmund Dana's, H.
Co’s.a id a- the d,or
fcF Refreshments may be found in the Reception
Hoom
feudal
A Co.

PRICES.

No. 89 ]VTiddle

ThOS. J, SFABBOW,
Gbo Brock.

n.

HORSES

WANTED !

& ZUNDER.

r**,

DANA

,9*“

W.dlf’

lioket 25 ct«. each

trade, and for their setter accommodation, I have
taken Aro&de Store

W. Libby.”

a attar

*• H- FATTEN,

L C
M H. Maui,.
Kliaa Thomas, Jr.

Under tbe

respeetfu'If inform mv old customers
IW^PUD
aadtbe public generally, that
owinscto loo eased

The only d* eot was in a few of the floor timbers
of tbethl.-o story,
This has been remedied so as to bepe
feotlysafe
untit the whole structure eau be made
doubly at'one
by new beams and oolumos which are in progress
and will be completed an anon as nrso lcsble

Oot. 84—wtf.

President Lincoln’s Ultimatum.
New Yoee, Feb. 5.

"

sell

M^KibSTa^'i^-

fobs id

PROF. A. POPPENBERG.
Dancing tocomm.neent8 o'clock,

FOX BLOCK.

LOW

*eb

if

Pi...

Mnsio by the celebrated

dlw

AT

W

an I

PORTLAND,

~

•

tion of the Constitutional amendment abolish-

ing slavery. Josiah Quincy presided. Among
the speakers were Mr. Quincy, Wm. Lloyd
Garrison, Rev. E. N. Kirk, and Major Gen.
Butler. The speaking was interspersed with
music from the great organ and singing of an
original hymn, written for the occasion by
Oliver Wendall Holmes. It was a very jubi-

Hbds per ship

O'!,iiSft'V'Yj

17th U. s. Inf. Band,

Dry Goods Store,

soemunt

*or«» S elfha Xaraenea habea, So.

“l1
?
Ft;. Moody, Fsq.
Herrin. Esq,
S&MWB
" t. P«tmam
Ksq.
S' £• HoW. t ;n, »iq,
"'» A"

u.Vliit,
FoxPP'

H. Rand,
W. * Wood.
J. Frank Dyer,

THfi

ST.,

also,

wanttr MAIL*** OO.
FsbS—ta I

Floor Managers.
H. f. Fttrbisb,
J. Hall Bovd
A

pre-

Notice*
Fobtlaud, Jan. 28,1866.
E certify that we have
thoroughly ezamiued
the Machine Shop of the Portland
Company
that th re is no daoger of aooident.

the oall already made. It is supposed every Enrolled Man underfunds his interest, aud wili go to
the polls and act accordingly to-day.
frbfidlt
An Enrolled Man.

JVetr York Incendiaries.

New Yoke, Feb. 5.

Oreat

take

to

f.b 1

Nellie.''

„

X, C. Hersey, Esq,

Spring’

•.«'
b*w!i

**

l*T*‘a

Qoff-e, Tobvooo.Bur to p, F mo. Soap Pleklee,
■Jflfc
Ctaao Tar'ar lVp^-, Gbg«r Fim ate. Tab*,
Broom', 4o ; lO.OOu Cl.4 *; l Melooion.

Feb. 6,1865.

Ho
A W
Hon. Ed ard
Hon. Cbas Holden,
Ho. .Jonn bvnoh
Hon. A.T. Die,

ASSORTMENT

FEUCHTWANCER

a

for

for St. Louis.

of the

OP

DAY,

For sale at

by
Caibo, Feb. 4.
The ice gorge in the Mississippi at Brook’s

Arrest

relation

Hon S E

are

soHdimit

this city TO
to filling the

GOOD

81 MIDDLE

ARRIVE.

n’A
*'*'*■'* “<I s*RO*ra,
Pi chers, Batter Dishes. Preserve* Plats*. Platt...
PI.Im,

I[

HALL,

HonPflIte.

Institution*
embraced in the AmeriTHESEChain
BOOTS AND SHOES,
of Commercial Colleges, and
unequalled laeiliuea lor imparting
practical

HHD3‘ per **"!«•

', \

General Managers.

..

EARLY/

Middle St. New

business eduoation.
Scholarships good, for tint* unlimited, thoroughou the entire chain.
For Ciroular, no., address
WABNEB k CO
WQKTHINOTON,
At eiilier of the above
jAolTcOdflm
places.

1

Sanitary Committee I ! Tarisis/iiT""'
II

Monday Eve’ng.

than the previous week.

AT

Oonoord,.If. H.

«*

the

m

CALL

cm

of

c I TY

DOMESTIC COTTON GOODS,

NEW HAMPSHIRE

1GOO
3500

Voter of Portland, especially every En*
EVERY
rolled Man is urged to be at the Town Meeting
to be field in

WEEK,
All kinds of

A

aent

ij». aid

4uc Ion.

r*b * >L »* K> *'« ook *. M. at
T‘» i *Of Cl«;k*r, io

-on-

_

Commercial College,

ut

00N0EET!

J. T Gilmau.E q..

Washington St., Boston, Mass.

S*8

TO

ENROLLED MEN!

jii’.

Commencing this Day,

Leas

Commercial College,

CEOckwrjr Wan. ttrocciUs, *e,

Xi8 lecond of the t.ri» will be given

Ten Cents Per Yard

STATE

D

■

..

ONE

AUCTION SALES.

•0*-

You will find

_

seriously injured.

one was

;

Q n A

Ladies'

I

faU in the price of».
raw
INtonconsequence
we will sell for
rOTDX xCTo X zL

1

*“

■..——*■

161®16].

Wool—qniet.

taken up.
The naval appropriation bill was taken up.
Loss of Life,

J/9 'Jj /liixoUl .A ./[
of the

la warrantee
CH. J. SCHUMACHEB,
Agent for
N. Y. Piano Forte Co., 391 Hudson St., New York.
BeTfrocoe.—M. Hermann Botisohmar
"
Rr. Jtmry.
janSOdflw

was

Cincinnati, Feb. 4.

two

good Bargain

oetfaA

PfiQMEMDL

s'iliiht

f

LIVERPOOL SALT

gold.

* .a

; .;•• .Tiei.

Gwatly Reduced Prices I

N Y.,

Street,

te:. titl 1°*

ex-

port—ower and unsettled: sales 6200 bbls: new
mess 8*885 60; 616 bbl* do
3326890 ca<h and regular way olosiogat 36 60cash; also 8600 bbls new
mess for February and March
buyers option at 36 60
87 26; prime mess 46
ard—fl.mtr; sales 1460 bbls at 38] @23]; very
choice 28{,
nutter-quiet; sales Ohio 32847; 8tata48@89.
Whiskey—dull and drooping; sales 000 bbls at 2 81
@180] for State, a-d 281 for Western.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

•laojfia

*

CO.p

I would call the attent:on of the pub ic to the
superior quality of these instruments. The/ a*e
equal to bceinway8>, Chiake'inga'p or these of any
other hoted manufacturer in tnis
oountry or fcuro±>e.
The comuauy b'ing composed of twenty 01 the
beat workman that could bo found in the first da s
manufactories in New York,
principally in Mr
gteinway* factory,* very part oi their instruments
is d>ne in ih§ best manner, aad this enable tne
Company to famish Pianos, whiohit’ equalled an
mot be saip&^ed for
quality and power of tone
easiness of action and beauty
of
Pianos
and purchasers are requested to
Judges
call at 244 Cumbarland, head of Mechanic
Street
A

]

—-

NEW YORK PIANO PORTE

S94 Hudson

11

——owp——

_

Canada

The joint resolution terminating the treaty
England regulating the lake naval force

Railroad, Accident and

for the Pisui03

the agency

1 72,

with

vilie.

Gen. Lee is said to have remarked a few
days since, that he aaw and appreciated tne
difficulties surrounding us, but he was hopeful and confident. Any compromise now
would Drove but a truce or armistice, and
would be an unmanly shrinking from present
We i egret to state that Postmaster Dole is duties, and entailing upon our children trials
we should meet and overcome.
laboring under 'serious illness. He has been which
Sherman’s
army are reported to be burning
confined to his house lor some days.
all the goods and bouses along the line of their
We have been requested to state that the march. Prisoners taken vary in their statements as to Sherman’s destination.
money order business will be transacted as
Ac expedition 15.000 strong, was reported
usual at the office.
'to be fitting out at New Oateans to be landed
Its intended destination is
We would invite the attention of the Ladies at Pascagoula.
supposed to be Mobile.
to the large stock of French Thibet* which
Mr. L. Lucas at the New York Store, No. 125
Middle

any
con-

—'

the Southwest.

From

on

The conversation was conducted in the a
courteous and respectful manner, and the
Commissioners returned to Kichmond thoroughly understanding the views of the President. Therefore if anything further is to be
said on this subject, it must come from the

From

4.

to

FROM WASHINGTON.

Special Notice-

Supremo

Daily Press.

-—-•♦♦♦-—-

The following regulation* wlU be rigidly obeerved
by the Proprietors ot the freer ;
1. No paper* will be delivered by Carriers except
to those who have snbsoribed atthe oflieo.
1. No Carrier will be allowod to sell paper* on his
route, or to oolleet money from subscribers.
8. Carriers found guilty *r violating the foregoing
rale* they will be discharged.

liberally

Washington, Feb.
A resolution was offered, prohibiting
passenger conveyance from refusiug to

OTH*

***•*.
aswfifcfflr*
Sloop for Bale.

that it be

Session.

oheckcdtiw_ja

ivaow

Pert lam! Onion BallHP annual meeting
Back Ba, L»n1 Company f>' «be
war
and
,uch
other
business as may
If officers
h
hvfvre theta, will be held at-bo office
f .H.
l
Gould, oorner of Middle and Exchange |

ao*

*•

VlMSfiSMS:

in*

Jl

turn effl •
»
for 'h*

pta»ioo^d
of to *

p*

at

Fo t* in the v/cinoy
tin*® a« **>• r mear (or e«ch '«*
Ta e B* t to ho or the
m weary t.ennr a) snail diroc )
b st quality ib quarren*. »tl»» »» *8" * POpo»tion
ot ore an4 hi w; men, sbaukaanu kid: ey atiow
to be sx*’ uded.
.8
wB a
1 d
by
O'p* of thf*
Eaoh bid mmt be accorop**
■ »«'«*
I*0 "'P"
advertist-m- nc and tb«
to ent
in o a offl
nervo-.a frewi out# c t tornd)
th» Ul,bf 1 P*» nratsav.
as sureties »°r
on
...

m

Smul

°^The A>n*(rS^.

reervestlte ri rht to rej-c* a ey or
all hi-S not veom.d advanlageons to tie Governbe endorsed --Prop eels t’ tormprLw««ls mu-t
Beef Bjx U28, Por land Ins’ Offlee.1*
„j.hlolFre*h
The b d> wl 1 be opened nr the t m- spec Sid etwy
offlee. No 292) Mor on Bltqh. Corgreee street. Bidders aro Invited lobe n--8e-*t
HEN Uf INMAN.
Cnpt. k A. Q. M. A A 0. 8., V. 8. A.
Feb 4—dtd
__

For Sale at First

National Bank,

STATE OF MAINE
(/■lied
Boade

ol the

U e

Camp* and
Maine, for oue )

en

states

hand

Notice.

T1
I

°

Fr«*b Be t to al*

supply
th«

...

JenMlwdfcw

BONDS,

S even-Thirtirs.

ready for

1tamed If tv

delivery.

Wm.Bjw.GOULD,Cashier.

L. pirKARD la
MR.ourEDWARD
nr
from Jaaonrv 2.1866

a

member

o

to

TYLER, BICE k SONS.

Portland, Jan718,1866,

JxnlTdla*

A

Long-Drawn

We had in the saucy little Nonpareil, down
South there on blockade service, the lougeat,
lathiest, slimmest sample of humanity that
But
ever went to sea, or—anywhere else.
then he was useful io his way—Ban Burnhoid
He could reach iu forty places Where
was.
have to
auy other man of our crew would
climb; and our commander used to say that
Ben could paint mastheads and reeve off sigOur quarnal halyards without going

fathom ahead of that, and
swore that Long Ben could wade anywhere
over the whole Bahama Banks without wetting
his arm-pits.
One day, when Ben had the wheel, the Captain happening to be Iu facetious humor, said
t t eman:
"Ben! is all that length of yours a natural
ter master went

a

ndlSSI

'W^ jtU

“No,sir. Got pulled out that way!” replied Ben, sententiously.
“Pulled out, Ban 1 Pulled out 1 HoW" was

Let’s have the yarn, my man.”
“Aye, aye, sirl”aud Ben let us have it, just
as solemnly as ever gospel was retailed.
“Up in York State, where I was raised, they
maks lots of maple sugar, and my father used
e1*® ’h®** where we
to make more’n anybody
lived. Our sugar camp was out in the open
sort of woods, back of the house, and three
of us boys used to take it watch-and-watch
nights, biiin’ the sap we’d gathered through
the day.
•‘One night, when I waa ’bout twelve years
old it come my turn to bile down; and as 1
was amazin’ loud of eggs, I hooked ’bout two
dozen and carried ’em out with me to bile In
the sap.
“Wnenl’d been out there blliu’ away *bout
an hour,and had jest got all my eggs cooked,
and coolin’ In au old tin pan, I heered lather
cornin’ whistlin’, ’long up through the woods.
“It was a splendid moonlight night, warm
weather, bare ground, and ’bout the last of
sugar makin’, aqd we had three or four big
hogsheads that we’d been storin’ sap in, a little
that?

from the kittles.
“X grabbed the pan of eggs, and waddled oft
as fast aa.1 could, and hid myself In one of
them hogsheads that was empty. You
sir, i was a real chunk them days—tat as a
woodchuck, and wider’n I was long.
“The old man he eoche lip, and poked round
the Camp a spell, wltnout seemiog to miss me.
and keepin’ on whistlin’ all the time. After a
while he come along to the
hogshead where I
waa hid, and takin*
up the head that stood
leaniu’ agin a saplin’, and druv the iron
hoops
down8olid! And then he went whistlin’oft'
home, leavin’me headed up in the hogshead I
“After feelin’ round a spell, I found the
.bung and kicked It out, bo’s I could breath;
and then, alter eatln’ my eggs, I' went to
sleep, and didn’t wake up till the sun was
more’n two hours high.
“I beerd a trampin’ round, and peepin’ out
of the hole, I could see a lot of Cattle and
horsbs browsin’ round the camp.
After a
while a three year old colt come snoopin’
’round the hogshead, and by and by he bathed
up so that his long switch tail hung right
down agio my air-hole.
“f gathered In the colt’s tail, little by little,
so quietly that he didn’t feel it. till I had the
whole or the tall hauled in. Then I took two
turns with the tall ’round both hands, and
glvln’ It two or three rousin’ jerks, that frightened the colt into fits, he went tearin’ off
through the timber like a struck dolphin, with
wavs

the big hogshead bobbin’ and waggin’ about,
fast to his tail!
“I’spect that colt ww goln’ a trifle faster’u
chain llghtln’, when he happened to go between
two young trees where the hogshead
wouldn’t
ppas, and I, waa snatched slap through the
I
hole
hung
“That’s what stretched me out this way,
'
strl”
Ben got “pulled out” again on account of
that yarn, for the Nonpareil’s christened him
directly “Ben Bnnghole.”

How to
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much cold water as he can, or as he wants, or
much hot herb tea as he can, and in three
cases out of four he will be almost well Ju

thirty-six hours.
If he does nothing for his cold for fortyeight hours after the cough commences, there
is nothing that he can swallow that will, by
any possibility, arrest the cold, for, with such
a start, it will run its course of a fortnight in
spite of all that can be done, and what is swallowed in the meantime 1q the way of food, is a
hindrance aud not good.
“Feed a cold and starve a fever” is a mischievous fa lacy. A cold always brings a !e
ver; the cold never begins to get well until
the fever subsides; but every mouthful swallowed is that much to feed the fever; and but
for the fact that as soon as a cold is fairly
started, nature, in a kind of desperation, steps
in and takes away the appetite, the commonest cold would be followed by very serious results, and in frail people would be always fatal.

These things being so, the very fact of waiting lorty eight hoars gives time tot the cold
to dx itself in the system—for a coil} does not
usually cause a cough until a day or two has

elapsed, and then waiting two days longer
gives it the fullest chance to do its work before anything at all is done.
Intelligent druggists know that all Medicines sold for coughs, colds, consumption, and
tickling in the throat contain opium in some
form or other. They repress the congh, but
do not eradicate it—hence the first purchase

paves the way for a second or a third. Mean
while, as it is the essential nature of opium to
close up. to constringe, to deaden the sensibilities, the bowels do not feel the pressure of
their contents calling for a discharge, and
constlnatlon Is induced, and becomes the immediate cause of three-fourths of ail ordinary
ailments, such as headache, neuralgia, dyepep
sla and piles.
Warmth and abstinence are safe and certain
cures when applied early.
Warmth keeps the
pores of the skin open, and relieves it of the
surplus which oppresses it, while abstinence
cats off the supply of material fpr phlegm,
which would otherwise have to be coughed
3

up.—[Hall’8 Journal.

Every description

TRUNK RAILWAY,
Of Oanads.

MBM On and after Monday, Nov. 7, 1864,
HE^Hstraim will ran dally, (Sundays exoept*d) until urther notice, ae follows:
UP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for Soutn Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, connecting there with
trains tar Montreal and tha West, at 1.36 P. 11.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 6.46 A. M., and Island Pond
at 6.60 A. M.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding S50 In value, and that personal. unless notioe is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every S600 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Direetor.

BAILEY, Superintendent.

11

OF

TBBATXBBT

Tne Acme of Perfection I

IT

ever.

It removes a*] the wretched svmptoms of this
loathsome milady, and aver s consumption.
It e'eans the head, deodorises the breath, and at*
fords the most grateful relief.
It

alleviates

more

tongue cau tell.

agony and silent suffering than

a$;S:5k»Ki^j!Sijaflr*

kop,le“
catarrh' °tthe-

No form of Catarrh
lt« penetrating power

or

noire in

the head

can

re-ist

Una,

11

a

est Manner.

PORTLAND,SACO* PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.
ARRANGEMENTS,
Commencing Nor. 7th, 1864.
Lhlinman Passenger trains will leave the Sta*
ye*BMAwtion. foot of Canal strwt daily, (San*

days exoomed) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A.M. and 2.80

^

Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 2.80
P. M.
Leave Portamonth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and
6.00 P. M.
These train* will take and leave passengers at way
station*.
Freight train* leave Portland and Boston dally.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
oe81 edtf
Portland, Nov. 4, 1864.

STEAMBOATS.

Railroad, and other Corporation Work, dene
with promptness and fidelity.
INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OP LADING,
TIMB TABLES, and all sorts ol LEGAL

DOCUMENTS,

New England Screw Steamship Go
The splendid and fast Steamships

-J»

^St§|i|,CHIS8APEAKE,Capt

Willard,and

Capt Suanwoopiwill
2^^gKKANCONIA,
until farther notioe,
toUows:
ran as

Leave
Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and
M., and leave Pier
9 North Stiver, New York,
every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o'clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted up w th fine aooommoda*
tions lor passengers, making this the most
speedy,
safh and comfortable route for travellers between
Now York and Maine. Passage 88.00,
including*
Fare and 8t ate Rooms.
Goods lorwarded by th’s line to and from Mon-

B-otoJ

8A¥DKbAY^at4P.

I^^Q^heOeBmigev,

Bath,AagnsU, Eastportand

Shippers are requested

steamers as early
leave Portland.

ai

to send their freight to the
If. M.on the day that they

For freight or postage

apply to

EMERY ft FOX. Brownes Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL ft CO.,No.S8 Weat Street,
New York.
Dee.«, 1863.
dtf

Montreal Ocean Steamship Oo,
Carrying the Canadian and United States Mails.
PASSENGERS BOOKED
—TO—

Londonderry and Liverpool.
Batura Tickets granted at Reduced Bates.
The steamship PERUVIAN, Capt.
^EapBBallamine. will stil from (Ms port lor
^SlIbiL Liverpool on BaTUEDAY, the lltli
R-

rival of the
PassMB to

Straws, Esporti,

and ill kiidi tf
Put up in superior style.

Bronzed

February, immediately

after the

Cabin
Steerage,

880.
*80.

to

Peyaolein Gold oriteequivalent.
For freight or passage apply to

HUGH ft ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G. T. E. R. Passenger Depot,

succeeded
,.T°;,be
11 tb February.

the

by the Steamship

-,

or

small means,

any the world has ever known, not

even

ex.

The ooet or obtaining this Oil is

so

comparatively

and

A

Colored

Labels,

Single

Well Producing Only Ten Bar

Day.

rels per
Will yield
than

an

inooms, over all expanses, of more
------

Annum.

Per

$35,000

76. and
Many wells are now yielding from ?‘6 to
several have readied over 1000 barrels, while one,
(the Noble Well, on Oil Creek, Penn.,) has yielded
no lest than

Weddincr

O ards,

Note* of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists of Daneat, etn.. etc., of every variety and cost,
famished at short notlee.

LARGE
Hand-bills,

POSTERS,
Shop-bills,

Program-

Worth

at the Wells.

$30,000

Persons desiring lnlormation ou rely upon receiving an unbiassed account of tbe standing and
prospecta of tbe various companies on the market.

forwarded in exchange for available Binds, without charge; and
Petroleum and Coal Stocks will be sold at the Brokers’ Boarda of New York and Philadelphia at
tho regular rates ol commission.

Bceeipta and CerttBoates will

be

plain printing of every description. Also,
Sale and Figure work, executed neatly, and on
terms that cannot fhil to satisfy.

Ws would call special attention to tbe following
companies new being organized in this city, via:

THE DAILY PRESS
Printing Office has one of Soper* Improved Calorie
Engines fbr motive power, and is furnished with
Improved and costly Presses—Cy Under and Platen—
Grom the most celebrated makers. We have in conuse one of HOE’S LARGE CYLINDER
PRESSES, oapableof throwing off 8500 Sheets
an hour; one of Adam's Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam's and Potter’s Fast
Machine Job Presses; Buggies’ superior Card Pres;
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the machinery neceesary fbr a well
appointed offiee.
The Daily Press Job Office is believed to be as well
furnished as any similar establishment in the State.
Those sending order from tho country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shortest possible time

Portland, Nov. 31,1864.

and in the neatest and best

't

Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any am >nnl exceeding *60 in value, and t .at perse -al, unless notice is given and
pa d for at tha rate

of one passenger for every *6'0 additional value.
Feb. 18,1868.,
dtf
L. BiLLtNUB, Agent,

Country.

The well-known favorite Clyde-built

j^falafaf£Iron

steamers of the Ahohob Lina of
s*famiMiM, H raKO*'*. “C xinDon la,"'' BRiTan»Cs" and "Chitep H inanoM,” are .nteuded to sail
fortnlgbUy to and from New York, carrying passengers to and lrom Liverpool, Glasgow, Belfast,

Dublin, Waterford, Cork, Limerick, Ualway or
L indonderry Those steamers were built specially
lor»he Atlantic leads, are divided into water and
air-tight oompartmee ts.
Rules of Passage,
FromNcw York to »ny ofthe above place: Cabins,
•12 > and *100; steers ge *46, payable in American
curreney.

To New York from any of the above places: Cabins. *®> and *60; sP"rage, *26 payable in gold or
equivalent in American currency.
Those who wish to tend tor their irUnds-oan buy
tic tots at these rate! Ip in the Agents.
FEAN CIS MACDONALD A CO,
f Howling Green, New York.
JanSdim

NEW PERFUME

The Portland
The largest

Daily Proas,

I
A Mast Exquisite, Drlirnle nnd Prngranl Perfutaae, Distilled from the
Pare nisd Benuliful Flower froiss
which It takes Its name.
Manufactured only by PH A I, ON to SON.

Beware of Counterfeits.

Ask far Photon’*—Take no other.
Sold by druggist* generally.

daol7d8w
_

Boarding.
BOOMS, famished or unfurnisfaed
with board, at 7T Free street.
Transient
Board# • aooosamodated.
f*b2dlw*

SDH?0?

ulty lor unravelling causes. Yonr Spirituality is
large, * hich elevates your mind ioto the uusten and
unknowu. You promise yourself only so much happiness or succe^ as you really work out; lor the rest
you trust to

*10

Providence.

Your love of ap. robation isao large that you wish
tho good will and favorable opinion oi everybody;
you want all to give you a heariy and generous re-

uomestio

oirole
In character and disposition you are pre-eminently womanly. In your intellect an<i tender cy to reason and piars you are decidedly masculine— when
among lute lee ual men. yen wish you were a man;
when your lile falls buck into the domestic channel.
y iu are contented as a won-an; but havo ever iielt a
desire for more intellectual elbow room.
You have a good memory of laots and priroiples
but the strength 01 yonr intelloct lies in the reasoning de artment; and roar reasoning power oomes
from Casnality, locality. Coostractiveness, Metaphysical power, Imitation and Hirthfulness.
In giving the above extracts from my Phre ological Chart, I do ao having a two fold object in view,
First, Be-ause I do not wi.h to be classed with
Quaoks or Humbug°, who have exper mented on the
suffering mass' s ull the blood of those slain by
Quackery, ponrlng Mediohie down the throat, and
Instruments, would float all tbe navies in the weld
Secondly, I wish to appear befor tbe world In my
true oolors, or if rightly understood, I may be ena-

bled throagh m Met-physical Discovery to save
thousands of valuable li.es from an untimely grave,
and prevent di ease from being left as an inheritance
to unborn generations.
There are many wuo do not bo'ieve in Phrenology
because they are not abstruse thinkers. Phr nology
Is begotten, born, and sustained by immutable latoi.
BEAD THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CEB

TIilCAlES.

Cure qf Catarrh of Ten

Tea handled and nioety-iix (1096) Acres of ths very heat Oil Lands.
contained within the great Ohio Oil Belt, over
seven hundred acres of whioh is in Fxx Simple

all

President,—Chahleb S. Whitehocbu.
Treasurer,—Chableb Smith.
Secretary,—ChAmleb M Parson.
Attorney,— Jobiah

A. Wilder.

Direotor*.
J. W, Parmenter,

C. 8. Whitehouse,
Charles Smith,
James P. Bridge,

Johnson Bean,
Geo. E. Smith.

Books for Subscription are open at our office. On*800 shares are effred to the public at the subscription price of $10 each, and we won d advise
prompt ay plication, believing the Stock to offer a
Five wills aie now
good and secure Investment

ly

bored on tbe properties of th a Company, and
the interests of tho stockholders are lathe hands of
able and competent managers. Fnll Information
wUl b« given on application at onr office, in person >

being

or

daily paper east

of Boston, and having
a larger oireulation than all the other dailies in the
olty oombined, is published at the Offloe in Fox
Block, 821-9 Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday exoepted, at S8,00 per annum.

Standing.

doing

so. I must

acknowledge

my

gratitude

to

God for inclining me totals gieat remedy for that
dreadful disease—Catarrh. 1 believe my daughter
never would have been cured had i not found this
medicine. It must have been sent of God to the
people to rid them of the horrible diseases that take
holuofthem. My daughter’s Catarrh is entirely
broken up, her sense ol smell has returned, the passage to her head is clear. 1 cheerfully recommend
the Metaphysical Discovery te all who suffer from
Catarrh.
Certificate of Mrs. J. P. Litch, oi Charlestown.—
March 16,1864.
This is to oartify that nine months ago i was attacked with Neuralgia iu th most violent form.—
Several physicians were applied to, who aid all they
oould to relieve me but to no purpose. Every patent medicine and remedy That coula be found were
applied without effect My faoe was poultioea and
bandaged in order to find relief. Sinoe the Neuralgia ati ack d me I lost twenty -seven pounds of flesh.
In this state a friend of mine recommended me to
Metaphysical *>iepovery, as
try Mrs. M. aG Brown’s
it had cured friend of his of very bad e,es, which
had baffled the skill oi the most eminent physicians.
Consequently I went to Mrs. M. G. Brown’s office

and obtained her metaphysical Discovery, on Saturday the 10th inst. 1 applied it at four o’clock in
the afternoon. The result was that Neuralgia subsided—a.most immediately I felt relief. I slt-pt well
without any poultices, as boiorc, aid at the time oi
giving this certificate 'he 2lBt lost., 1 consider myself delivered of my diseose, and leoommend the
Metaphysical Disoovery to all who are suffering.

Kotthk. *.sq.

Managing Agent,—F,

Years'

1, Mb. William Dowbhllt corner of Dexter
and D streets, South Bo ton, do certify that my
daughter has been suffering from Catarrh for the
past ten years. She lost the sens of tmell, and had
no passage hrough her nostrils during that time.—
Every remedy was resorted to, without receiving
auy relief. Seeing Mrs. M. G. Bfown'B Me aphysioal Discovery advertised. I concluded to try it. Af-

Neuralgia.

Thia Company Is organized under the General
Laws of Massachusetts. The progerty oonsists of—

by letter

THE

New BnBland.

THE MAINE STATE

PRESS,

Hu largest paper in New Eagland, eight pages, is
published every Wednesday, containing all the
news by mail and telegraph.
Important reading
matter. Marine List, Market Reports, ho,, of the
at
tbe
Dally Press,
following prices, viz

Single copy, one year, Invnrlnbly
I* advance.....*8,00
N. A. FOSTER &
Portland June 1, IBM.

(I.

8.

Co., PionuiTou.

Marshal’*

SPECIAL NOTICE.
may obtain information in regard to

A. Diends supposed to be in Hospitals at
Washington, by addressing

^,r™Pt

$40,000

or

a

net profit of (1150

more than

Per

Month,

per oent. per month on their capital;
and this yield la steadily on the increase. Whoever
invests in this proparty will be riohly rewarded
Those connected with it are of the highest standing.

equal to

orer 8

Remarkable Cure of Deafness of Twenty
Years

Standing.

June 12th, 18C4.
I, John A. Nswcomb, of Quincy, do certify that

I have been ernirel v deaf in my left ear lor twenty
years, and lor the past six years my right ear has
peen so deaf that I co aid not hear conversation or
public speaking of any kiDd. I could not hear the
churoh bells ring, while I was sitting in the church.
1 have also been troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that I was obliged to give up
singing in church, for I had lost my voice. 1 had
great trouble in my head—terrible noises almost to
craziness. My hoad felt numb and stupid, and was
a source oi constant trouble tome.
I tried every remedy that oould b» thought oi.—
I went to aurlsts; but a? they waoted to use instruments, I would have no hing to do with them
About one month since I obtained Mrs. Brown’s
and need it according to
the directions on the bottle). And tbertsul' is, that
the 1'earing of both tars is perfectly restored, b»
that I can hear as well as any man. The great trouble
in my head is entirely gone. My head feels perfectly easy and at rest. My throat, which was so diseased, is entirely cured; and I have recovered my voice
•gain. I would not take one thousand dollars for
the benefit I have received in the use of Mrs. M. G.

Metaphysical Discovery,

Capital Stock, $430,000.
Number of Shares,

$90,000

Subscription Price, $5,00.
Working Capital, $25,000,
President—£. C. BATES, Esq.
Treasurer—JAMES H. CLAPP, Esq.

DIRECTORS,
R. W. Sears,'
F. E. Smith,
J. H. Clapp,

Frafiklin Haven, Jr.,
William Linooln,
D. M. Yeomans,
E- C. Bates.

Subscription Books are still open at ofiioe fat a
limited number ot shares, whlok can be secured by
prompt application.
The Inducements to invest which are offered b

v

the

properties of this Company, and the well know*
character of ita managers, fully entitle it to the
confidence of the public.

3?etroleum
We offer

aa

"A No. 1.”

Venango

Company.Although

not

producing

preaent,tbe proap-ot at least equals that of the
Columbia Oil Company, of Pittsburg, at the lime oi
organization, which has paid on unoriginal suiscripton or E2000 a net profit of $64,500 in two
years, anQ
continues to pay in the same ratio.
at

Full information will bo furnished in regard te
the above and a’l other Companies in the market,
upon application at our ollioe, personally or by letv
ter.
S.—Parties renunitting funds to us wilt
ase
send by express, except when drafts can be obtained,
in which ease wo will bear the charges of lor» anting. In this manner they can obtain: reliable reP.

ceipts.

I,
Ellery, of 76 Central Avenue,
Chelsea, do oertify that I have been a great sufferer
all rny life tr m Catarrh an» Scrofula of t' e wont
kind. At the eg of two yetis. the disease began tj
All my life it hai keut me
asenme a violent form
in bondage. I have had hundreds of nicerated
1
would
have
rerenin
a winter. I had great
throats;
pain ana dizzinese in my head, with many other ai
meats. Last winter tho Scroiula broke out under
my ehln and rnn to such an extent that 1 thought
my life would run out, as no doctor ooutd cure me.
One told me it would ta*e three years to stop the
running. Ieann tt II the suffering endured in body
and mind. Most providentially 1 was «dvi°ed to go
sndseeMrs. M O. Brown. I did so. In the beginning of May hut, 1 obtained her Metaphyeical biteatery, snd need it ki ll nily. The happy and gloriou > eeults are, that l am delivered from all mv diseases.
My Catarrh is gone, my dizziness and headache arc gone. I feel as tree irom Scrofula and Us
effects as any boing In tho world. In two weeks after I began ■o use the Mcdieine the running sore un
dor my chin had ceaeed; in less chan a mon h I found
myself a cur. d woman It is now nearly six months
sines. and 1 have bed no return ofdieeas-. My tbroat,
will b always troubled mo with ulcerations, is entirely enred Every exposure used to give me oold;
I feel stronger and
now I do rot take cold at all.
ol my life. 1 had wind
hot or than at any
I can feel the Dison my stomach; that is sil gone.
oovery searching through my sys.em. My circulation was always Dad; now it is ghod. I am getting
I am sixty.are years
ranch heavier and stranger
old. I want all the world to know of my great deliverance Irom Catarrh and Scrofula, and also from
the grave where I expeo'ed soon to go,
Mrs. WILLIAM KbUSBY, 76, Central Avenue,
Chelsea, where 1 can be seenMrs William

period

Sound.

A.dvice!

Ina'l eases of looal, sudden,
tacks of disease, a box of the

Metaphysical

or

mas. w.

unoxpeeted at*

Discovery

is Quicker and Barer than the Beet
the Baev!. 0“Let the wise always
their bouse.

Physician
keep a Box

in
in

o. BR<m.vs

CELEBRATED

Poor

Bichard’s

Eye

Wa*er!

Will make the weakest eyes
strong,— femovinar all
in 11 a relation and humor. Every one should use
it, a*
it proves the prevention of disease

NO

DIPHTHERIA

wise, s ml educate yon
bathe their eyos daily with “Poor Biebard’s Eye Water.”
Price per

09

Stock

STATE

Exchange,

ST.j

BOSTON.
Y. C. LOMBARD.
J. C. QORE, J*.
J. A. MENDUM, Formerly of the
Bank.

Eagle

janlfl Saw 8m

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURT
we

when

pledgo our reputation upon

we

our

statement

say it will

Positively

Core the Wont of Yon,

not in a year—not in a month—nor in a week—but
you shall see its bene tidal influence at once, immediately, and the day you take it. To you who have
lived lor years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise heartyfirst, because the Doctor has ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for fear the distress it causes—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay lit down
to your dinner, cat as hearty a meal as you wish,
and as goon as the food begins to distress you, fob
low it by a stogie teaapooalui of

COE’S

DYSPEPSIA CURE
▲JTD IT WIU.

Relieve You

Bottte,

Instantaneously.

thus enabling yon, by hearty eating, and the use ol
the cure alter »aou meal, (as often as the food distresses yen, or sours on your stomach,) you will get
in a very few days so that you omn do without thr
and by the timu the
medioine, exo«pt
ilrst bottle is used up, we will guarantee you trie
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, digest and enjoy
as hearty a br«akiast as yon aver sit down loin v cur
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to you the price
of the bottle, upon your showing that our Statement
is not oorreot.
T he medioine is powerful bnt harmless, and whilst
a single teaspeontul will at onoo relieve tho uysptp
tio sufferer, th» whole bottle would not materially
injure him, as <t is entirely vegetable and contain!
AII classes ot disease that have their orino opiates
gin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelSod in the same instantaneous way, by the use of

occasionally,

COE’S DYSPEPSIA CUBE I
Fever and Ague, Sick-Headache, Sickness

at

tit

Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Paint
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vomiting, a fecliug of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and cannot exist where the enre is used.It removes the disease by removing tho cause, at t
like Alcoholic Bitten which cover np your bad fee),
inge ior a few moments by their exhilarating elTeoD.
Beware ofBuoh remedies or beverages, but in theji
place use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in perfect harmony, and upon principles synonymous with well
defined physelogioal laws. Thatsuoh will be the effect of

COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE,
Immediately

and instantaneously, we pledge ou
word as men of honor—onr reputation as Pharmaceutists—our favorable aoqnaintanee with|the people t s
proprietors of the World-renowned "Coe’s Cough
Balsam;” if it is used according to onr directions,
which may be found with each Dottle.
We add Delow some Testimonials from onr neighbors and townsmen, to which we ask your careful
attention.

TESTIMONIALS,
From the Pastor of the Methodist B. Church, Madison, Cbm.
I have used Coe’s Dyspepsia Curs in my family,
and can willingly testify to its value as a medicine.
Hubby Gidhabd,Pastor M. E. Chnrch.
Madison, Conn., Jnne 30th, ISM.
Voicefrom home through our City Papers.
Hew Haven, Conn June IS, lSM.
Messrs. Bistort:—Allow me, through your columns, to acknowledge my gratitude for the benellt 1
have received from the use of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure.
Although 1 was a great sufferer lroin Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, and one ounce hi e
enabled me to eat anything I please, without pain.
I have now stopped using the medioine, as I no
Falkiba Ltmas.
longer need it.
A

Madison, Conn., Jnne 90,18M.
the benellt derived by tlie use of Coe’s Dysmy family, I am prepared to say tart
I never intend to be without it and advise all wl o
are afflicted with Dyepepsia to try it.
Phuabssb Lawns.
From

pepsia Care in

Mr. Coe .-—The bottle ot Coe’s Dyspepsia Core yen
gave me has backed np your statement
ft. I hare
used half a bottle, and oaneat pine
apple short oake or anything else, without trouble.
It aots like a oharm. The relief it affords is instantaneous.
Jabs A. Lowbbt.
Hew Haven, Jnne 18,1864.

oonoeraiing

only

Those who know my constitution, what my coalition has been for the last thirty years, will belli, v,

with me that a medioine that will reach my case,will
reaoh almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure bss
enabled me to eat
I please, and It is very
seldom Inow hare to use the medioine. It relieved
me in an instant when I was in great pain.
My
whole system 13 being strengthened by its use.
Abb E. Ba»«ott.
How Haven, June 29, ISM.

anything

Im ortant ta Travelers.

w/lere it is used; be
children to

Petroleum

refusing its subjects a particle of nourishment or
hearty food, without paying the penalty in the most
agonizing distress, and oftentimes complete prostration. To meet the terrible ravages of this worst ol
all disoases, we have prepared

on the cars, my stomach bebadly deranged, causing severe pein In icy
head. Had it boen on the water it would have
been called sea-sicknees. A lady sitting by me,
knowing my condition, roached out abottie saying,
came

Can seme

Lombard & Gore’s

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Hausen
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,

While journeying

Catarrh— Sc rofula.

THE

Boston and

Dyspepsia is not only the sure forerunner ui doat.1
but the companion of a miserable life. It bas well
been oallod the Nation’s scourge; for more persons,
both old and young, mate and female, sutler from iti
ravages, than from all other ailments combined. 1:
robs the whole system of its vigor and energy, gives
weariness and total indisposition to those ouct
strong and aotive; renders the stomaoh powerless te
digest the food, and has tor Its attendants,

and

large...•1.00
email,.

25

"take a swollow.” 1 did so. and in less than live
minutes my trouble was ended. The medicine was
"Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” and from the effect it had
upon the Stomach, and what I have learned of it
since, 1 think it must be an excellent remedy foi

Sea-slokness and Dyspepsia.
HBfi. 8AMUBL F161LD.
Madison, June 30th, 1864.

New Haven, Jane 28th, 1864.
Messrs. C. U- Clark & Co.—Gentlemen:—I desirt
known the almost instantaneous effects of
"Coe's Dyspepsia Cure,” incases of cholera nor Jus.
I had been for twenty fear honrs purging at tbs
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes. I went
into your drug store to procure some brandy, as 1
had always been told that it was a good remedy lor
Dysentery. My pallid face and my weakness at
onoe attracted tuo attention of the clerk in obarge,
wb at is the matter t” 1
and he asked me at once
replied: "I hare boon fortwentry-ionr hburs vomit1
am
to stand or wu.k,
and
unable
and
ing
purging,
from weakness and this deadly sickness at my atomaoh o mpieteiy prostrates me/’ He produoea a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Core, Baying, "take a large
swallow of that-, It is now U o’oloek i taken another
after dinner.”
From the moment I took that first dose of tkt
medicine my sioknoes at stomaoh was gone—its efieo<
was instantaneous. In an hour I eat my dinner with
as good a relish as ever hungry man partook, (as 1
was well cleared ont of food.) and followed hy t
teaspoonful of cure. I have not sufibred a partialof inoonvenienoe sinoo I took the remedy.
Its action was so wonderfhl and so immediate
that I could hardly believe the evidences of my ou t
senses, and I desire to publioly make known thesr
facts, that the wholo world may avail themselves oj
its use. Like bread, it tfiould find a plaoe In every
One’s house, and I believe that no one should gi
away from borne without a bottle of it in his pocket
or where ft oonld be quickly made available.
Truly yours,
©so. L. DBAK F
to make

One of the Twenty-Jive.
New Haven, July lltb, 1884.
Mb. Co*—Sir:—Having been troubled with tbi
Dyspepsia for some eight or twelve months. I havi
taken the usual kindsof modioines, which hove dont
me

no

good.

1

saw

your advertisement of

a

mod-

cine to euro the Dyspepsia.
I have tried it, ant
found it to bo thb medicine The lirvt16 drops (tb7th of June,) that I took, relieved ta* in oos minute
I hare taken it throe or four times, but have hai ndistressing feeling in my 6tomach since taking th(
first 16 drops; although before. I oonld not eat s
meal, and sometimes u» more the® three or font
moutbfalls without distressing me.__
J. F. WOODRUFF
Respectfully,

New Haven, June 11th, 1664
Mb. Con—Dear Sir:—The bottle of Dyspepsh
Medieine I reoeived from you, gave Instantaneooi
relief. 1 only used it when my rood distressed me
It wee about like taking two doses to-day. one tothe auen
morrow, then every other dey, increasing
tity Ot food end decreasing the medioine.until I war
without
taking anything stall. Mj
enabled to oat

haring

eaae was an extreme one,
rears. I now oonsider myself

suffered for

gold by Druggist* in city and aomntry, every
wboro.
Price $1.00 per Bottle.

Woll known far renewing the scalp, increasing and
strengthening the hair.

Orders by mail, from either dealer* er oonnmerr
promptly attended te.

Price per Bottle, Si.
tW The above eelebrated Medicines are to be had
of B. B. Uav, oor. Middle and Free gts, and Dregeov!7 1864 dWfBfewly
gists generally.

can

C. G. CLARK * CO.

oases in Boston
Wkite pine Com-

and

Proprietors.

hundreds of
by taking

of Kidney compla nts, cured entirely
White fine Compound, having been

report**!

time.
Some time in 1866, an individual, who puichased
hot ie lor a hard cough, was not
only cured of the
o .ugh, but also oi a severe
kidney complaint, of ten
years ec dura ice.
This being truly a discovery,
the fact was mentioned to a saililul
physician, who
replied, in substance tnat. the baric of white
pine w«s one of the best diaretios known, provided
its astnngenoy could be counteracted. If the other
articles entering into the
eompeund would effect
thia, a fortune was in the medicine. The fortune has
not yet been reached
j but the hundreds of curea ef*
looted byt«e compound, in the m^st
aggravated
oasss of Kidney diseases,
including Diabetes, prove
it to be a wondenul medicine for such ailments. A
large number ol physicians now employ it,or recommend it *or such use.
But while the White Pine
Compound is so useful In
Kidney inflamatton, it Is also a wonderful curative in all
throat and lung diseases. It so quickly and sooth
ngly
allays inflamation, that hoarseness and soreness are removed as if by magic. Namorous esses have been reported to the originator, where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced in one hoar and a cure effected in
twenty-fbur hours.
There is a very natural reason for this. Tbe bark, and
even the leaves, or “needles/* of White Fine contain
eminent medicinal qualities The Indians employed tbe
bark of White Pine in treating diseases long before tbe
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance confirming this may here be given.
James Cartier, a bo d French mariner, as early as 1694,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, and
was tbe first among discoverers to enter the River fit.
Lawrence. On bis re tar a down the riwr, he louud his
uieu sadly afflicted and disabled by what sailors call tbe
scurvey. Its ravages were fetal, and the survivors were
scarcely able to bury tbe dead Some of the Indiana
along the shore were likewise attacked by the same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered. He
therefore earnestly umtuired about their mode of treatment, and they poljiV uut to him a tree, the bark and
leaves of whieh they Used in decoction, with signal success.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratification of seeing all of his crew who were afflicted rapidly
improving. This tree was the White Pine.
A wash of the bark, steeped in water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing inflamation and cleansing old sores.
In fine, the virtue* of W hit* Pine Berk are known everywhere, and this, doubtless is one grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
first.
The past year ha* given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Pine Compound. It has been an
unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very large
quantities of tbe White P,ne Compound have been sold
and used with the happiest effects. It speaka well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it is prepared
are high in its praise.
a

TESTIMONIALS.
Urge number ol important testimonials have
already been received from Physicians, Clergymen,
Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,
A very

•peaking in the most flattering terms of the White Pine
Compound.

Dr Nichols of Northfield Vt. says:
4‘I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not on>y in coughs and other puhnonkj affections, but
also in affections of the kidneys, debbity ol the stomach
and other kindred organs.”
Rev. J, K. Chase of Rnmney, ft. H.,writes:
‘4I have for years regarded ypur White PineCompound
as an invaluable remedy.
I can truly say l regard it as
even more efficacious and valuable than ever.
I have
just taken the Compound for a cold, and it works charm-

J»‘ B. HUGHES
Ma*l VlflWJ
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•tending recently contractu, entirely remoi°Sg
the dregs ol disease from the
system, and niskin. f
or
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perfect and PERMANENT CURS I
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f?nld o*11 ,h® attention of the rJRieted to tbo
and
well
earned
long standing
farms king sufficient assurance of his reputation
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CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

Every Intelligent and thinking person must know
“*n'l»d oat lor general use should
sstablls bed by well tested experlence In the hands of a
regularly eduoated phytiT“V
prooarntory stuuies Its him tor all tha
ye.theoouniry is flooded with
DOornoatM.'se*
“"'♦•Jls, purporting to be tha
but in tho world, whteh are not
only useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should be rasrictriAB in seleetiag his
physician, al it i* a lamentable
yet incontrovertable laot,

by

from

that many
’tlth rul,,ed

svuhilitm

inexpemiicaa phyafeians

in

B®Wg»»^B5SsaSl

agement of thcee complaints should engross th
whole time of those wuo would be competent and
cure. The Insx.
perienced general piactitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make hlmsell acquainted with
their pathology, commonly pomes one system f
treatment, in most oases making an indlscrimiaata
one of that antlqirated and daagerons weapon, Her.
oary.
saoceesfai in their treatment and

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any kind
whether it be the solitary vioe of vouth, or the
lag rebuke of misplaced oonfldenoe In matnrerytais

sting.!

SERE FOB AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aehes, and Lassltode and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure
Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole avutem.
Do not wait or the consummation that lesare to ibl.
low. do not wail for Unsightly Uloers, lor
Disabled Limbs, far Loss ofbeaaty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS B Y UNHAPP Y EXPERIENCE.
You-ig m?n troubled with amissions in slsep a
oomplaiut generally the result of a bad liabit in
youth, tnated scientlflcally, and a perfect core war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes bat wears consulted by oae
or mere young man with the above disease, some
of
whom are as Weak sod emaciated as though
they
had the consumption, and by their Meads supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and
only oorrect oenne of treatment, and in a short time
are made torejoiee la perfect health.
HIDDLB AGED HEN.
Thera are many men at the age of thirty who era
troubled with toe fPequsnt evacuations from tha
bladder, often aooompanicd by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient oaanot account far. On
examining
depositee ropy sediment will often ba
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the oolor will be of a thin
miiktsh hue, again ohanging to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many man who die of thia
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which la the

urinary

BBCOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure In such cues, and •
tall and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr
can

do

so

by writing

in

a

plain

manner a

description

ofthoir disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately
All oorroapondenoe strictly confidential and will
be returned If desired.
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
Addrese,
No. 8. Temple St., loonier of Middle] Portland.
Bend Stamp tor olrcular,

inkty.”

Hon. P. H. Sweetser of South Reading, writes:
“Hav ing long known something of the valuable medicinal properties of the White Pine, I was prepared, on
seeing an advertisement of your White Pine Compound,
to give the medicine atrial.
It has been used by members of my family, for several yean, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with
excellent results. Several of our friends have also received much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
keep it always on hand.”
Rev. II. D. Hoge of West Randolph, Vt., who is a
physician, says:
“I find It (the Compound) an excellent medicine in
kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. 8. Boody, of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at FortTlllinghast:
“The White Fine Compound effected a cure where a
fellow was considered in a critical consumption by all
who knew him. 1 can fully substantiate this by men In
this Company who thought It folly for him to make a trial
of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
surgeon, where treatment can be had for nothing, and
try the White Pine Compound.”

COL. GOULD,
Formerly Major
lU«t. M. V. (that Veteran
Regiment!) in a
Dean, Esq., of ijtoneham,
in
the
of
the Wnite /*•«. e Comspeaks
highest praise
pound, and expresses a wish that it might be sent to
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal know!-

Elec lie Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DB HUGHES particularly la vitas all Ladles aha
a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, Ho 6
Temple Street, which they will And arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H. ’» Eleotio Renovating Medicines are unrivaled in effleacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
female Irregularities. Their action is spoolAe and
oertam ot producing relist in a short time.
LADIES will And it invaluable in all owes ot obstructions after all other remedies have been tried la
vain. It I* purely vegetable, containing
nothing In
the least injurious to the health, and may bo takes
witb perfect safety at all times.
Sant ts say part of the country with fell directions
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
Mb. I Temple Street, oorner ef Middle, Portland.
need

H. B.—Ladies dedring may consult
A

own sox.

of the 13th
letter to 8.

t. effort has

lady

one of their
of exporlenoe In constant attend.
Janl 1306 dfcwly

BUxirl

SCHriv

DR. WRIGHT’S

ever yet been made by the
to
introduce it into the Army ; and yet it has often been purchased bv friends of soldiers, tcseud in paoktges, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have
been forwarded by express,

proprietor

REJUVENATING ELIXIR I
OR, RSBKHCEOP LIFE.

FROM JAMES J. HOYT.
Bradford, N.H., Sept, 1860.
Dr. Polard.—In the fk.lof 1867, I took a very violent cold which brought on a very severe ootagh, pain in
side and lungs, and raising biood. I was also
very badly

Pbbfakbd raoa Poxn Vmbtabii Bxtbaom
ooxtaibibs aoraixa ixutraioua to na

afflicted

with that tronblesome disease—the Kithsty
three years past I have been very
my throat and lunge, choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising biood; 1 felt that my time here must be short unless 1 soon got relief In the spring I was induced to try
your White Pin*.
though my fkith in it was
small. But to my astonishment, before I had taken two
bottles, my cough was better, the kidney trouble also,
and l oould met (rights without choking up and{raising so
much. I have taken nearly three bottles, and am fooling
like a well man.
I would add, that my father's family la inclined to consumption, my fhther, mother, and twe sisters having died
of it.

Complaint. For the
much troubled with

MOOT DBUOATa.

mHE Rejuvenating Elixir la ths result ol modern
discoveries in the vegetable kingdom, being aa
entirely new and abstract method or ear*,' Irrespective of all the old and worn-oat systems.
This medicine has been tested by the moat eminent medioal men of the day, and by them
prononneed to be one ol the grentest medical discoveries of
the age.
One bottle will core General Debility.
A Aw doses care Hysterics In Amalea.
One bottleenrea Palpitation of the Heart.
A Aw doses restore the organs of
generation.
Prom one to three bottles restores the manllnsi
and fell vigor of youth.
A Aw doses
restorp tbe appetite.
Three bottles enre the worst ease of

Compound,

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
BEADFOaD, N. H.. July, I860.
Dr. Poland—I had been aflicted with Kidney Complaint lor a long time, and had a bad cough of ten yearn’
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected I would get
my health again. But two bottles of your White Pine
Compou id nave cured me of both the cough and kidney

■■

complaints.

I would also state that a lady, a neighbor of oars, was
badly afflicted with a cough that she tat up only long
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
o( your Compound, and it cured her. She is just as
well now as ever she was.

A Aw doses

so

oure

the

Impotenoy.

low-spirited.

WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.

One bottle restore# mental power.
A few dasaa bring the rote to the cheek.
Thia medicine restores to manly vigor and robs
health the poor, debilitated, worn-down, and dc
pairing devotee of sensual pleasnre.
The listless, enervated youth, the overtasked mea
Of business, the victim of nervoue depression, the
adi vidua] suffering from general
debility, or from
weakness of • stags organ, will aU And immediate
sad permanent relief by the use of this Ella iror Essence of Life.
Prioe 83 per bottle, or three bottlea Ar M, sad
forwarded by Express, on reeeipt of money, to
any
address.
Bold by all Druggists everywhere.
;

Important testimony from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,
New Hampshire.

DB. W. B. HEXWnr ft Oo.,

FROM B. F. AIKEN.
QomTOWw, March 14, I860.
Db. Poland.—I wb»h to Dear testimony to the value of
your white tint Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief complaint was mJlanuUion qf the kidney*. Iu
addition to other disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold me a bottle of the
White pine Compound, and before I had taken twothlrds of the ccAtents of one bottle, my pain had aM left
me
Though I have been afflicted with that complaint a
long time, 1 have not had a return of it since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent ttealth.

For sixteen years

or more 1
was

have suffered much at incalled kidney complaints,
year ago last December 1 fell sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
prostration of my system was so great, and of so
long continuance that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expected that I could possibly live through
the spring
The same was my own opinion
Near the last of March, 1859, being well acquainfed
with Dr J. W. Poland, 1 felt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was highly
receommeoded for inflatnation of the kidneys. A bottle
of it was procured, and immediately af.er commencing its
use 1 began to amend
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the fell was able to
attend to considerable business 1 lelieve Dr. Poland's
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery thus tH-r
To my that 1 ever expect to hare perfect health again,
l» out of tha question at my a a, (64 ) But thi. I will
aay. that while I uaa tha Compound, my health is very
comfortable When I hare relinquished Its use, the Sevan
pains hive returned, and all the disagreeable symptoms
of my disease. But a return to tha use of the Compound
hae produced immediate relief.
During the eleven months, In which I have beeen taklhave need not quite Sve bottlee In
ing this
a word, let me aay to all afCieted
with similar complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland's White Pine
Compound
ABA UOODHUK.
The White Pine Compound, advertised at length In
ow columns, is not only as to its name Inviting, bat la a
highly approved medicine Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has tha conlldence of the many who know him, a
confidence which he eojojed while laboring usefully many Jaui at a Baptist minister. Uis experience as t
sufferer led him to make experiment* which Issued in his
medical discovery.—Boston Watchman and nsjteotor
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leadar of tha Daily, thus writes of Ua

tervato, from what at first
but

SOLE PROPRIETORSi

a

No.MUberty^.Hw York.
*

-r

Compound:

"The White Fine Compound Is adve-tised at much
length In our columns, and we are happy to learn that
the demand tor 1 is Inereaa'ng beyond all previous ex
ptetations It Is the very best medicine fbr coughs and
colds that wa know of, and no family that has once used
it will ever be without it. We speak from our own knowledge that it is euro to kill e Cold, end pleesant assure
The greeteet Inventions some by aretdent, and It le singular that the White Pine Compound m-de lor Coldr and
Cougha. GiouJd prove to be the greateatremedy Ibr kidney dlflltuUfee known
But to it Is. We cannot doubt
It. to many testimonials come to a« from well-knoan
men.
the
character
of Dr Polandia such, that
Beeidee,
wt know that ha wili not countenance what
fp wrong
For yean
clergyman, study ipg medietas to find
Wf hP ell*F*PSa, with a delicate consumptive
Irak, naodlqr with one toot upon the grave, he made tha
discovery which has saved himself and called out 'rem
hundreds of others, the strongest
We have k now* Dr. Poland tor
yarn,, and ue
*
more roowienllous,
honest, upright man, and are mid

ftEttdit*

a.Baptist

testimouhS p&fibfe
e?kraro£
“^'Wt Vhlte

KSSwkdt" Wb*t,,T'r *
The White Pine
GEORGE W

Compound,

SWETT, M.D., Pro.netor.
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REGULATOR,

preserver,

obT,**ethoae numerous dlsews,
.JIu.®T«SUre .or
Irregularity, by

tlffteft
Thoy

removing the

oure

«truatlon.

tha.

rrSgJls?

Supproe*od,E*o«(l.lve and Palnlml U en-

They onre Green Sick net* (ChloroeU).
They oure Hervous and Spinal Aflbotlons,

the baok and lower

pain* la

parti of the body, Heiviuess,
Fatigue on alight exertion, Palpitation ol the U
ear*
Isiwnea* of SptriU.
Uyateria, 8l«k Headache, Giddlnvru.etc., *to. In a word, hy removing the
Irregularity they remove tha cause, and with It am, tho
offbots that

,

spring from It.
Composed of simple vegetable eatraots,

tl

tain

ey con-

nothing deleterious to-any constitution, howdelteato—thotr Auction being to substitute
strength fbr weakness, which, when proper’y UBv4
they never Ail to do.
All letters seeking information or ndvlo.
will be
promptly, freely and diaorootly answered
ever

Fall directions accompany eaoh box.
Prioe «1 per box, or tlx boxes for «6.
Bent by mail, free of postage, oa rooeipt of
v ,-iu#
Sold by all respectable Druggists.
Dr. W. B. MSB WIN ft oo..
80LE PROPRIETORS,

Poston

department

addrerewL^
in

-a.v

For U»e removal of
Obstructions, and the lmurana
or
Regularity In the Recurrence of the
Monthly Parted*.

foMcodkeowlv

of

to the bnaines.
all ardor* should be

tl lllh:,
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SUGAR COATES.

W. libs manofiutured in
future at the
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OHEllOKEE

medicine,

Wholesale Drngyists, New Haven, Conn.,
Sold in Portland by w r. Phillips, H. H. Hto
sad ell other dealer*.
mardMeodlres

!

by dtuggists
Among all tbe popular medicines cfibred for rale,
no ono seems to have gained favor like the White
Fine Compound, Ihis Meoioine was first made as
lately as the «■ pring of 1866, and then merely lor ofie
individual, who was all.oied with an lndimroation
oi the throat. A euro u a* effected by it.
This in*
duced others to apply for the same remedy, and
one
it
every
using reoeived a great benefit. 1 be article, however, went without a name till November
following,wheu it was called White Pine Compound.
During that month it was advertised for the drst

seve n

oared, and by ufinp
Only one bottle of medieine in tbo spaoe of twe
wee
doae
*
teaspoon!*!.
months. The
Kllmi 8. All**

“Scalp Renovator.”

Hn> M. G. Brown’s

severe

cases

Balsam.”

Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery.

—

or near

Relief Dipt,,
g. Christian Com., Washington, D. C.
4*7 inquiries regarding friends at or near CUj
Point, Va, may be Warned
H C.
Houghton, Agent, Ind. Relief Dept.,
u.a. Christian Com City Point, Fa.
nnswers will be riven to all Ingalries dirooted as above.
THOU. M. FAY PS,
Ckairmam
Com., F F. M. C, A,
aovMfim
Agent Ind.

U.

daily,

notice.

Sublic

NY one

Whose lends are now yielding

dtf

U-TTZD States or America, 1
District Or Maine, bb.
f
TkURSUANT te Monitions from tbo Hon, Asbnr
JL Ware, Judge of the United States Distriet
Uonrt, for the Distriet of Maine, I hereby give
notice that the following Libels and Informsoat have been Sled in said Court, viz
A 1AM against Four Barrels or Molasses ;
seized by the Collector of tie District of rorllaud
and Falmouth, on the fifteenth day of November
last past at Portland in said Distriet.
A LiM against one Trunk containing five Carriage Harnesses, seized by the collector. f the Distriet of Portland and Pa'mouth, on the twenty-ninth
day of November last past, at Portland In said District.
A label against Thirty-two Hundred Cigarb
seized by the Collector ot the Disiriot of Portland
and Falmouth, ou the thirty-first day of December
last pa t, at Portland in said District.
A Libel azaiast Tuans Barrels or Molasses
and ONE Deeijobn or W 1. Rum, seized
by the
Collector of the Di triot of Portland and Falmonth
on the fourth day of
Jannsry instant, at Portland,
in said District.
A Libel against Eleven thousand seven hundred Cigars; two hundred twenty pounds
or
(iUNFOWDKR; OHB HUNDRED SIXTY-FIVE POUNDS
or Sugar; Fight barbels or
Moljss.b; one
Barrel or Suo B; seized by the Colleotororthe
District of Portland and Falmonth, on the seventh
day of lanmry instant, at Portland in said District.
An Information against thiri-eek chests of
tea, seized by the Collector of the District of Madias. on the tenth day of December last cast at
Maobiis, in said District.
An Information aganst Fiva biosth Casks
or Brandy ; One half barrel or Brandy ; onh
half Barrel or W'N«; Three barbels
or
Spirits, seized by tbo Collnotor of the Distriet of
Portland and Falmoutb, at Fortlanu in said District
on the seven-h day of January instant.
An Information against one Horse, one Puno
Sleigh; one Kobe, one Hcbse-blanke
one
Harness; one Halter; Ten Bottles op Bran
dy, and one KEG or SPIRITS, seized by the Collector of the District of Portland and
Falmouth, at.
Portland in said District, on tbe fourteenth day of
Jvnusrv i stant
A Libel against Two Barbels and Six Bags or
Suvae, seized by the collector of the D-striet of
Port and and balmouth, on the
sixteenhday of
Jaiutrv instant, at Portland, io said District.
Which seizures were for breaches of the law. ol
tbe United States, as Is more particularly set forth
In said Libels and Informations; that a hearing and
trial will bo hid tiereon.at Portland In said Distriot.
tn tbe First Tuesday <jf
February next, where any
pe'sonsinterested therein, may appear and show
Danse, if any can be shown, wherefore the same
ihould not be decreed forfeit and disposed of aooord■g to law.
Dated st Portland this twenty-fourth day of Jani
1866.
uary A. D
F. A. QUINBY,
U.
B. Deputy Marshal, Dist. of Maine.
I4djan24
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PETROLEUM CO.,

pound,

eption.

You oannot bear a frown; a smile is sunshine to
your soul, while a frown is, to you, a blight, a storm
and a sorrow.
You have sttong social feelings—are capable of
loving as a friend, wile and mother: and if properly
mated, s. daily, weald feel at home in the

$33,000 reserved for Working Capital.

We will do all kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as oheap as any other establishment
In the City, County or State.
All orders for job Printing most be directed te
the Daily Press Job Office, Mo. 831 Exchange street,

■

147 Kiddle Street, Portland, Kc.

Par Value of Share*

manner.

Portland, Me,
The Job Office Is under the personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PBINTEK, and is himself an experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skilled mechanics in
this department of his work.

*300,000

...

800,1

—

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

iy

Capital,

stant

dtl

Portland and Boston JLine.

Steam to and 7 rom the Old

PETROLEUM OIL 00.

from

"
have a
Yon ret-shwlt, and readily perceive
theridioulous;
and It yon eanuot oarry the argument
by direct log!
iu you use the Reductio ad
AOsurdum/ and show
the unsoutadnessoilhe opposite
proposition bv
7 dia
cloaing iis weakness.
You are capable o'making great dlseoverise• von
have the power of invention. Yon could not follow in the footsteps 01 others. although with
your
large imi atlon yon are capable 01 ausptlng yourself
to the forms and usages of sooiety. You are not
inolined to adopt o her peoples’ thoughts.
Yon have large Ideality and Constructive!ess
which g ves imagination and originality; you are
never better saiisdedti]an when poring over some
new problem, or following out some faint hint
into
its icgi.imate and logical results. You are fond of
the beautiful and the new, and aro inclined to make
combinations of wo ds, ideas and thing*, and not
easily puzzled witn complications. You have a fac-

ter

on

Immediately

JanWdJw*

dass, offer greater

3000 Bbls. Per Bay

ar-

NORTON A Co., Sole Agents. 75 Bloeoker street.
New York.
Price *1. Sold by H.H. HAY,
June2 63-dIy

8. Fullib,
«A«t,. W. Srxvxxs.

a

of either large

Silver Mines of Mexico ft So. America.

Pamphlet!.

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers
got up in the beet etyle of the art.

train of the previous day from Montreal

Londonderry and Llvorpool(aeoordlng to accommodations) 866

Dr. Ooedalc’s Pamphlet on Catabbu sir uld b<
one.
It can be obtained at our neaiby sending a postage stamp to our o
offloo.

January 28th. 18(4.

ments to persons

induce-

BOSTON

Rapid

as
♦
* ^o ographio Stock, Frames,

offer superior inducements to

Petroleum Stocks.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

road by every
e«t agmey, or

n

at ihort notie*.

And

Dr F. Go dale It known throughout th•
country.
thsm-hor of the onl. True Theory ot Qatarre
publi-hed, Where It. Ori.iu—What its Ktvspet—Modo cf l natment—and
Cure in all lb

Copartnership Notice.
a copartnership under
\\TK)1IY®•t'y formed
whols.le
Ll’**
ifivn**,

and in Europe.

mes, Circulars,

as

—

we ean

a substantial*hA»t?hg
stantial,
healthy, *f£®‘
vigorous and long lived stock-in
many .especU you have the < r^?lzition o7vo«
ather, yonr ntelieci
ally™There is not mlri
than one person In tenespec
thousand of either sex so
strongly inci no to reason logio illy Yeu are wb
ling to stand by logical face »gnd to follow SSt The

puyiosophical'turu'oVmlod'1

all persons wishing to Invest in

than

WINTER

harmless

SKINNER’S PULMONALE*,
relieve Courha.
Colds, Hoarseness Loseol voice
.Bronchitis, .Lassitude. Thirst,
• and every symptom o the tirsi
a»tag s m Pulmonary Consume
jeon. They are white, in form
I ot a wafer and as suitable for
tho infant in the cradle as » patient ot three eooro
years nd
ten- Orator, and all who overtax tho vocal organs recoive
Instant relief by their use. Sold by all DruuLste.
Prepared bv E M. Sxrnirxu, Chemist, 27Tremont
<«ton. B. U BAT,oor Free and Middle
•t-e»t«.
sep27 eodAeowBm
«aoo"vlnna**nt«
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cepting the

J

Wutervflle, November, 1868.

ever

formi.

We believe

8aeh investments. as

O. H. MORSE, Supt.
decl4
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FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Dr Goodale’t Catabxh Huidt it

on

small that

Dr. Condole hat now spent a lifetime battling
S
with this fell disease. Ilia triumph U
complete.

liquid, Inhaled from the palm of,he band

adelphia,

oity.

York,

in New

Commission,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Both^these

y&rfcts

penetrates the secret ambush qf this terrible
aieeosQ.and exterminates it, root and branch.

and Sell Oil and Coal Stocks

|Of every variety, style and eoet,

Freight train leaves Portland at IA M., and re
turning is due in Portland at 1P. M.
Stages oonneot with trails at principal statlonr,
dally for aunt of the towns North and East of this

W klls, September 1, 1868.

a

have been many

OF THB

BROWNS

Kidney Diseases

and vicinity curtd by tbe
THERE
which
be referred to,

Prepared by the Proprietors qf “Coe’s Cougi.

h*5e »»‘rong constitution,
large brain,and
vitality enough to sustain It. You are
organized fnr

Boston,

Fancy Types

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

7.40 A ai. and 1.16 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.26 P. M.
Rxtukmiho— Leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. M and
arrive in Portland at B.aD A.M. Leave Bangor at
7.801 A. tt and arrive In Portland at 2.16 P. M.
trains oonneot at Portland with trains for

G.

phrenological chart,

STREETj

STATE

96

Of every description executed in the best style.

leave Portland, Grand Trunk
fyr Lewiston and Auburn, at

«.

Colda, Coughs, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Croup, and Whooping
Cough.
Cures
Q-ravel,

And all

STOMACH AND BOWELS

Pemberton Square Boeton

Street^PlMadelpM'a,
(46 Bond street.
New York.

MRS.

EXCHANGE!

Buy

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS^

MAINE CENTR AL RAILROAD.

SMESKEStatiou

(I*

A

Indigestion

▲LL

the

EXTRACTS FROM

MACHINERY,

Bill-Heads Ruled and Cut in the Neat-

ami

!

1410 Arc*

0*WC*B

haviu8 descended

Business and Professional Cards,

Fare in Cabin. .SJ.OO.

MODS

PETROLEUM All COAL STOCK

of

nov7

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at6o’oiockB.M.

ilO

Metaphysical Discovery!!

proved

Book and

Dyspepsia

Diseasos

PRICE #5.00.

Our Establishment is famished with all the ap-

ment in the

every

REMEDY,

Boston,

And our eolleetion of

-FOB-

Mrs. M. G. BROWN’S

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

H.

effectually by

Remedy

'

^RDXCAI^T^

DR. POLAND'S

For

The World’* Great

▲HD

Will bev favorable comparison with any establish*

Will, until farther notice, ran U
fallows:
Leave Atlaatio Wh«l, Portland,

CATARRH

LOMBARD & GORE,

By Fowlub

MODERN

!

charges

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.

—

Portland. Nov. 7,1864.

frcin the Ear, Catarrh,
Kheumaiism, Asthma,
Orouohial
8orofuia,
Consumption,
.4-__
Aftot.cn?
TboatDiffituniw. Diseaied Eves, Lo.»
*?“!!’Enlargement of the Liver,
Constipation, Gravel,Piles,
o°
d <*3Me which infest*
the human body, cured erery

NATION

THE

ri

WHITE PI1E (IIMII,
cue's mmm cube
The Great Popular»Bemedy

Neuralgia,

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,

Leave Baoo River for Portland, as 6.80 and 8.40
A. tt., and 8.40 P. tt.
Loave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. tt. and
1.00 and 6.80 P. M.
The 2.00 P, tt. train out and the 8.40 A. U. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
ears attached.
Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryebnrg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson, Limington, Cornisn,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonnev Eagle, South Limington. Limington, Limerlok, NewHeld, ParsonstMd, and Osslpee
At Saooarappa, tor South Windham, Eaat Standish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oot 81.1884.dtf

I

DR. R. GOODALE’S

Exchange St.,

Attention is respent faily invited to oar unrivalled
facilities for executing in

nngBMEja On and after November let, 186t,
EESBBItrains will leave ae follows, until fur-

GRAND

DEAFNESS,
Noises in the Kead,

PORTLAND. ME.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

THE STEAMERS

CATARRH!

821-2

'~^" =

FOIk

PETROLEUM!

acUjUBEBLkND RAIL ROAD.

YORK

cold,
First, eat nothing; second, go to bed, oarer
warm
la a warm room; third, drink &
up

To

Block,

Fox

a man

as

press,

N. A. FOSTER & CO.,
Proprietors.

»•*? *^

■»«.

-r

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

the train from Bangor
ifruns
Cunmkct o» Tioiusts are sold at Irscpori.or
Bruuather stution. hetaeeu
Mills, for
°* R®“•“
K. R- .utoflo
stations oi the Maine Central

Mills

vSTSPMftiL.

u. with train for

pusenger train
6'Returning,
atSr.M. *n slrslh takas pa»Bengtr» o*"*
the

,

CALORIC POWER

BmgPtasd all station* east 01 Kendall’* Mill* **>■>*

is satisfied that he hfks
let him do three things :

taken

Passenger Train* leave Portland dalfor Brunswick, Hath, Augusta, Ken.
At Kendall’.
1 10 r *.

SKTSTSkJwhegSrS.
Mills this train connects .1.6 »

growth?”

The moment

TSTdaily

Portland and Kennebec E. E.

out Sailor.

MBmcrgEp1^

~~~

PETROLEUM,

miscellaneous.

RAILROADS.

>

MISCELLANY.

Middle
PORTLAND,

novtdtf

.«

*t.,

